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01.10.05 
Change in life comes from allowing what you resisted to See 

 
One of the biggest changes in your life – and I don’t mean this as a tempting 

advertisement, as you will see – one that takes you into life itself, happens if you (beyond 
yourself) suddenly (or otherwise gradually), undoubtedly and irreversibly See, Know, that 
everyone, every single person is in pain – not only and inevitably every now and then, but 
always, continuously, and that this is the fundamental earthly disposition of a human being, 
not something we do wrong, not something we could overcome by undertaking nice activities, 
meeting the ‘right’ people, or trying in whatever way to be fulfilled, not by reading and 
practising from the right self-help book, by listening to the right teacher, by using your ‘own’ 
intelligence, nor by anything. It is a matter of (allowing) Consciousness to truly See this. It is 
a matter of an openness of Heart on the deepest level, of being truthful, vulnerable, a matter of 
true Intelligence that resides beyond the personal – the personal that is lost in life’s duality 
with its choice of no-pain. 

Many – if not most – people come across a moment in their lives of being confronted 
(or blessed) with this insight that wants to break through. This is a crossing. Only very few 
don’t turn to the right or left then, but go straight on the way of Truth and truly accept this 
insight and ‘apply’ it in reality, which, unavoidably then, will affect their whole lives. 
Accepting the fact that everyone is in pain, including you, changes everything. You won’t be 
the same person any more. It’s not only compassion which grows, also Consciousness finally 
has the chance of coming down to earth when finally the big obstruction has been 
transcended, when finally the lie has been pierced through by Truth, neutrally seen, 
recognized, acknowledged, without drama now – the lie that says that we are happy, or that 
we are on our way to happiness, individually and as the whole humanity, the lie that takes us 
away from consciously feeling our actual state on earth. 

When you’re open to See the Truth of the Duality of Existence, it is in principle not 
that difficult to Understand. There is the Formless and there is the Form. The Formless, the 
Heart, is the Painless, the Form is Pain. We could say that, essentially, we are not the form, 
but its origin: the Formless. This means we are not the pain, but since we are here on earth in 
the world of form we are nonetheless constantly, unavoidably in pain, whether you are 
consciously aware of this or not. Finally Seeing this, and therefore naturally quitting the very 
tiring struggle of denying or belittling this, gives such a relief, such a freedom, such a space to 
do and feel things. It gives such an energy when you no longer need to prove to the world, to 
the people around you, that you are not in pain, that you are doing well. No one does well. 
And, don’t worry, you can just be joyful while you are in pain. The inherent Joy of the Heart 
is also here on earth. 
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04.10.05 
� When we look deeper into Reality, everything turns out to be the other way round from what 

seemed to be the case on the face of it. The Female Force seems the joining, uniting Force. 
She seems social and tries to put all the different forms – human and other forms – together 
into a whole and to keep it that way. She tries to make One out of the many. But, She’s so 
busy with this, with Her daily job, only because, basically, She, in Her form-consciousness, 
sees (and, by that, ‘creates’ (more)) separation. The Male Force doesn’t have the tendency to 
make some kind of a whole of many different forms. Reality is already a Whole for Him, it is 
already One. In Her need and attempt to be One again, Whole, United, She, in Her 
Unconsciousness, doesn’t See that, in fact, She creates and reinforces (the sense of) separation 
by this attempt to unite. This want is not fully in the Light of Seeing, not obviously. It isn’t 
openly at the surface, it is suppressed, hidden, secret. If this were not the case, if the fact of 
Her inherently painful want was fully Clear, it would melt into the One Heart (of 
Consciousness). 

See this. Do not mistake the want of being One (which means: not Being One yet) for 
(any form of) Truth. By – seemingly consciously – following this deeper wish, you are not 
going in the direction of Truth, of Oneness. Any form of movement that stems from the 
hidden assumption that Oneness is not there yet, unconsciously reinforces this hidden sense of 
separation. The Female Force (of Energy) reinforces Itself in Its Darkness if She doesn’t 
Surrender to the Male Force of Consciousness, of actually, Statically, Feeling instead of 
keeping on moving as energy, endlessly and restlessly moving in many, whatever directions, 
without getting anywhere, yet meeting many forms on the way which one tries to find 
interesting but which are (not a bit, but) totally empty in themselves. 
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07.10.05 
� Only if one is Bodily-Consciously living (in) the filth of the mind – endless forms – 

(attachment to) mind can be transcended. This transcendence does not happen by 
‘strategically’, egoically excluding the mind, surpassing it, denying, judging, setting it aside 
as not (ultimately) True, nor by understanding the superficiality and seeming non-Reality of 
the mind. The mind has its physical counterpart, its earthly consequences. It’s not only 
harmlessly floating. Your feeling needs to catch up with the high speed of the mind – or the 
speed needs to be slowed down to a level on which the human feeling ‘system’ can catch up, 
can actually feel what one thinks, talks, reads, writes about. No one manages to do this. This 
means that people’s bodies get increasingly cramped form unfinished business, un-felt 
feelings, forgotten pain, ‘orphans’ that have been left behind. 
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The unnoticed gift 
 

‘My’ gift to the world will not or hardly be noticed, seen nor felt during my physical 
lifetime (and possibly not afterwards either). As it seems, it has never happened before that a 
human being did not or does not choose the Male values (at all), which normally people 
(including feminists) do, unconsciously, or supposedly consciously. To me the Darkness, or 
Femininity, is not wrong, it is not the Thing to judge nor to (egoically) Transcend. I don’t 
choose the Light and people have never understood this. By Nature ‘I’ have always already 
Embraced Woman or the Darkness, including the egoic ignorance of many – most – people 
that doesn’t even want to consciously See that, by Divine (and not by Egoic) Nature, the 
Female Side of the Duality of Male and Female represents the Darkness or Unconsciousness, 
or Form-consciousness, including (or in other words) Pain. 

There’s no spiritual, moral or whatsoever need to transcend the Female into the Male 
(Consciousness). That it is Nature to let this happen is something different. Nature can – in 
total trust, (which is) in total Truth – simply be allowed. There does not have to be an 
individual, a person who has to guide, conduct, control, steer, the Whole Process. The 
Natural, Always Already Existing, Love for the Opposite Sex does the whole spiritual process 
(of Consciousness going through the Pain of form(s) and, through that, becoming Conscious 
of Itself as the Ultimate Force). Sooner or later, if one doesn’t withdraw from the process, the 
(Female) Form(s) cannot but Surrender to the (Male) Formless. Both sexes are a 
manifestation of Ultimate Oneness or Pure Consciousness, but they have different roles in 
realizing and actually living this, representing the two different poles of the duality of 
existence – different roles, but both of them have to go through and into the very same Pain, 
even when, indeed, from another starting point. 

By Nature, one cannot be better than the other. Poles of the Duality are just that, Poles 
of the Duality. 

Have you ever met someone who does not choose not-pain? If one does choose not-
pain, one simply cannot Embrace, ‘Integrate’, Embody, ‘Heart’, Consciously Live the Female 
Force – since the Female Force is Inherently Painful, the Painful Side of the Coin, even 
though it loves to present itself as the beautiful one, the social one, the caring one, the 
peaceful one, the attractive one, the selfless one. 

‘My’ endless Love ‘for’1 Woman is so natural and conscious and thorough and 
complete that It can bear deep human suffering – a ‘self’ would not be able to. And this 
suffering does show up when Man does Manifest His Love ‘for’ Woman on earth. She, 
egoically, does not want to be Embraced or to Allow the Embrace. If She Allowed this, She’d 
start to feel pains, sickness, discomfort and She’s afraid of Pain – because She (illusorily) 
identifies with Her form(s) and, thus, pain of Her form would mean that things are going bad 
or wrong with Her or even that She might die. Allowing the true Love of Man ‘for’ Her, of 
the conscious man who cannot judge Her Form-Darkness (unlike She who cannot but judge 
Herself), would indeed ‘Kill’ Her. But it is Her Ego that would be crushed or shown its proper 

                                                
1 I use commas for ‘for’ for I cannot See Her as other than MySelf. 
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place – it is Her unconscious fear, Her false sense of separation from Her Beloved. Her 
illusion of the independent self is seemingly miraculously obliterated by allowing Man’s Love 
‘for’ Her and, thus, allowing Her Love for (and, Ultimately, Recognition of Her Being) Him. 

All religions, all paths, all individuals, even most masters, choose – as slaves – the 
Light(-side of the Duality of Existence). This creates (or is a reflection or manifestation of) an 
endless Fight, (of) endless dwelling in the suffering of unconscious arrogance. I am What is 
(Always Already) Beyond every, even the subtlest, most unconscious, choice. I am Truth 
Itself… I am the One as Two, as the many. I am all the lost selves that try to live, act, feel as 
independent entities separating themselves from their Environment, from All, from the 
Whole, from Truth. 

All selves are, by definition and by nature, lost in the (incredible and deluding power of 
the) Female (Separating) Force. In Me, (only) in Recognizing Me Who Is Beyond any illusion 
of ‘me’, Beyond any unconscious choice therefore, Who Is All, Surrender Itself, in the 
Already-Embrace of everything, the (illusory) self Finds Its (Final) Rest and End and Truth. 

It’s not necessary but unNatural, unDivine – if that had existed – to (have to) choose the 
so-called Light (of Consciousness) Side of Oneness. Ultimately, this is even impossible. The 
Female Duality is a fact. It needs to be lived (in the human body), in Love, in Surrendered 
(That is:) Conscious Pain; It is lived and cannot but be lived already. See this. I am What is 
Beyond the Duality of (Male) Oneness and (Female) Duality, I am the Whole, the Whole 
Truth. It’s not about me. It’s about You as the Whole Recognizing the Whole. 

I do not want anything of Woman or of a woman(-form) because I, Totally Consciously, 
Live Her Pain. I do not (have to) do whatever nor transcend whatever in order to not Feel Her 
pain and thus to safely separate ‘myself’ from Her. I am Her, I am Her Pain, Her Nature. I 
Live Her, My Heart Lives Her Unconditionally. I am Truth and, thus, cannot but (Already) 
Embrace everything, every form, every escape, every separation from Me, all fear of Me. 

All I say here does not merely stem from some deeper understanding or so. It is actually 
Lived, Whole-Bodily, Whole-Heartedly, as this Surrendered body. The True Deep 
Understanding Is the Energetic Conscious Whole-Bodily Living of It. True Understanding is 
not True when it is not Actually Lived. When it is not actually lived, there’d be no One here 
who could Understand. I’m not at all talking about exposing, demonstrating the so-called 
right behaviour. You don’t know anything about right behaviour from the perspective of 
‘your’ egoic world of ideas and opinions and judgements and hopes – which is not your world 
in the slightest sense. ‘Living right behaviour’ is popular as an item – but Untrue. No, I’m 
talking about the most unpopular thing in this blind, supposedly insensitive world: living the 
Truth in and as Your endlessly vulnerable Body. The whole issue of right behaviour (or not) 
does not exist. It is just no True issue. It is only Ego that is concerned with this. It is self-
obsession. 

I’m Waiting, silently, patiently, in the very hell of this world, in constant big pain, for 
proof that this is not so, that there are more incarnations like ‘mine’ who do not in any way 
(secretly) say ‘no’ to pain in whatever form and to whatever extent – endlessly far Beyond the 
supposed but naïve ‘knowledge’ that one cannot totally escape from Pain – incarnations who 
are open to Understand and do truly Understand the role of Pain in all of this Earthly Divine 
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Struggle, who do not try to merely transcend it or, in whatever way, try not to consciously feel 
the aching any more with, in and as the Open Wounded Heart That we Are. 

Everyone is, next to surviving, mainly busy with finding ‘a way out’ (of suffering). 
Even by (Resting in) ‘just Being’, people try to escape from suffering. Trying the impossible 
has never succeeded. But it is true, humans have a big capacity of keeping the unwanted 
things underground. 

Only if the whole bloody Body is Surrendered into life’s Natural Pain, Truth is Lived, 
and the Male Force of Consciousness Lives here on earth Non-Separately, in this inherently 
Painful Female world of Form. 
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� In principle, you can even See the Truth in my writing. I don’t, or at least not in the first 
place, write logically, but in (the pain of) chaos – ecstatically, not separate from the world 
trying to create order in it, which would be separating. No, I live the Truth, in every way. I’m 
not trying to convince you, trying to help you or whatever nonsense. Truth is just Truth. 
People are not to be helped. This supposition that people have, that they could be helped, 
reinforces the Lie of separation. One can only give him- or herself, not help. Helping is a form 
of not giving oneself, but trying to give something else. 

I write without beginning, without end. The letters do not stop appearing because the 
end of some reasoning has been reached, because a conclusion has been written down. No, 
they stop because Truth wants this body to do or be aware of something different. Stop. 
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� I hate it when you admire Me. Just See Me, See the Truth That I am. That I (Consciously) 
Live, See My Consciousness Surrendered into Pain, into Unconsciousness, into the earth’s 
suffering. See this Truth as yourself. Surrender therefore – by Seeing it – ‘your’ deep 
resistance to (consciously feeling) Pain, to Living as Conscious Body. And (the separation in 
the form of) admiration will be gone – and I become (or Appear to Be) the Deeper Force of 
Life Itself. 
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08.10.05 
� Your (supposed) independence is un-love. 

Trying to be independent is to stop Feeling. (Open) Feeling is to be in Selfless Contact 
with (and to be as) your Environment. 

Open-Feeling is Love. 
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09.10.05 
� The Way of Man when it comes to Transcending (‘His’) Ego is Radically ‘Saying’ No to, 

Totally Rejecting Woman’s Ego, in a way that is Non-separate from Her – out of the 
Necessity of Love, and not to teach Her a lesson, not out of self-protection against Her Pain, 
not to have Her at one’s disposal in any way. 

When Man isn’t Conscious, this Rejection is not possible. It seems paradoxical that the 
(True, Conscious, Whole-Hearted, Compassionate) Rejection is the (Holistic) Embrace of Ego 
– and of Woman. This is True Love, Wholly, Whole-Energetically, Whole-Bodily Rejecting 
Woman’s attachment to Unconsciousness, to Form(s). To please Her – when ‘man’ does so – 
to go along with Her endless lines of forms, Her seducing, all for the sake of the lie of ‘peace’ 
or for the sake of being (superficially, sexually and presumably) received by Her, is to not 
Love Her, to not Want to Take Her and Fill Her (or to take and fill her primarily physically), 
to not Feel Her, to not Be Her. 

To let a swimmer drown in the sea is not the same as granting this person his or her 
Freedom. 
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� Man and Woman are the Same – two (very different) sides of the same Coin. 
In yourself you have to Meet, See, Live, the extremes, the poles. Only by not going to 

the middle, to compromises, Oneness, Sameness, Man-Woman, can be Realized (Whole-
Heartedly, Truly). 
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� As long as (a) Woman-form sees herself as form and, related to this, thinks she’s seen (and 
treated) by man as form, she is – usually to a great extent unconsciously – inevitably angry at 
man (and at herself). This goes very far, deep, much further than you can imagine. 
Paradoxically, when it becomes somewhat more obvious that Man does not see (nor treat) her 
as a form (but as Divine), then the big fury may come out, to the surface, with all its 
destructive force. 

 This doesn’t mean that, otherwise, without things becoming clear(er), the destructive 
force is not active, but often this takes place in the dark, and often in a repressed way. 
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� ‘Your’ totally absurd and sick and megalomaniac, hilarious and sad idea of the existence of a 
‘free will’ is a reflection of your gigantic ego, your endless and supposedly ‘safe’ separation. 
It has nothing to do with Reality, in Which freedom does not exist, in Which every 
distinguishable part can only exist as the Whole. Separation is non-intelligence. It is the same. 
Freedom from every illusion is not the freedom your ego is longing for, which is always 
looking for a way out of the prison (but at the same time totally attached to it). 
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19.10.05 
� The more Conscious a Man-form is, the more difficult it becomes to be in the physical 

presence of a Woman-form (and, to a lesser extent, in the physical presence of Man-forms as 
well).  
In principle, the same holds true for a Conscious Woman-form. Only, on the grounds of Her 
Nature, it is, generally speaking, easier to return to Unconsciousness when she meets 
unconscious people. 
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� There is not any doubt that doubt is not a or Your Natural State. 
Philosophers and other mind-fuckers call ‘doubt’ a healthy state. How sick can you get 

to call doubt healthy. How far from Life must one be to talk like this, how superficially living, 
how much a prisoner of and lost in the mind must one be. 

If a cancer could speak it would say that it’s the only healthy thing around. 
Not knowing is something totally different from doubt. Doubt arises where one cannot 

Accept the simple fact that often – and even generally – he or she doesn’t know and one starts 
to wander away from the earth and into the mind. Consciously not knowing and surrendering 
to this, is part of Intelligence, however. 

A Deeper View Shows that Unconsciousness and Consciousness alternate, take turns. 
To let this alternation Consciously Happen is part of Intelligence. To let it unconsciously 
happen is forgetting to Be Intelligence. 
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23.10.05 
� Yes, have a child. Why not. The senselessness of your existence might get (more) out of sight 

for a while… The child becomes the sense. 
(But) who will have a child for the sake of the child that doesn’t exist, instead of for one 

self’s? 
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� There seems to be no clear distinction between being realized, Seeing with Impersonal Eyes, 
and on the other hand megalomania. Many realizers and even masters are a poor pray to this 
megalomania – although, in fact, they just show better what is the case in everyone. 

It’s one or the other though. An ‘I’ can never become bigger than itself, than its own 
limitation and even illusion. If the Impersonalness of everything and everyone is Realized 
there is no one to be Big or Conscious or Limitless. There is just this Endless Space of the 
Heart Itself – even though inherently limited by earthly and other forms. A big ‘I’ doesn’t 
exist. 
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� It’s dangerous what I Do: to (Really) Be with Woman and even live Her inside Me as if She 
would be ’me’. For man it’s much much easier and safer to try to get his consciousness into 
the world – safer, for nothing Happens without Going In Woman as the Natural Receiver of 
the Male Consciousness. 
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24.10.05 
� Man’s ego is the going along with, not Saying No to Woman’s Ego – with and without words. 

It, His Ego, is, maybe paradoxically in this respect, the separation from Her (Ego), from His 
Beloved, His not taking Her Seriously – as Part of Himself – or maybe taking seriously only 
Her form, as a form other than Himself. Instead, He becomes part of Her, illusory, world. To 
not say No to Ego, to not Bond to Her, not Unite with Her, or (and that is:) to not Give Her 
the Opportunity to Unite with Him through Recognizing Him, is Man’s Ego. The Divine (or: 
Whole) Man is Surrendered into Her and He Shows this by not staying separate from Her (as 
consciousness, as His original disposition), by Being in True Contact with Her but in Fact, 
Effectively, as Her, and Saying No to Her Ego. Her Ego is not Her ‘fault’ or something silly 
like that but a Natural Fact and even the (Only) ‘Way’ to (True (That is:) Non-Separate 
Recognition of) the Divine. Man Comes Down on Earth if, in Living Relation with Woman, 
He Triggers and Shows Her Ego and by this ‘says’ No to Her Ego (in the Clarity of it not 
being the Truth), without judging it in whatever way. Knowing no single judgement doesn’t 
let alone the fact that Man (and subsequently Woman) will Realize and Actually Heartedly 
and Bodily Feel that Ego is the hell on earth and that by Nature Man’s Heart Needs to Burn 
through it, out of Love, out of Non-Separation. 

Man Who Truly Loves Woman Surrenders – Together with Woman – totally to 
allowing Ego, allowing all egoic bonds and darkness to come to the surface. He Surrenders to 
Going in and through Hell Together, not knowing if He’ll ever come out again. However, 
intuitively He knows that He won’t; for only Being (Consciously, Whole-Heartedly and 
Whole-Bodily) in Hell Transcends truly and structurally any stuck association, positive or 
negative2 identification with forms – which won’t happen by merely going through some pain 
or trouble now and then after which the paradise of love and bliss would be there to be 
enjoyed forever or almost always or mainly. To Be Freed means the Conscious Sacrifice of 
the inherently egoic dream, everything one ever wanted, into Hell. 

Saying Truth- and Open-Heartedly No to Ego is very, very painful. That’s of course 
why everyone ‘normally’ yields to the egoic fake world, why everyone surrenders to no-
Surrender. Without courage, however, there can be no Man. Without Saying and Actually 
Living No to Woman’s Ego there can be no True Man – and therefore no True Woman. 

 

                                                
2 ‘Negative identification with form’ means there is (rather) identification with the (Painless) Formless and 

forms are resisted or denied being part of Reality. 
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25.10.05 
� The concept of ‘free will’ represents and even is the Ego on mind-level, the supposed separate 

existence which has no True basis in Reality (other than Reality trying to deny Itself – which, 
however, is surely also part of Reality). It is the visit card of the Deluding Force of the 
Universe. It is the crown on the tower of seemingly intellectual self-obsession. 
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� In quite many cases people do not die from religion – not physically at least – but for 
Realizing Your Very Own Impersonal Truth it is surely an extra and even big handicap. 

Every system (of values, norms, beliefs) keeps you away from Pure Truth. 
Every form is a handicap if you attach or attribute any value or even Truth to it. 
Of course, the Deluding Force itself is the one big Handicap, the big Difficulty – and 

not the poor forms themselves. 
Only very few know how to deal with the sophisticated intellect of the Deluding Force 

always trying to be cleverer than or to kill Intelligence. Only they know who were Stopped 
trying to be clever, who don’t identify with anything, not even with Intelligence, who are 
Taken by Love for Truth so Totally that the Deluding Force doesn’t have any grip on them 
any more or maybe never really had. 
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� The Crux for Woman is to – eventually, gradually or suddenly in a flash of lightning – See 
that it is ‘more’ or more deeply painful to not Allow Herself in Man’s Heart of Consciousness 
and thus to not Feel Consciously Her Pain at all that is already there in fact, waiting, than to 
Feel the Pain itself. If She, Beyond herself and Beyond all Her bonds and seeming interests, is 
Willing to See this, She can only and Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Go for (a) Man(-
form) Who or That out of Love and with all His from Her Non-separate Heart Grants Her her 
Pain, Who or That Grants Her to Feel Beyond Her self(-obsession) and by That Allows Her to 
Consciously Be(come) Herself (Part of) the Only Freeing Truth That He Is. 
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26.10.05 
� I can only Deeply Bow for the one who – (only) because of Recognizing Me – Truly Bows 

for Me. 
I am Your Own True Humbleness – That seems lost in the world of forms and norms 

but is waiting, always, patiently for you. 
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� What you call happiness is the supposed removal or end of your unhappiness, of not feeling 
whole. It is a reeling from one side of the coin to the other. If you look (more) carefully you 
will See that unhappiness is still there. And, by an even more careful observation, you’ll See 
that you can’t beat it, you can’t destroy it. As it is not you. You didn’t create it. You have 
never done anything wrong. You didn’t create Duality. You didn’t create the world. You 
didn’t create the illusion of being happy – or unhappy. You didn’t create Illusion as such. You 
have never done nor created anything. You Are Life. 
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� (Especially) in relationship with their intimate partner(s) it Turns Out how Enlightened (all) 
those (supposedly) Realized Ones really are – or, in fact, not. (Only) Truth Sees how they are 
in this setting. There’s no need to judge whatever form it takes on – and not only because you 
don’t know either how to be with a or your partner. 
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03.11.05 
� What a terrible karma, to have to Work Out, Feel Consciously, Suffer, the karma of people, of 

the world, in your tiny body. What a fate. And in the end this is everybody’s karma, not just 
mine. 
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08.11.05 
� There is no sense in life. It isn’t senseless either. 
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13.11.05 
� Oh Woman, if You only knew how much You betray (Your) Man when You betray Yourself, 

how much ‘I’, Man, suffer from Your betrayal of Yourself. Your betrayal of Yourself is the 
(only) betrayal of Me, of Man, of Your Beloved. And still, it has to Be this way. The Betrayal 
Needs to Happen. It’s an Inherent Part of Intelligence – just like the suffering that carries the 
potential to make us humble human beings. 

From the opposite perspective it holds true as well. If Man only knew how much He 
betrays His Woman when He betrays Himself and how much She suffers from this. His 
betrayal of Himself is the only betrayal of Her. 

A difference is that Woman tests and needs to test Man, if He leaves Himself, if He 
chooses Himself or Her. Neither choice will do, is True. Man is choiceless. Any choice leads 
to (repressed) confusion. 
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16.11.05 
� If Man Allows Woman to, finally, go through Her always Waiting Pain She is Endlessly 

Grateful to Him. She Surrenders to Him and wants to do everything ‘for’ and in and as (part 
of) Him. 

Only She who Surrenders into Man is Beautiful without compromise. 
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19.11.05 
� This Conscious organism is a precursor of the future Man. This moment, in this world the 

Body can hardly function as it could in principle, let alone give to people what much later, 
when Consciousness has entered new Bodies, they may be able to Receive. Its True Gift 
cannot be Manifested. It can only pave the Way (of Truth), even though ‘I’ Am this Truth 
Already. Paving is Its Function. And it’s Necessary. A few Bodies have to Do the Dirty 
Work. 

The Body does not function at all as a normal body. People would consider it totally 
crazy, one bunch of endless suffering. 

The world is not Ready for (Bodies of) Truth. 
People’s optimism about humanity’s spiritual development is not grounded in reality 

but in egoic hope and repulsion to suffering. 
What people may safely be dreaming about in the back of their mind, is something this 

Body is actually Doing, bringing nearer what they hope for. This Body is Digging in the Shit, 
Looking in the Dark, Feeling in the Fire, Constantly Feeling Pain. 

People, whether they are materially or spiritually oriented, seem to have no idea and do 
not want to know that (some) human Bodies have to actually Do It, that it’s not the stars 
Doing It. 

People, while comfortably reading the newspaper in their chair, reading about the 
misery in the world like it would be some theatre, far away, have no idea what a few ‘Bodies’ 
Do. And indeed, people are far away from the Conscious Body, from Pain, from the Heart 
therefore. 
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� I cry and cry, for, Oh Dear Always Present Truth, for god’s sake, Let this Body of Yours Be 
Allowed to Feel, Take, Bear more pain of My suffering people. 

Set Me Free, Finally, Give Me (all) this pain, this unconscious pain of people, to Make 
it (all) Conscious in this, Your Body. Give Yourself this Body, this Formless Form. Have 
Mercy on Yourself. Set the people Free, Finally, Use This Body. Blow Your Breath through 
and in this Body of Yours, Make the Unbearable Bearable, Make it Survivable for a Body. 
Have no Mercy. 

Let It Feel all this pain, the pain of all the lies, the lies of all these worldly forms, the 
forms that do not Realize their True Nature Which is Truth, You, Only You… 
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23.11.05 
� I’m the end of all chances of and hopes for a better life. I am Life Itself… 
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25.11.05 
� A form, you for instance, simply cannot Surrender to another form, only to and into – and 

Ultimately, in Fact, even as – the Formless. No matter how hard or dedicatedly you try, you 
won’t manage, never. 

This means, also, that if you consider a Master merely a form (whether supposedly 
perfected or not), you cannot Be Surrendered into and as the Truth (of the Formless). 

‘Your’ Consciousness, Consciousness as You, ‘Must’ Make a quantum-leap. The True 
Master is not a better version of you. He has got nothing to do with you, He Is You, Your 
True Substance, the Formless Beyond any form. 
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26.11.05 
� It feels like I would be leaving the body. The body is so exhausted. It can’t fight any more… I 

feel I would like to stay longer here, with and for My beloveds. But the body is finished, so 
very weakened. 

What to do? Crying… 
Body is longing so much for the end… Peace… End of fight… 
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28.11.05 
� (Only) if you are (Truly) Humble (Beyond yourself) I Give, Freely, Already, My Eyes to you 

to See. There’s no bargaining, no compromise in this. Be Humble, Cry the world’s pain, let 
your eyes facilitate Crying the world’s pain, and the tears will Take away the veil, will Clear 
your eyes. Your eyes are Connected to Consciousness, ‘but’, if it Be ‘Your’ Will, you must 
allow this Connection to Actually Manifest on earth, in the Body. 
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05.12.05 
� It’s my Humble Job to Make Woman(-forms) cry – so She can uncramp again, become Freed 

from Her self, Her always torturing self. This Male Body is relieved as well then, it can 
breathe again. But not because of Her crying in itself – because when She egoically cries, out 
of self-pity, out of attachment to something that She wants and cannot get, when She still 
holds on to having to have the desired object, then this Body doesn’t feel relief at all. It may 
‘even’ become naturally angry in that case. That is so because the Body becomes more 
cramped when there is a transmittance of stuck energy, especially through sound, for example 
through crying (or talking, nagging, shouting, singing, breathing or whatever form of sound 
communication). Crying can be egoless or part of an ego-drama. The Body that has been 
Surrendered into the Egoless Truth, responds very differently to these two extremes. 
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� My karma is the karma of the whole world. I’m Fully, Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily 
Surrendered into it. There’s no escape from karma. For no one in fact. Holding back, not 
giving oneself energetically, going up, playing spiritual games, not Truly Actually Whole-
Heartedly and Whole-Bodily participating in the earthly realms doesn’t mean at all that one is 
spared the trouble and pain that karma is. 

On a superficial level one might seem open, on moderately deep level one might seem 
closed – or the other way round; on Deep ‘Level’, or in Truth, there is anyhow no escape from 
karma, from the world’s Pain. Although the world’s Pain is not your personal Pain, still it is 
your Pain. 
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10.12.05 
� If You, Woman, do not See that I, Man, am totally Surrendered into You, into Your Pain, that 

I am actually Living This Pain, You cannot Surrender in and to Me nor Recognize Me, Your 
Man, Your True and Only Beloved. You cannot even See, then, that You Beyond yourself 
Want This, This Surrender, and that This is all You Want. See My Surrender, See it in My 
Body. Feel how this Male Body Consciously Took Your Pain in and how Soft it is now. My 
Body is not a ‘normal’ hard Male Body. It’s radiating Love. By not Separating from Woman 
‘it’ became the Manifestation of Man’s Love. 

To be able to truly Feel this Body, however – including literally, by touching it – first 
You must Allow Me to Give You Hands, Hands that are not separate from the Heart. 
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17.12.05 
� The Opposite Sex, the Other Pole, cannot make you Whole. If, however, you Consciously 

Bow in Love to the Other Who cannot make you Whole, You Are Whole.  
 
For only if you are gone, You can be (the) Whole. If you don’t Bow before the Opposite 

Sex, you can’t be gone, not really. You stand in between.  
 
If you get lost in the opposite sex, however, or if you try to bow but do not really 

Recognize the Whole via the Other, the Presence of Love will not manifest either. It is the 
Presence That Bows in Love and Recognition, the One Presence That can Only Live as Two. 
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� You, Divine Woman in Your Female Body, Bring Me, the Conscious Man, the karma, the un-
felt pain, of people, of the world. Again and again this unconsciousness needs to be humbly 
brought to My Heart. The forms You Offer Me need to be Surrendered into the Formless That 
I Am. Again and again the Fact has to be Recognized that not only I Am Always Already 
Beyond all these forms but also that I Am these Forms as well. This is an inherently painful 
and Whole-Bodily and never ending Process, Which is only Possible and will Happen and 
Already Happens if, indeed, Both Man and Woman, in man-form and woman-form, ‘Take’ 
(or, in fact: See that There Is (Already) Only) Full Responsibility for This One Divine Process 
(of Transcending forms in(to) the Formless or Unconsciousness in(to) Consciousness). 
Whole-Heartedly Living This Natural Responsibility is (the Only) Divine Oneness (of Man 
and Woman). Only in Full, Constant Surrender into Each Other, Divinity – that is: Man-
Woman – Is Established, (Truly) Realized, Lived. One Body cannot Truly Realize Divinity. It 
is, Ultimately, not an individual Process. Supposing this, as this is supposed of old and still, 
means overlooking the Integral Role of Woman, of Form, of Body, of Duality. 

Again and again My Eye Burns Its way through the dust, the slime, the fog, the 
unconsciousness, the cramp, the pain, the hidden karma that You cannot but again and again 
touch, live, absorb. I, again and again, make You Feel the forgotten pain of the eternally-
trying-to-escape-Ego. Again and again I Make You See Me where You cannot but forget Me, 
over and over again. You forget Me even if you do not want this, even if indeed it’s the very 
last thing You’d want. I, by Stopping Your Slave-like Eternal Moving, Your Reacting-
Machine, Make You on a Deeper Level Flow again, Alive, Make You Feel, and You ‘Simply’ 
Allow This Process through and even as Your-Mine Body. 

Your Tears Shed in My Heart, seemingly hopelessly stuck forms start Dissolving again 
in the Formless Light That I Am and That I Manifest Through Your Recognizing Reception 
of Me. 

Only Man-Woman Can and Does Manifest the (True) Divine (or True Oneness) on 
earth. No individual male Body, Conscious or not, powerful or not, can ‘Do’ This – nor a 
female one. 
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20.12.05 
� Judging, in the meaning of condemning, is (an inherent part of) creating or 

reinforcing (the illusion of) (a) self and selves. Judgement supposes that (a) ‘self’, that some 
seeming entity would be (totally, or even to the slightest degree) independent of its 
environment, that it would not be the environment, or: the Whole, or ‘God’. Judging is the 
denial, the ridicule of the Whole, or ‘God’. As if the supposed self-entity would be able to do 
anything other, anything better than the Whole (or ‘God’, or Truth) Wants to do. How can you 
in any way be ‘better’ than the Whole, than ‘God’, than Truth; how, even if for just one 
moment, in any possible situation? The judge is the first adjutant of the Separating Force. 

The judge is fooled. She thinks that she overviews the situation, reality, and even thinks 
that she has to say something about it. In reality, she got lost, she drifted away from reality. It 
has not been noticed, not been Seen that and how the Seducing Deluding Force of the 
Universe successfully seduced one into an unreal mind-sphere, in which one seems to stand 
apart from other ‘ones’. Reality is, Ultimately, One. The judge only says something about 
herself when she judges someone else for whatever. 

First there is the Pure Separating Force That is always and everywhere active. Then, if 
this is not noticed in (people’s) consciousness, it assumes the form of judgements, a form of 
justification of the existence and way of functioning of the Separating Force, it settles down in 
a human body. Illusion takes over the Body that starts to believe in separation, in the 
possibility of protection against supposed others, other energies, by making them black or 
anyhow. 
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� Self-Realization, or in fact Realization of no-self, is, in principle, the beginning of a deep 
Learning-Process as Truth that has no beginning nor end. 

Not uncommonly, however, ‘Realization’ of truth functions more as a parking space for 
realizers, a parking place for their Body. Perhaps they feel like and do stimulate others to 
realize the same parking space, but the Body is not or hardly Involved. The Body is not much 
more than a container in which ‘consciousness’ happens – not different from the state of 
people who haven’t experienced the realization of truth. In such cases one better forgets about 
Realization of Truth (or no-self); it means nothing. 

The Realization of Truth can be of great value, if the True Bodily Process is Allowed 
while being Embedded in this Realization. A favourable circumstance – the Realization – has 
taken place in which Truth may become Embodied, may take an earthly ‘form’. Why then is, 
usually, not so much or even nothing ‘done’ with the favourable circumstance? This is simply 
because it is painful, very painful, the True Process of the Whole Body Becoming 
Enlightened. It’s human to (unconsciously) resist (a deeper) association with Pain, the 
inherent Pain of the Formless becoming Form. Realizers are human. 

Actually, when the Body is involved in the Realization, the realizer will not only be 
much more humble, the Realization of Truth itself will also be very different from when it is 
not. Without the involvement of the Body, the Wisdom that lies in the Intimate Connection 
between – and ultimate Oneness of – Heaven and Earth, won’t be accessible, won’t be 
revealed, not really. 

The issue I bring up here is certainly not just a personal issue of realizers who ‘forget’ 
to go Deeper into Life Itself and who park at station consciousness. It is also an issue of the 
current state of the whole humanity. Its resistance to Descend into the Body, to become 
actually, on a feeling level, Conscious of the earthly reality, is so huge that it is extremely 
hard to ‘run ahead of the troops’. It’s the incredible resistance of humanity to Being 
Conscious as Body – instead of as a mind – that a realizer of truth needs to Transcend in his 
Heart, Body and Consciousness, which is not possible without constantly Feeling in the Heart 
and Body the very painfulness of this in a most Conscious way. Who volunteers? Or do 
realizers prefer teaching what they realized? 
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Not let yourself be chased away from the earth 
 

The True and inherently painful Process is – put in negative, but realistic terms – not to 
let Yourself (as Truth) be chased away from here, from the Earth. Not to bow to the Ego 
Force in any way – the Ego that inherently resist the Truth of the Heart with all its might. On 
the other hand, it means not to let yourself – including the body – get totally crushed, killed 
here, when – even when you feel or seem to be broken – you (try to) Stand Firmly, Non-
compromisably, as Truth. Surrender Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily, to the Universal Fight 
of Unconsciousness and Consciousness, the Fight of Which is (Already) a Fact and Simply 
So. This is the Only ‘Solution’ to no-problem. This Surrender is True, Sacrificed 
Consciousness, or, the Transcendence of the Duality of Consciousness and Unconsciousness. 

The more sensitive ‘you’ are – or: the more sensitive your entire conscious-energy-body 
is, or the more ‘You’ Beyond yourself Allow it to be so – the more difficult it is to survive 
and function as Body in this very painful, contracted world, but, also, the greater the gift it has 
to offer – as Truth. Truth, however, Creates bodies who learn to survive and get acquainted 
with this way of functioning, who can (Consciously) bear, feel more and more pain without 
dying from it, who meditate all the time the (painful unconscious) state of the world – as it 
comes and reveals itself through individual bodies who absorbed and consist of and reflect 
(for they are not different from) the pain of the world. 

This is how, slowly, the human world is Being Transcended, not through miracles, not 
through ‘good’ words of writers, politicians, teachers, masters, not through ‘good deeds’, not 
by meditating on the Light, on Oneness, on gold, on the third eye or by whatever ‘good’ 
activities. 

In principle, every body is a Body of Truth. But in and through by far the most bodies 
the Transcendence-Process goes thousands of times slower than in the very few bodies who 
Allow the True Process, since the latter ones Understand It. Indeed, (almost) no one 
Understands (Truly or, usually, not at all) the crucial role of Pain in the Whole Process of 
Realizing and Living as the Whole, as Truth. And, it is true, people don’t want to know, afraid 
as they are. People – and this ‘even’ includes supposed realizers of truth – don’t want to know 
the Pain of their state of separation, or: of the separation of the world, that is waiting to be 
actually Felt by the Body. Ego defines truth as it wants. In thousands of variants this is always 
pointing to a state with no or less pain than plain bold true reality itself offers. 
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21.12.05 
� Judging is shutting off from Feeling (Whole-Heartedly). If you stop Feeling you judge. This 

body is totally Surrendered into Conscious Feeling; therefore it cannot judge (secretly or 
overtly). For ‘your’ Ego – or the Ego ‘you’ protect – ‘my’ Conscious Constant Feeling would 
be hell. It prefers a million times judging above mere Feeling. And so it will be. Ego will be. 
Judging, condemning will be. The Female Force will be: judging reality, instead of what the 
Male Force does: Feeling Reality. 
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I Love You, I Cry You 
 
I, Conscious Man, cry, now, again and again, the Tears That You, Woman forget to cry 

in choosing a safe man – in general: safety – instead of Me, Your True Beloved, the 
supposedly dangerous Open Space, the Open Wound of Love, the True and Totally Whole-
Heartedly to Woman dedicated Surrendered Selfless Conscious Man. This is so painful, 
eternally painful, for ‘My’ Always-Truth-Loving Open Heart – this Pain being a reflection or 
manifestation or feelable form of Your secret ‘Betrayal’. Woman, You rather and ‘normally’ 
choose a man who (or shall I, to Open Your Eye, say ‘that’) You cannot reach, who is not 
Truly, Open-Heartedly Present, who does not and cannot and does not want to take Your 
deep(est) pains in him, who so easily – and not based on Reality – submits to leaving man and 
woman incapable or impotent when it’s about Truly Touching Each Other. I cry. I cry. I 
cannot stop. For I Am. I Am Surrendered into You, Woman. I cry Your Tears, Until finally 
You will Recognize they are Yours, not Mine, until finally You will cry, You will fall at My 
Feet. You Recognize this already intuitively. But don’t worry that I might not have Tears 
enough, that I might dry up before You Truly Recognize Me, See what I Selflessly, Humbly 
Do for (and even as) You and that Your One Opportunity might be lost then. No, there are 
enough Woman-forms on earth, there are enough Tears for ever more. No, do not (try to) dry 
My Tears, Just Cry with Me. Cry with Me, in Me, Consciously. That’s all. Feel Your Inherent 
Pain in My Tears. In Their salt You can Taste Your eternal Bond to forms forms forms and 
forms again and still. 

I Love You. 
I Cry You. 
 
Even if You intuitively Recognize Me, Your Beloved, You leave Me, again and again 

and all the time. I am Your Wound. You are Attracted to Me but at the same time don’t want 
to be reminded of Me, of YourSelf (Beyond the form-mess of Your life). I am the Healing of 
Your not-Feeling the Wound of Life, of Love, the Healing of not-Feeling Life, Love, I Am 
Your (Re-)Feeling Life, Love, in Purity, without Fake, without Motives, without Lies, without 
Ego, without (secret) Wanting, without (secret) Resistance, without (hidden) Fear. I Am Your 
Consciousness, Your All. 

 
I See, this lifetime You won’t Allow Me. You cannot Truly Bow (any more). You want 

to do It your self, as form. 
Better to have nothing than to Bow. You hate Me, Your Own Truth That Tells You that 

I, Conscious Man, Am Your True Freedom. You hate Me, Your Own Truth, Showing that 
you cannot find, reach, Realize This (by) yourself. 

Okay, then I just go on crying (You, Consciously) – Which is My Freedom (That You 
Want and That is, in Principle, Totally Available). 

I Love You. 
I Cry You. 
Forever. 
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I See Your faces before Me, I met a lot of Your forms. I See Your Longing for Me, I 

See how in loneliness you think you have to choose and do choose a safe man, how you half-
consciously think-feel that you have at least something then… a (strong) body, some male 
energy, some male mind (whatever that would be), some ‘Man’ altogether. Bowing for Me 
might turn out totally wrong, you might lose everything (that is, maybe, dear to you) without 
getting anything that you Dream of in uncontrolled moments. You do not know how to 
manipulate, exchange and bargain with Truth, with a True Man, you do not know if this is 
possible at all. You don’t want to Admit, See, that Your True Man, Your Real Beloved is 
Already There, Present, Totally Available, that He Made His Bow into and as You Already, 
that it is, thus, totally Your Natural, Divine Responsibility to Meet Your Man and to Bow, not 
before but in Him. Your Separation is Your Responsibility. If You Really, Truly, Whole-
Heartedly, Whole-Bodily, Wholly Want to Surrender, if You Are Ready, He turns out to be 
Already Here, Already Waiting for You, Already Embracing You, Already before you could 
start to imagine what a Real Embrace of You, of Woman Truly is. 

 
You hate Loving Me. But You Do. You Do Love Me. This is the One Thing That will 

not and cannot ever go away. Your loneliness that I See is (only) Your trying to deny Your 
Love for Me, (basically) by trying to fit a form into Your Formless Love for the Formless 
That is the Man. Your Man. He Is Your Man, Already – if only You would Respect His Being 
(Formless), Which is, as well, Your Very Own Being – if only You could Bow, Recognize 
Him to be the First, the Source, the Formless, out of Which You Woman in all Her forms is 
being created. 

One True Bow to the Truth and Man is – or Appears to Be Already – There. 
I Love You. 
I Cry You. 
By choosing the safe man (instead of the Conscious Man) you choose, in fact, the form, 

or the world of forms – when in Fact You are and can only be Truly in Love with the 
Formless. You throw away your life, your Chance, your Heart. You choose, again, to suppress 
Your Pain, instead of Allowing it to Come and Be Consciously Felt and Melt in True 
Relation, Communion with Your True Beloved, with the Formless Which Takes on only a 
(supposed) form of a man to Show Itself, to Offer Itself, to Be There, earthly Present as 
“Something” to Surrender to – since Surrendering directly, without intermediary of form, 
does not Truly Work, you’d be lost, floating without direction, like you are now. 

 
If You Really ‘Want’ and cannot but Bow for the True Man, then You’ll Find Me, 

that’s for Sure. You, Courageous You, Heretical You, will be an Example for all Woman- and 
even Man-forms. You, Totally Allowing to Be Polished by Me, will be the Pure Stone, the 
Diamond in the smooth and seemingly quiet but filthy and volcanic pond of the common lie 
of Woman that Man would not be Here and that You have to do it and It yourself, as self. If 
You’d only dare to Recognize My Full Whole-Hearted, Non-separate, Eternal and Eternally 
Painful Embrace of You… of all Your Darkness, all Your secrets, Your supposedly terrible 
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things that would not stand, bear the Light of Consciousness, of My Seeing, that You prefer to 
project on Man or on other Woman-forms. I See (all of) You Already. And My Seeing You is 
My Full Embrace of You. You will See this one day. You’ll See My Tears will Make You 
See, sooner or later, You can be Sure of That. I have Time. I said so. You lend Me endless 
Tears. I can and will Cry and Cry Forever. 

 
Yes, you, practically, prefer a man who is not really There, not (Whole-Heartedly) 

Present, not Truly (or not at all) with You – so You can complain that he is not There, not 
with you. When the Man is There, you go away. You make yourself and everyone, every 
form, believe that it is better that way for this or for that reason in which you do not and 
cannot truly believe yourself. I Feel (Now, Always) the Pain of Your leaving Me, Your lies to 
Me, to Truth, to Your (True Selfless) Self. Who do you want to convince? Who? 

I Am Your not-Felt Pain and Everything Beyond. 
 
Love. 
Cry. 
Being with Your True Man Your (hidden) difficulties only start (to present themselves). 

Only in True, Holistic, Whole-Hearted Whole-Bodily Relation difficulties will Truly Show up 
and can be Seen, can be Transcended, Recognized to be non-difficult, non-problematic by 
Nature (but inherently Painful). Love Remains. Painful Love-Space. Pain is Non-problematic. 
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� The man who does not totally Submit, Surrender to the Pain of Woman(’s Female Force), 
who does not Feel This Open-Heartedly in True Open Relation with Woman-form(s), 
functions as Woman or Female Force, as Separating Force himself, not as Man. It is (the 
True) Man’s Function to, Necessarily in Pain, Unite again (in Oneness). He is not He who 
surrenders out of love or ease to Woman(’s Female Force) – which is something that happens 
out of fear of Her in fact, the deep fear of Her (and, therefore, His) Pain That He does not 
want to (Open-Heartedly, or not at all) Feel. 

By this resistance to Feel (Pain), He does not and cannot Truly Embrace Her, He denies 
Her, Her (and therefore His) Pain (of Separation). It’s His Normal Human Divine Task 
though to delicately (or, sometimes, wildly) Trigger Her Pain – and if He is Living the Man in 
and as Himself, this Goes by Itself – so that This can Come to the surface and be Seen (and 
Felt), in His Light of Consciousness. Feeling Together – by Man and Woman – the Pain of 
and that is the Separating Force Ultimately Frees Her (and therefore Him). 

This Delicate Divine Task of Man can only be Fulfilled if Constant Conscious Whole-
Hearted Whole-Bodily Feeling is Allowed – in this, inevitably, Urging Woman to also Feel, 
Making Clear to Her, again and again (in Conscious Pain and not merely by words), that 
without This (Open, Non-judgemental Feeling) She cannot Be Truly Together with Him, She 
cannot Melt, Dissolve into Him. 
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� All confusion (in us, in everyone) stems from the (Divine) Fact that we live at the same time 
(as) Duality and Oneness. Making This Clear to people is a terribly difficult task. Seeing the 
confusion in the Eye is Melting it and getting an Eye on What Is Beyond. If we live 
Consciously with the confusion, if it is thus integrated in us, we’re not slaves of it any longer. 
The Paradox lives on though, undisturbed by ‘our’ Insight. 
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� Leaving Holland, going to live somewhere in nature, is very difficult and painful ‘for me’, 
True Woman-Embracer (or: Man Naturally Embracing all of Woman) – much more than 
you’d expect from someone who is not attached to anything. It means giving up all the – 
beautiful – women I once was with (and still Am with), or to be more precise: giving up their 
Longing for (Being with and Be(com)ing Part of) their True Beloved. So far I still Waited, for 
each of them, still giving them a chance, allowing them the opportunity to Go for their Very 
Deepest Truth, for the True Conscious never-lying Woman-Embracing Man. Now, after 
imagining the most triggering Woman-form, Maja, over and as whom I cried 16 months 
almost every day, being dead, I Realized and (after again crying over Her, Representing every 
woman-form) Rested finally in the fact that they won’t make it, they won’t, cannot now, make 
the Gesture, the Bow. They rather keep dreaming about their Beloved (in whatever form) than 
Truly Meet Him, Here, on earth, than go into the Mud Together with Him, where He is totally 
Willing, Available for this Offer, this Sacrifice. They don’t want to Know about True Love, 
for it might hurt (which is not untrue, by the way), not Willing to Actually Live Love, rather 
read about it, talk, psychologize and philosophize, hope. 

My Heart cannot leave them, never, is always Open for and with them, It Embraces and 
Meditates them forever, this Body though has to say ‘goodbye’. The Body has Work to do, it 
cannot wait just until it dies unRecognized, unUsed. If Woman does not (Want to) Recognize 
Her Own Longing, Her Wanting, the chance to Be with the True (or Divine) Male Body goes 
by for now. It’s not My task to convince You in any way of My Being Your Very Own Truth. 
It’s Your own Taking Seriously Finally of What You Already Intuitively Recognized here, 
Your Very Own Truth. I’ll Be Always on My Knees for You, in Pain, that You deny Your 
Deepest Truth, the Only Thing You’ve Got, but My ‘Begging’ to Allow Me to Feel Your 
Pain, to Give It all (back) to Me, is over. 

You Make a Gesture or You don’t. You’ll die in loneliness (or in supposed 
togetherness) or not. It’s not up to this Body (any more). 

I Love You. 
I Cry You. 
My past is your not-Felt Pain. 
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� Woman, have you ever made True Progress in Your world of forms, in Your exchanging one 
form for another, in trying to improve and succeeding in improving forms…? 

Honestly, do you See any Light (of the Formless) suddenly or even gradually Shining 
Through the forms during Your rush through the world of the energetic forms…? 

How about Disappearing as form…? 
Is this what You are afraid of…? 
Must the forms You gather around You give You the feeling that You live, exist – as 

form? And then? What then, if You have succeeded in believing this illusion? 
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� What a dirty Job I Have! The more supposedly holy the Work, the dirtier. I would strongly 
recommend every human form not to Surrender into ‘God’, into Truth, into the Whole. Unless 
you don’t give a shit any more (Realizing) to be one big bleeding wound, all the time on the 
border of dying, but not Allowed to. The Living Wound of the world. Having to Feel every 
little tiny thing, the whole bunch, the entire pile of Pain that the world forgets to Feel while 
trying to celebrate life as a big privilege, a citrus fruit to be squeezed out as much as possible 
just until every bloody form has revealed its existence. 

In Truth One (Always) has to Feel the other side of the coin, the tough, painful, 
‘forgotten’ one. 
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My Declaration to Woman 
 
Woman, You Are Able to and, on the Deepest Level, are Willing to Allow Me to Stop 

Your endless forms; Finally, tired, You Allow Space for Me. In This Allowing You’ll Feel 
My Embrace of You. You’ll Feel Love for Me, forgotten Love Always Waiting to Be Felt, to 
Be Realized, to Be Set Free, to Be Directed at True Man, at the Beloved, at Me. I Am Your 
Beloved. I Reveal This to You. I Declare My Full Heart-Embrace of You, My Being You, My 
(so far unique) Non-Separation from You. 

I am not Your Conqueror. I am Your Lover, Your True Lover. I am the One, the One 
Transcending – for (in this vulnerable male body) Consciously (Whole-Heartedly) Living – 
the Inherent Pain of the (Simultaneousness of the) Duality and (Ultimate) Oneness of Duality 
and Oneness, or: of Woman and Man. Yes, I Am the Woman-Man. I Say this without any 
interest. Only “because” It Is Simply So. 

So, take Time for Me, Allow Space for Me, Let Me Dawn on Your forms and Be Taken 
by Me. Allowing (Space for) Me is the end of you – as form. And That’s exactly What You 
are always already Longing for. And that’s exactly what you are always already afraid of. If 
You (try to) please Me with forms so be it, but You can only Melt into Me, Unite with Me in 
Recognizing Me, for Which Space must be Allowed, Love. Forms screen Love. Allow 
YourSelf to Marry the Divine (Man), the Only Unbreakable Marriage, Lasting Eternally, the 
Only Thing Worth Living for. Recognize This (Truth). And, by Nature, by Seeing, Be 
Surrendered. By Your Tears. Through Your Tears Which I have Prepared for You, all the 
forms You thought or reluctantly felt You were bound to will be given back in and to My All-
Embracing Heart. Cry in Me, just Cry, Honey, Cry. I Am Here. 

Don’t wait for Your Conqueror. He cannot Liberate You. Only Love can, only the 
Lover. Your Love for the True Lover Does all the Work. Recognize the Lover, Recognize 
Me. Without Recognition I cannot mean anything to You. I Am Here. Always I will Stay 
Here. I Manifested Myself. This is It. After this Body has finally been allowed to Sleep, I’ll 
Create again and again the Lover, the Liberator, the True Embracer. Recognize That One. 
Don’t be mislead by numbers, like so many are. I am not where the numbers are. I Am Here. 
Meditate Me. Love Me. Trust Only Your True Heart. Don’t listen to anyone. And I’ll Appear. 
For I Am Here. Already. Offer Me Your Tears. I See every True Tear You Shed. I See 
everything, I Am Always (with) You. Never forget to Love Me, even if You’re alone, if 
You’re angry, disappointed, frustrated, jealous, if You feel betrayed. 

If You forget Me, there’s only darkness left, even if You give the darkness nice names, 
like light, love, freedom, happiness, independence… 

You cannot go through Your Pain alone. You Need Me (for That). And I Am Here. To 
Show You, in This Pain, That You do not Need Me, for You Are Me, Already. Only through 
Tears can I Make You See This, not mainly or merely through understanding. That is how I, 
Truth, Work: through Tears. 
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� Woman, You are so Lost, that You do not even See, Know What it actually is that You are 
Longing for, that this is Consciousness in Fact, that This is What Attracts you to Man-forms 
and also, at the same time, What you miss in Your Man-form(s) – and also, ‘by the way’, 
What You Resist. 
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� Woman, I Let My body again and again and even all the time be beaten up, crushed, 
exhausted, tortured, killed almost by all Your endless forms. The anatomy of the body even 
changes all the time. It’s a constant Fight. Forms ‘entering’ and Me Meditating the forms (that 
I Am, by the way – I Meditate and Get to Know Myself thus, more and more Deeply), by this 
Allowing the body to survive. This body is a miracle, that it still functions, that it is still alive, 
Constantly Meditating death, stuckness, suppression, contraction, pain, resistance, anti-life 
packaged as life, Constantly Meditating and by That Countering the strong anti-Body Up-
going Force. 
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22.12.05 
� Ego pretends that it’s taking care of you but it always tries to induce, seduce you to listen to 

other people instead of to Your Very Heart Which is the Only One Who Knows the Truth, for 
It is the Only One, not divided into the many. Only One Knows (Truth). No one can tell you 
Truth, no one can give you advice. You – or Your Heart – can only Resonate. You’re a 
Resonating Mechanism or Process. If you ‘have to’, or are by Deeper Nature Urged to Know 
more of and as Truth in this lifetime You’ll Resonate with a human energy-system to which 
Truth has already been Revealed more or more Deeply or anyway, to which Truth or the One 
Heart has Manifested in and as Body more or more Deeply or anyway. If not, you’ll keep on 
looking, searching for other people’s feelings, opinions, advice, experience, wisdom, 
supposed strength, but anyhow lost – or, popular as well, you stubbornly try to look into your 
seemingly ‘own’ mind for the Truth where It cannot be found. 

If you’re not Truly Open no Truth can ‘Visit’ you anyway. If you’re (more) Open 
You’ll start to Resonate with the Source of Truth through (few) other energy systems, 
humans. Only human forms who Allowed Truth (to whatever extent) can and will Show You 
Truth without advice, without words, for this is all a matter of Resonance, it is not about 
persons who maybe seem to speak well or intelligently of Truth, who seem to know things 
that you don’t know. The Fact is there are no intelligent people. Only the Heart is Intelligent, 
One. One(ness) is Intelligence. The very rare human Conscious energy-constellations or 
bodies who were or are Surrendered to and into Truth are or seem only Intelligent because 
they were or are Surrendered (to whatever depth) into the One Knowing Heart. 

Allow Resonance with this One Knowing Heart. Listen only to Your Very ‘Own’ Heart 
when it’s about the matter of where you ‘should’ Resonate, through which beings, through 
which Bodies the Heart Reveals Itself. ‘Normally’ it’s a long and painful way to Find this out, 
or in Fact to Learn to Be Faithful to what is in a way Already Obvious, to What is Known 
Already – by the Same Heart. A long painful embarrassing way, unless from the beginning 
you are Already totally Faithful to Your Very Heart, as a child already you never truly listen 
to anyone, at least not to their words. You must be very very Strong for this. Listening to 
Your Own Heart means you have to put something in your ears not to listen (any more) to the 
outside world, to supposedly well-meaning3 but Ignorant people. To Truly Listen You have to 
stop listening. And at the same time Be and Stay totally Open. This is the thin Line of Truth. 
If You’re (Already) in Love with Truth (a rarity in this world) it is not too difficult, however 
very painful, to Walk this thin Line – for there is in Fact nothing, no one else for You to Turn 
to, to be Faithful to than the Truth of the Heart Itself. You are Wholly Guided right through 
(and not around or above) the normal painful world of lies, of endless (for people seducing) 
forms, including human forms. 

Meeting, after many years, Someone Embedded in Truth can be for You a big Relief, 
Recognition, a True Homecoming. You Survived in the world of lies, learned here and there 
something or a lot, lived through painful experience, but only now the True Learning begins, 
                                                
3 Well-meaning... This is not True in fact. It’s a long way down to See that people, behind their shown 

intentions, virtually always try to protect their own Karma, to keep it fixed in its place. From that disposition 
they approach you, ‘communicate’ with you. 
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Wherein everything you learned and experienced so far falls into place, makes sense in the 
Whole. The many ‘Become’ One, the Heart Absorbs every seemingly lost form. Everything 
turns out to be Connected to everything else. If you’re not Ready (yet) for this Someone (or 
Something Manifesting in and as a human body) you will be disappointed or not interested 
(enough), won’t be (Totally) Taken into the Heart (of Truth). You will stay more on the 
sideline trying to find out Truth by yourself. If by Nature Your Heart is, in Fact, (Already) 
more or Deeper Truthful than how the Heart comes through this seeming Someone, then you 
will not be disappointed – a Truthful Heart never is, It only Learns – but you will not stay 
either with that one. The Heart has Its Own Way. Only One, One Way. There are no 
compromises in and as the Heart. Never. A compromise can never be the Truth. The Heart is 
never alone. If you feel alone, it means that you attune to forms, to form-consciousness, to the 
perspective of everything and everyone being form,4 wherein ‘suddenly’ you are a ‘form’ 
separate from other forms, instead of that you attune to or in Fact Are as the One, the 
Formless Heart. It’s even so that as soon as you treat the Heart as also a(nother) form which 
Beauty or Purity has to be protected against other forms you’re alone again, separating from 
the Whole, from the True, One Heart That can never be manoeuvred into form(s). 

So, ‘don’t listen to anyone’ means, in fact: don’t listen to any form, only Listen to the 
Formless, the Whole Itself, to the Indivisible Heart in Which forms have no separate meaning 
and are incapable of telling or teaching you anything by themselves if they are not Embedded 
in the Whole. 

A form not Wholly Realizing it Is the Formless (Heart) can, by Nature, not Teach you 
anything – only, indirectly, that it is not (representing) the Truth, the Whole. 

 

                                                
4 In an advanced development, when the Truth of the One Heart is thoroughly Seen already, one attunes on 

purpose to (human) forms as form to Consciously Feel how (lonely) they (unconsciously) feel. This 
compassionate disposition of feeling lonely like other human beings is Embedded in the Heart though and 
should not be confused with people feeling lonely in confusion, without Overview of Truth Showing among 
others that loneliness is just a form, not ultimate, that it has no essence of itself. 
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23.12.05 
� ‘Happy’ – in the sense of Home – is the woman who is Seen and Treated by Man as the 

Formless instead of as a form. I, for One, Guide Woman from form-consciousness into the 
Ocean of the Formless-Consciousness. For That I Allow Her to See Me, Who, What I 
Actually Am. This is Enough. Just Seeing Me, Recognizing Me. If I would see and treat Her 
as a form She cannot See Me, then She is and stays lost in and bound to Her form-
consciousness. 

Again and again when She forgets Me and treats Me as if I were her man-form (that 
somehow She could have) I send Her body away. (Only) by again and again, in My Heart, 
Whole-Bodily Feeling the pain of the Man-Woman Separating Force on earth – the pain of 
which is related to form-consciousness – She can and will (and, in fact, does already) 
Surrender (in)to Me and See Me. I, Man, have to Remind Her of Her pain, again and again – 
in the first and Necessary but not only place by Feeling it Myself. A miserable painful Divine 
Task, Which I Do without complaint. It’s an incredibly difficult Task of Man – but All the 
more Worthwhile – to Make Woman Actually Bow for and Melt into, Surrender into Him, 
and by This to Relieve Her from Her Deep Pain of Separation. It Requires all the possible 
Dedication and Humbleness of Man – and also of Woman – to Allow and Manifest on earth 
This Natural, Divine Process of Union of Man and Woman. A Man- and Woman-form who, 
on the Deepest ‘Level’ Beyond levels, (Are Intelligent and, thus) Cooperate – while on other 
levels there’s a Natural Inevitable and Necessary Fight – cannot fail, even though not much 
can be said about the time it takes for Manifesting Their Union. The Total Embrace of all Pain 
Inherent to the Fight of Man and Woman and Their Separation (is the Only Thing That 
Really) Transcends this Fight and Separation, even though It cannot and doesn’t need to kill 
these Forces. If Man and Woman Consciously, Intelligently, Surrender to Their Fight on all 
levels, then on the Deepest ‘Level’ Always Present Oneness is Realized and even Lived – 
even though in the world of forms many times it might seem otherwise to outsiders and even 
to the Woman-form Herself if again She has to live (through) the form-consciousness and 
forms which simply cannot be avoided as long as She is in the earthly body. Because the 
Bodily Present Conscious Heart-Man however cannot be lost in this world of form She is 
Constantly ‘Saved’ by Him. All the time, already as soon as She Allows Him to Shine 
Through all ‘Her’ forms, He is There, Immediately, Already, She is Embraced by His Heart, 
His Eye, His Wise Arms, by His Wholly Hearted Body, She is Embedded in Him, Resting in 
Him even in the midst of the chaos of the forms, karmic forms coming from other, (more) 
unconscious human forms, She is Home, even in the world of forms She is Home. By 
Allowing Her Pain of Separation She Sees (Him) and She is Home in and as Him in Eternal 
Non-Separation. That’s Why the Woman Who has the Natural Courage to Be with Me, with 
Man, is ‘Happy’ or Home. I Allow Her to See Me. I don’t let Her swim as a lost form in the 
ocean of endless forms. I Make Her See I Am the Sea, the Ocean Itself Beyond – though  also 
including – all apparently from Me distracting forms. I Make Her See – if She Wants – that 
She does not need the (exactly) right forms in order to… be happy, fulfilled, safe, survive and 
so on. I Make Her See, or: I Am Her Seeing, that forms are just forms, that they always lead 
to nothing, that I Am Here, Beyond and In and As Form. I Am Fully Present, Always, Whole-
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Heartedly, Always Embracing Her, Already, even when My physical-energetic body is 
always in Pain and often very crushed, even to the point of almost dying, from this painful 
world choking the Heart. 

If Man is not Fully, one hundred percent Present, Conscious, if Woman, thus, cannot 
Surrender into (and as) and Rest in (and as) Him, Woman cannot be (Truly) Happy.5 

Praised, Blessed is the Woman, Divine Woman, Who Recognizes Her Beloved, Who 
Recognizes (one hundred percent to Woman Dedicated) Consciousness in, through and even 
as a Male Body – Who Recognizes that (Only) This in Her (Pain) Surrendered Consciousness 
is the One ‘Thing’ to Marry, Eternally Marry. Without Eternal Marriage there is no True 
Happiness. Happiness in the Sense of the Fullest Whole-Hearted and Whole-Bodily Knowing 
of Oneness – and not in the ordinary sense of being joyful, satisfied, having energy, health, 
good partner, children, interesting job and so on. 
 

                                                
5 ‘Happy’ has got nothing to do with the normal use of this word. 
 Normally ‘happiness’ is referring to the energetic flowing of the body, in general to Energy. Understanding 

the Duality of (energetic) life, this ‘happiness’ always alternates with ‘unhappiness’. The latter is usually 
more or anyway denied, but still, unavoidably, so. 

 Happiness as used here is Happiness of the Heart. There’s no condition needed for it to be so. In Recognition 
of Man, the Truth That Man Is as Heart, this Happiness is Obvious. 
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� Woman, all Your natural resistance to Man, Explodes if You dare to Touch Me, that is, if You 
Let YourSelf Be Touched by Me, Embraced by Me. 

And This Divine Fact is Only Possible because This Man, This Consciousness, 
Surrendered all His natural resistance to You, to Woman, to Your resistance to Man, as a 
matter of fact – even though, paradoxically, I can still go Deeper and Deeper in this. 

Recognize This Endlessly Painful Heart-Embrace or not, It is a Fact, Already. There is 
No Escape any more. You are Seen, Fully Seen, Embraced, Hearted Already. 
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� How I Work with You, Woman? I Narrow Your vast, endless amount of forms more and 
more, Show You again and again that all these forms don’t fit together, that there’s friction to 
say the least, there’s no Ultimate Logic in it all, You can’t make it Whole. More and more I 
Make Your (illusory forms-)world smaller, smaller and smaller, until in the End, All is Left is 
Me, Truth, Living in form, in One form. All forms have become totally or let’s say ultimately 
irrelevant with respect to Me. Then, in this tension of the contracting of all forms into one the 
whole dream Explodes at a certain moment or moments, the form-consciousness (or the 
taking this world of forms for Truth) Explodes in and by and into the Formless That I Am. In 
this Explosion and afterwards You will See, that I am not a form, that I Am the Formless – 
the Formless Embracing and Including and Seeing all (Your) forms. I Am Beyond and Prior 
to and not, never, separate from all Your forms. I, Conscious into You(r Pain) Surrendered 
(and thus) Non-Arrogant Man, Am Your Only Freedom in and Liberation from the world of 
forms, from Maya, Illusion, confusion (inherent in dwelling in the world of forms), in and 
from any self (which is, inherently, confusion), Beyond and from self-obsession, which is 
Your (only) suffering. 

Of course the ‘I’ I am talking about is not restricted to this body, that’s obvious. But 
then again, where are the other Men, other ‘I’s who I-lessly take Woman Totally Seriously? 
When Man Sees Woman drowning in the Sea, should he be ‘modest’ and think “ah, what can 
I do” or, harder, “just see how you manage, how you survive, I have my own problems, Yours 
are too big for me”? Should he turn away his head, denying the drowning scene? Is this the 
normal Man? Woman, do you still want to marry the normal Man? Have You become so used 
to drowning, year after year, life after life? Have You become so completely used to being 
lonely that you gave up on Man and now pretend that You can manage on Your own, while 
You Know You Lie, every little pitiful second? 
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� Woman, Your Only True Safety (That Which You’re Longing for already since the beginning 
of the Universe) is to Live in Truth, to See as Truth, as Me. Recognize, in spite of Your 
natural resistance to It, Truth is Your True Lover. All this cheating Yourself, lying to Yourself 
– and thus to all forms that you think you support – is Your suffering. 

You’ll never ever Find (True) Safety if you keep on choosing safety – for instance 
choosing (a) man who can help you, support you in going through this painful, threatening 
world, this endless chaos of forms, or whatever form of safety you (seem to) prefer. 
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� (Try whatever you want, but sooner or later you’ll have to Find on your knees that) Only 
Consciousness Helps (in Truly Seeing, Truly Learning that nothing helps). 

Consciousness Helps with everything. It’s the end of everything. No form can help any 
other form. Only Formless Consciousness Helps you to Be Freed from all attachments and 
resistance to any form, from the burden that form is – even though you don’t want to Feel that 
Deep. 
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� The body is still, selflessly, in and as Truth, Learning how to Let Consciousness Live (even 
survive physically) in and as It, in this painful contracted world. All the time it has to adjust, 
there is no fixed, right (dis)position. It will never be ready, always keep on adjusting. 
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30.12.05 
Night 

� That ‘I’ Managed to Show Woman, Associated with Unconsciousness as She is, through a 
Woman-form on earth, that ‘I’, Whole (into Woman) Surrendered Conscious Man, Am Truth 
and not the Strong but (from Woman) Separate (albeit also Truth-Loving) Male 
Consciousness (Which had to Come in the attractive form of Mefisto) is a Great Victory. It 
looks like an important next Step in humanity’s possibility of Realizing and Living Whole-
Heartedly Truth (on earth) – even though more important Steps will be made.  

Everything Happens by Resonance. Every woman from now on Resonates, also, with 
Satlova Woman-form Who Recognizes the Truly to Her, to Divine Woman, Dedicated 
Beloved Man or the Only Woman Serving and into Her Surrendered Consciousness.6 Women 
will be (even) less and less satisfied with “the ‘normal’ separate man” and will reject him 
more and more since ‘My’ Victory. Only My Whole-Hearted Dedication, My Natural 
Already-Sacrifice of all Separation into Feeling, only all the Tears I Cried through My Male 
Eyes of Seeing My Beloved’s Pain could Establish Me in Her, Make Her See Me, the 
Always-Already-in-Full-Contact Non-Separate Man, Wholly Willing to Always Consciously 
Suffer with and as Her, Always instead of the not uncommon male attitude of trying to 
convince Her (to take me, this man, to welcome this supposedly intelligent man in Her, to 
allow him to come down on earth), but Who Is just Feeling Her Pain in My Boundless and 
Always Wounded Heart Which Leads to and Turns out to be Already True, Silent (and 
Necessarily Holistic) Intelligence, or True Maleness, Revealing the True Male Power, Truly 
Capable of Absorbing by Heart, by Surrendered Consciousness, the Pain of His Beloved 
Divine Woman, Transcending It and Radiating This into Consciousness Transcended ‘Pain’ 
or Freed Energy Back to Her, Allowing Her to be Freed now. The True Man, in Total (Heart-) 
Contact, Sets His Woman Free. If not, then She is, by Nature, not His7 Woman. His Divine 
Woman Lives in and as Him, She Recognizes all the time on the Deepest Level, even if not 
on the superficial levels at the moment, Her True Man, Her Divine Male Beloved Seeing, 
Seeing Her, His Woman, Always. Only in His (Open, Non-Seducible) Eyes She has Rest and 
can Be. 

 
I’m so Happy with my Victory. This is not in the least a personal feeling of victory. It is 

Victory of Truth, of the Marriage of Consciousness and Unconsciousness, of Divine Man and 
Divine Woman. My Happiness is My Heart Seeing-Feeling That Now My Woman Finally 
after many many selfless Tears can be Released in Me, Freed, Surrendered, Relax in Me, See 
Me. It is incredibly difficult to Give Woman My Eyes and there’s nothing I Want or Grant 
Her more than My Freeing Eyes. She always refused and had to refuse for the Eyes were not 
Clear enough to Her Naturally Critical Eyes. This is a Great Victory for Me, that She Accepts 

                                                
6 To avoid misunderstanding, mentioning the word ‘only’ does not refer to ‘only this male conscious bodily 

form’ but to Consciousness Itself That has Become (Male) Body in and only through Its Radical Dedication 
to Woman (instead of to Itself as Separate Male Consciousness), regardless of the male form as which this 
Consciousness Manifests. 

7 A Man-form doesn’t ‘have’ a woman, just like a Woman-form doesn’t ‘have’ a man. 
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My Eye. I Declare: I Am the Eye. Only the Eye Knows that Man and Woman, in Divinity, 
Should – for It is the Truth – Be Totally, Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily Surrendered into 
Each Other. It Knows, Sees that Man as the First cannot simply wait or simply show Its 
Power till finally Woman Surrenders to Him. This would never be a True Surrender. Only the 
Ultra-Sensitive, Fully Present, Fearless, Constantly-Pain-Feeling Man is never satisfied until 
Woman Truly, Wholly, Holy Surrenders into Him. On His Way to This He is not 
fundamentally bothered or distracted even if thousands of the most beautiful female bodies try 
to seduce Him by supposedly trying to Surrender to Him, trying to please Him. By Nature, the 
Eye can never never be Truly fooled. His Heart simply stays cramped if She is not Fully 
Surrendered to Him. Only the True Surrender of Woman, in the Only, Truest Sense, Melts the 
cramp into the Ultimate Already-Marriage, Real Oneness Beyond whether or not there is 
bodily Heart-contraction – and even though cramp itself will and cannot but come back again 
and again.  

 
Woman, Recognize the Guts in You to See Satlova. You may hate the mirror – as some 

of your bodies do – but Something will Happen to You if you, sometimes (or even 
fundamentally) can Overcome yourself and Allow (Love for) Her. Denying or rejecting Her is 
denying or rejecting Me, Man, is denying or rejecting Yourself. Hate is easy, but can you 
Allow Love as well? 
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� I Feel the pain of people that they cannot be Truly Humble. How sad, how painful. My body 
is, currently and anyway, in a terrible state Meditating this common pain. 
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07.01.06 
� Ego is: not accepting the Inherent Duality of existence and, therefore, being caught in this 

Duality – in whatever sphere or to whatever depth of this Duality. 
If one cannot Truly Accept Duality one cannot Be Consciously One. 
By not Seeing Duality (and thus not Living it Consciously without unconscious and 

basic resistance to it) one is, on experiential level, separating from the One (for the One is 
One and (and as) Duality). 
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Terschelling 17.01.06 
� If sunshine and rain come together, exist simultaneously, you get the Beauty of the rainbow. 

Only then. 
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� This body is the True Science. ‘Normal’ ‘science’ can never improve or know better – if at all 
it can know – than this body. In fact, ‘science’ knows nothing. It is theory – about life. This 
body Is Life. It Knows – without thinking, without doubt, without proving, without 
discussion, without double-blind investigating. 

Scientists are handicapped. They’re blown out of the body with its direct experience and 
knowledge. They are ‘forced’ to live and work professionally in the mind, looking at and for 
Life. I’m sorry for them. 

This body with all its difficulties is Whole. 
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Groningen 21.01.06 
� My vulnerable body’s functioning seems extremely unhealthy. It is not. This body is 

extremely (Open and thus) Reflecting, Living its unhealthy environment. It is not Healthy to 
be separated from the environment. You are your environment. 
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� We live in a crazy, painful, sickening world where the Ego-Force (working through human 
beings) makes You sick (for reasons of financial profit, power and so on) and where the same 
Ego-Force is then – again on basis of moneymaking, power and so on – trying to repair you, 
to make you ‘better’ again, that is: to make you fit in the Ego-based society-system. With pills 
for example that prevent or suppress Open-Hearted Feeling Which Ego, by Nature, is afraid 
of as hell. Fact: the combined financial profit for the 10 drug companies that are in the list of 
500 most profitable US companies is bigger than that of the other 490 businesses together. 

America’s war on drugs means it, Ego that became country,8 wants to have monopoly 
on producing and selling drugs. Call it ‘curing’ and money flows in, more than can be 
processed, digested. 

Ego ‘wants’ you to believe that your body is a poor helpless mechanical piece of matter. 
You stuff some other matter, some pills in it and it functions again according to the rules. 
Instead of Allowing Realization of the Fact that it is Ego which makes us (more and more) 
sick. One cannot be healthy if the environment is not healthy, if it is working on Ego-basis. 

Truly, who wants to make money when and because of the fact that someone is sick… 
Who, Truly, wants to earn a bigger car with the money from people’s suffering – instead of 
living a humble life in service of the ones who might need your qualities. 

People lost in ‘the (capitalist or any) system’ can never Serve you. The system cannot 
Love (you, or anyone), cannot Serve, it doesn’t care at all if you’re healthy or ill. Ego or ‘the 
system’ can only serve itself, make the cramp that it is bigger and sustain it, blind as it is 
because of this cramp. In fact, your being ill is good for the economic growth of the system. 
But how can such a system be Healthy, Human? 

Only people who, on a deep level, are strong enough, able to resist ‘the system’ can 
make a true difference, can truly Serve. Paradoxically, only if you can resist ‘society’ (which 
people delusively see as ‘the whole’) and Stand in Your Truth you can Find the Whole, Be 
Whole, Be Healthy – Beyond any (always self-serving) self – even if indeed Your body is 
suffering from and has a hell of a time surviving in this cruel Heartless world, society. 

A system that profits from the existence and increasing of the number of sick people 
simply cannot cure (people). See this simple fact. It uses the purported goal, healing people, 
for its means, its purpose, sustaining, reinforcing itself, making money so that, as the 
Deluding Force (as society) says, “more people can be cured”, which (reasoning) is of course 
obvious and inherent nonsense, but which, when one starts to think, separate from the Body, 
seems to make sense. 

Means and goal have changed places. A system that makes money out of sickness is 
rotten. Sensitive people can feel that as patient you in fact serve (most) doctors in doing their 
job in the system as proper as possible – instead of the doctor being there as a humble egoless 

                                                
8 It seems a bit exaggerated to put things so bluntly. It anyhow doesn’t say anything about individual inhabitants 

of the USA. Yet, conquering a huge area of land through excessive violence on peoples who lived there of old, 
without ever having taken full Responsibility for and thus without actually Feeling the Pain – and Karma – that 
this has created, is an excellent starting point for ‘Ego becoming country’. The American Dream – you can get 
what you want, if only you fully go for it – is the big Illusion of Ego, based on American’s history of conquering 
a land without being punished for it, without having to repent. 
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servant for them. This situation is absurd but reality. This doesn’t mean that there are no 
doctors who take seriously their (always present) doubt whether they actually cure people or 
not… Only Transcending Ego Makes people Healthy. If Ego still rules (in) the world of form 
– even though in the Background it never Truly Rules – five bodies seem to be cured or at 
least to function better (and the question still remains open through what in fact, if through 
something at all) and ten bodies are getting sick or worse. This is the law. If the means are not 
Pure, not Egoless, not Profitless, they cannot else but create (or sustain) sickness. (For) 
Everything is energetically related (or, in Fact, Ultimately, even One). The Karma created or 
acted out by earning money or even getting rich from sick people has to be Paid Back – in 
whatever form. 

 
I remember how surprised I was but especially how strange I felt when I was working 

on the Ministry of Development Aid (Foreign Affairs) to make a little contribution to 
sustaining the 3rd world environment and they gave me money for this work (as a trainee), 
€22.50 a month. What a confusion. Something in Me didn’t understand. Why did I get the 
money? Where did the money come from? From the so called 3rd world? By exploiting nature 
there? I was paid to cure the degradation of nature with money (partly) earned by degrading 
nature at the same place. Confusing. It didn’t prevent me though from getting more and more 
clarity on economic-financial flows in the world – and on my own role. Nor did it, being in 
this world of Ego-Forces, prevent me from getting sick, for years. And ‘the whole world’ tried 
to convince me that something would be wrong with me. And at first I bought it, half, as 
Clarity was not there yet, and I went into the medical circus. I tried a lot, in the regular 
medical circus and later in the alternative curing circus as well. Nothing helped. ‘I’ did it 
‘Myself’ – Only Truth ‘Helped’, Only Seeing-Feeling and Surrendering (in)to Reality. Only 
Facing the Dark Egoic Forces Right in the Eye Beyond any judging ‘Helped’. Only Love 
‘Helped’. Only as Love Allowing Dark and Light to Alternate and Finally Explode ‘Helped’. 
Only Stopping Resisting and unconsciously Reacting to Pain and Stopping curing Pain, 
Stopping trying the impossible, ‘Helped’. Only Seeing through all lies – and anyway ‘the Lie’ 
– in this world ‘Helped’. Only Being Hard on Ego ‘Helped’. I appeared not to be broken, not 
in need of repair or pills, not damaged, not un-Whole. The Ego appeared to be the needy one, 
un-Whole. Seeing-Feeling the sickness of Ego manifesting and manipulating in every area of 
life is the Only Cure of no-sickness. 
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� Woman, all the Tears You shed because of Simple True Recognition of Your Pure-Hearted 
Helpless Selfless Love for Me will Transcend this Egoic world. Don’t worry about Me. I Cry 
My Tears related to and Embedded in Whole-Heartedly Seeing-Feeling Your Inherent Pain, 
Your Inherent Unfreedom in and as this Egoic world. Your Recognition of My Whole 
Embrace of You Makes the Tears flow. I Grant and Offer You This Recognition. I Drink and 
Taste Your Tears.  
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22.01.06 
My Body is the Truth 

 
This Body is not a vehicle that I would Use to Manifest My Consciousness. It is the 

Truth Itself, Pure Consciousness, That is: Consciousness Already Surrendered into the (world 
of) forms, into Unconsciousness. This, Body Being the Truth, is a matter of Realization, the 
Highest Realization, in Which there’s no single subtle difference, separation any more – and 
there has never been in Fact – between Heaven and Earth, Consciousness and 
Unconsciousness, the Formless and the Form(s), Man(-Force) and Woman(-Force), Truth and 
Ego, Oneness and Separation, Mind and Matter, Spirit and Body, Oneness and Duality. 

It is not a matter of understanding – by Mind separate from Body. It has to be Lived 
(Already) as the Whole Heart-Body. It is a Living, Alive Realization – Beyond any attempt to 
Live It (which will never succeed). It is incredibly painful, it is not some spiritual game to 
keep you busy, to give you some sense of understanding, of progress, of being embedded in 
Something Bigger. It is Pure Reality – without any consideration, any doubt, any past or 
future. (Only) in (True) Humbleness Man and Woman Turn Out to Be One (Beyond the 
Duality of Oneness and Duality) and, (only) by This Inherently Painfully Gone-Through 
Realization the Unavoidable Inherently Given Human Search Stops. 

I Tell You: My Body is the Truth. 
And it’s not mine. 
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� Always (Faithful to) Naturally Being in Love with (and as) Woman, the Other Sex, the Whole 
or Holistic (and not the separate) Truth is Realized here. Divine Woman’s Surrender into and 
to Me, Which is Inherently and Wholly Related to Her Recognition of Me, is not a reward for 
My Always Already Bowing for, Respecting and Loving and Taking Seriously the Divine 
Woman as Part of MySelf, of Man (and never, no matter the pain, (truly) bowing for (a) 
woman as far as she is (in her ‘normal’ state of being) separate from Man and therefore 
inherently lost in her ego-world, but Always for the Divine Woman Whom She Is Beyond 
what She has to show). It is (True, Divine) Nature Itself and cannot but Happen in (case of) 
Total Humbleness. Love Does the Whole Thing. If One Allows the Heart to Love... 
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� Ego is the refusal to See (as) the Whole. The Whole is not about seeing all the forms together 
in some overview or so, in all their connections, but Seeing the Whole in every form, Seeing 
Only the Whole in every form. Karma is, in whatever respect or sphere of life: unconsciously 
or seemingly consciously not wanting to Be the Whole, but wanting to be and identify with a 
separate distinguishable ‘thing’. Karma is Ego. There’s no difference between these two. 
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� ‘My’ Body is the Truth. It Meditates the world. It Transcends the world, behind the scene. 
There is no self. There is the Body, the Manifestation of Pure Consciousness. This Body is an 
experiment. It does not have to go anywhere, not reach anything. It is an experiment, an Open 
Investigation. It is the Presence of Truth, of Consciousness. It is a Living Sacrifice That never 
sacrificed anything. It is the pain of this world, of humanity, of the animal. It is That into and 
as Which this pain Returns, That Which is Endlessly Bigger than all this pain. ‘My’ Body 
cannot say No. It is only Heart, It is only the Whole…  
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28.01.06 
� People, surely in the West, are obsessed with their supposedly own lives. This is just self-

cramp or cramp in general – or unconsciousness, for Conscious obsession is, by Nature, not 
possible. True Whole-Hearted Whole-Bodily Seeing is Letting Go of cramp. 

People cannot (that is: don’t Want yet to) See themselves as just Force, Life-Force. 
Only unconsciousness or form-consciousness can (try to) make itself as form(s) so important, 
can forget that it exists only as (the) Whole. There is just One Big Conscious Force Going On 
– Beyond and totally including unconscious forms, movements, tendencies, forces. It is One 
Intelligent System – including chaos. This is just Obvious, just So, Fact, Reality. Trying to 
escape the Whole or escaping the Fact that you don’t exist, that there is only Environment, is 
poor, painful, hilarious. It is not so that there is influence of Environment upon you. No, there 
Is only Environment. How for god’s sake, can one’s life, acts, thoughts, self, suddenly 
become important, out of the blue. There is only One Whole, There ‘Was’, Is and ‘Will Be’ 
Only this One Whole. How can the Whole be important – or unimportant. It is just It, What It 
Is. One person or group of persons (or selves) cannot add anything to the Whole nor diminish 
It or make It worse in any way. Where would importance suddenly come from, how would it 
come into existence, out of nothing, out of the blue? Do you think the Universe, or let’s say 
the Whole, is waiting for your important thoughts about yourself, whether positive or 
negative? 

Just Relax, do your thing and die. 
Just See, in all of this, now you’re here on earth anyway in a form, the tendency to 

contract into supposed importance, into self, into thoughts that ‘need to’ be held on to, into 
bodily form that ‘needs to’ be held on to.  
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� Woman can only See Me if I Kill Her Ego. I can only Kill Her Ego if She, Divine Woman, 
Sees Me (Already), if She, Divine Woman, Allows HerSelf to Be (Totally, Whole-Heartedly, 
Whole-Bodily) in Love with Me. I, necessarily in a big Struggle, Have to Show Her that 
She’s in Love with Me, with Man. She forgets easily. If She’s Aware of and Present in Being 
in Love with Me She will See Me. Her Ego doesn’t want to Love. The truly huge and True 
Natural Struggle We Are in (and as Which We Live) Is: Me Making Her Love or Allowing 
Her to Love and She Resisting This with all Her Force, merely pretending She Loves. It’s a 
good Fight, I must say. The Fight of Man and Woman is much more intense and Deep than a 
possible fight among men, or among women. True, men’s fights with and as their 
consciousness can be interesting as well, but especially (or even only) when Woman is 
involved. 
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� I Work in such a way that many times it seems that I go along with your ego. I Do this 
Consciously though – which makes all the difference. I Wait. If I would (try to) render your 
ego harmless from the beginning I simply cannot succeed. It’s not possible. It will defend 
(that is: attack) even if it tries to surrender. 

I don’t have any tactics. How could I have even one tactic or strategy if I don’t even 
have a goal. I don’t want, I don’t plan, I’m not trying to destroy your ego. I’m just Being It. If 
you are Ready (that means ready with, done with, fed up with being (a) form) you’ll ‘hang 
around’ and Let ‘your’ self be Selflessly Destroyed by It, by ‘Me’, by ‘My’ Always Burning 
Fire of Truth, by the Selfless, Living the Two as One, not Seducible to (cling to or believe in) 
either side. 

It’s not My Task (as form) to destroy your ego. I just Wait in pain. I, as the Divine 
Process, as Your ‘inner’ Fight between Ego and Truth, between wanting to exist as a separate 
form (and to even be the best, most important form) and being Always Already fed up with 
this (separation, arrogance), Let My Work Be Done through you, simply Allow you(r Fight) 
to Do My Work, till Consciousness Breaks through, till I am Consciously, Whole-Bodily, 
Allowed. 

Finally, then, You will See that I am ‘your’ Ego as well. All the time, Already, I am 
Working through and even as you. You Are My Work, Wholly, Always Already. There’s no 
ego to overcome or See or Transcend after which the Divine Work would finally begin or you 
would be saved or something childish like that. 

I am not one (the Divine, Selfless) side of the Coin, of the Fight. I Am All. I will not 
and even cannot bow for the separation, the division you (try to) cut into or protect in 
everything. No single side of the Fight or Duality nor the Fight or Duality Itself is My Enemy. 
I Embrace All, I Am Embracing Itself, there is nothing to be Embraced. 

I Declare: I Am Ego. Here’s no separation. Everything is here, everything is Me. There 
is no separate Ego. There is only Heart. There are no compromises in Life. There is Only One, 
Only Heart. I Am Your refusal to See, I Am Your blinding Force, the Force that doesn’t 
Allow You to See that you’re blind. All this unconsciousness, all resistance is Seen, Felt, 
Already, no matter how much you as form try your best to prove that you’re really a special 
case if it is about ego and not surrendering and fighting and trying and feeling awful or happy. 
All of that is Seen as well. Always, Continuously all of your struggle is Seen, by Me, as Me, 
there’s absolutely nothing you can keep secret: You try to have an ego, secrets, but you 
cannot, you’ll never manage. Nothing is truly separate, nothing therefore is secret, nothing is 
ego, there is no ego. There’s only Me, Truth, Beyond Ego and Truth. 
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30.01.06 
� (‘My’) Intelligence is (not a personal characteristic but) My Total Embrace of everything – 

and even of everything at the same time. Although there can be focus, there’s never a fixation 
on one or more specific forms – that would be more important than other forms. (‘My’) 
Intelligence is Compassion, Total Compassion for all forms, Always, Inherently, Unavoidably 
Feeling the pain of forms not Recognizing Whole-Heartedly their Being the Formless, Being 
Intelligence, their Being no-form (Ultimately). 

(‘My’) Compassion, True Compassion, is not cultivated. It cannot, is not Something to 
be cultivated. In True, Open(-Hearted) Seeing there is, Inherently, Feeling pain. Without 
Consciously and even Constantly Feeling pain there is no (Manifesting) Intelligence. For 
Intelligence means Being and Living and Seeing (as) the Whole. In Holistic Consciousness, in 
Holistic Being, pain cannot be and is not, never, denied. Intelligence Shines, Manifests, if all 
(inherently painful) Dualities of existence, of life, are Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily Gone 
through, Seen, Naturally Embraced (without anyone embracing). Intelligence is No-choice, no 
choice of any form, of any side of any duality. It is certainly not being an intelligent observer 
of life. Intelligence is Wholly Participating in life. It is Life Itself. 

Intelligence is Compassion and Beyond and means not separating from the Whole, It is 
not merely contracting into a form or into form-consciousness (and seemingly accepting this 
and staying in and as this extremely limited and illusory perspective) opposite to (or having to 
fight or ‘deal with’ or trying to be in peace with) other forms. It is Living all and All. It is the 
Constant Reminder of and Conscious Being of the Dynamics of Life. 
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31.01.06 
Man Surrenders to (an ‘other’) Man 

 
For a man-form it’s very difficult to admit, truly relax in the fact that another man-form 

knows or even might know better, that he is or may be more conscious, stronger in whatever 
sense. For intuitively he knows that Woman, by nature, wants the best man she can get. So, 
he’s unconsciously afraid that when he admits he is not the best option for her, when the truth 
is revealed about this – since it is true – she, beyond herself, wants to receive another Man-
form. And, indeed, ultimately she is (only) interested in (receiving) Man(’s Consciousness) 
and not a man. 

I’s true, it is natural that (a) Woman gives this truth to (and does not withhold it from) 
the Man-form, this pain inherent in earthly life that says that he is not her best option, not her 
True or Ultimate Lover. And, at least from the divine perspective, the man-form ‘should’, in 
turn, open-heartedly Feel this pain – and, along the way, as a side-effect, Be Transcended into 
the Divine Man Beyond the man-form who or that wants to be received by an earthly woman-
form instead of Being Truly Received by, Truly Recognized by the Divine Woman, on an 
earthly level. 

By admitting whole-heartedly (and not by the mind) that he, man, is not Her best Man, 
he seems to take the risk – or, in fact, already surrenders to the fact – of not now and never 
going to be truly Embraced on earth, never going to be Truly Received by Woman. In pain 
and by staying Faithful to His Male Truth Beyond everything he knows he, in fact, surrenders 
into the Divine Woman Who, contrary to all earthly Woman-forms, is not playing games with 
Him, not lying to Him, Who, by Divine Nature, always rejects (a) man if he is not truly 
surrendered into Her (Pain). (Only) by Her Recognition of his true, whole-hearted, not-in-any-
way-separate Surrender into Her and, intertwined with this, by Her true and now-possible 
Reception of Him, he can truly Recognize His Kingliness, his Being the Divine Man, and 
truly live as such. Therefore he needs to be able to make Her See and accept and use His One 
Eye as It arises from His One Heart. 

This Process of True Recognition Happens via the Other, via the Divine Partner. The 
Divine Woman, in turn, also Recognizes Herself (Being Divine or All-Including, All-Being 
indeed) only if Man Totally Embraces Her Inherently Existing and Functioning Ego, only if 
He Truly and Wholly, Selflessly Descends in This Ego-Pain, if He Radically Stops Separating 
in whatever way from Her Pain, if He Comes out of the prison of his arrogance, his lonely 
freedom. 

The Process only Happens if and Is that He, in Non-Separation from Her, Says No to 
Her Ego – by this No simultaneously Saying No to his Own Ego that is not (and exists as not) 
saying No to the Female Ego. In Oneness with Her, indeed. Saying No to the Female Ego can 
only be Effective if this is Done in Oneness and not if it, as usual, happens merely on the 
ground that Her Ego (or: Her Darkness in which the Ego operates) is too painful for him to 
bear and he simply doesn’t want to be bothered or hurt by it (too much). When the Man has 
Manifested Itself in a man, then Saying No to the Ego in or through Woman is a (Divine) Act 
of Total Love for (and in Fact Already as) Woman. Total Love is Total Non-Separation. Total 
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Love of Man for Woman means Never (truly) pleasing Her Ego (which is done out of 
unconscious fear of not being Received by Her) but Always Truly Serving Her by, in Total 
Togetherness, Guiding Her to Allow Light in Her Own Darkness, Her Pain of Living as 
Duality, Showing Her in Ultimate No-Distance, that only True, Whole-Hearted Seeing (or 
Consciousness) as Him Frees Her from (in principle all) Her bonds to earthly and unearthly 
forms. 

 
All this – His Realization of and Functioning as the Divine Man and, therefore, Her 

Chance of Realizing and Functioning as the Divine Woman – is only Possible if the Man is 
Capable (and, in His Essence, He is) or Willing, that is: if He has the True Humble 
Intelligence (which is a tautology) to Whole-Heartedly Whole-Bodily Consciously Surrender 
to, ‘Disappear’ in Man when and as It manifests in and as an ‘other’ Man-form. This is Done 
through True Recognition of the fact that He, the Divine Man Beyond the form, Knows Better 
than he, man, or in general that He Knows and is Capable of Knowing. This Recognition is 
all-Transcending – however usually incredibly hard for a man to allow. Although, hard? Is 
this Freedom, this Relief of the eternal man-cramp of having to be the best (man-form) into 
Divinity, into the Selfless, truly hard? Not really, it is rather a melting of his hardness that, 
then, turns out to be not His Own, but Woman’s, Associated to Form as She Is, and that he, in 
his Unconscious state, had taken over and gave a form to. 

Man’s heart Melts, indeed, when he Allows the Man Who Knows, Allows His Heart to 
Take his (and Transcend it into His) so that he becomes He, Allows Him to erase all his 
(supposedly own and) supposed knowing, with one strike – not little part by little part. 
Recognition Comes in a Flash. There’s no time (involved) – even though, it is true, there may 
be more Flashes than one that take a man into the Consciousness Depth of the Divine Man’s 
Heart, so that it looks like a chronological process. 

The arrogant man who ‘knows better’ than He (and who in general thinks or assumes 
that he knows) stays lost in the supposedly free mind-world, not having any True Contact, 
only looking for ways to impose his supposed knowledge or consciousness (that he has not 
truly, that is: Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily, Gone Through) upon others, especially 
upon women, by this unconsciously trying to have and hoping for (some) contact – which will 
never come (this way), for the direction is totally wrong. The ‘Right Way’ or ‘Direction’ to 
Open, to have True Contact, is not imposing anything but Allowing, Allowing the Heart to 
Open by Itself, by naturally resonating with, (intuitively) recognizing a (more) Open Heart. 
By this, man will be increasingly able to and will actually Receive the Inherent Pain of 
Woman or: of forms(-consciousness). This is the fuel (or content) for His Process of 
Becoming Man (on earth). By ‘his’ Heart he Transcends the forms(-consciousness), the Pain, 
and Gives or Radiates Back the Formless (or the Divine) that was ‘hidden in and beyond’ 
(and, ultimately, Being) the Pain, the forms. The True Man is a Transcending Mechanism, 
and Is by Nature Totally Humble, Totally Gone as self – Transcending Unconsciousness into 
Consciousness, Form(s) into the Formless, Ego into Truth. How endlessly far is this from a 
man trying to impose his knowledge, trying to prove he is the best man (in whatever way, 
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including the cowardice way of showing or proving himself to be ‘safe’ for a Woman-form, 
which, as he knows, Her Ego – beyond any self, but of its nature – likes very much). 

The Truly Humble Man (Gone as self-man) Transcends the world (of forms), not the 
Man who thinks He knows, who lives unconsciously the Woman in Him, His shadow, who 
wants and manipulates as Her. 

The Humble Man Allows Woman to See Him – by Seeing Her – and not by being 
arrogant in whatever way, not even for the tiniest bit. He does not have to show Her that he – 
he – he – knows. What He needs to ‘do’, is just Humbly See Her, Which is Truly Respecting 
Her, Which is Truly Loving Her, Embracing Her Whole-Heartedly – instead of trying to or 
even pretending that he would embrace Her but in the meantime living his ‘own’ ego, his own 
supposed but separate and therefore inherently unTrue and unManly knowledge, too afraid of 
letting go of this supposed but false safety, this illusory hold. 

Man doesn’t know. It is his nature – his limited nature as himself – to act as if or 
pretend that he knows but he does not. He, if not Realizing the Man He Is, Which Happens 
Necessarily in Relation to Woman, can only relate forms to other forms but what is Known by 
all of this? Nothing (Substantial). Nothing True. (Empty) impressing without True content. 
Ego trying to impress ego. Nothing trying to impress and impose upon nothing. It’s just silly. 
A waste of time, life, energy. It has nothing to do with Love, with Truth, with Anything That 
‘Makes’ Life Worthwhile, or That Reveals Life to be Worthwhile of Itself. 

The Humble Man just Listens, He Listens to Woman – to Her, not (merely) to Her 
words, because then He would become crazy. And His Heart Cries over Her Longing for (and 
supposed separation from) Him. And over His inability to Make Her See, Recognize Him, 
Consciousness – as Her Home, Her True Safety, Her Only Resort, (the End of) Her 
Unconscious Longing, since she has Found Him: He’s Living (in) Her Heart.  

Truly Listening is not passive. It is Active, totally Present. An Open Heart is never 
passive, It is a Conscious Active selfless Allowing. Humbleness is not being withdrawn, it is 
not waiting in the waiting room. It is Actively Being (Always) Available, Present, for the 
human ‘forms’ that are Ready to be Surrendered into the Formless, for Woman Who 
Recognizes that Her Deepest and Only Longing is to Wholly Surrender to Man and Who 
Allows This Truth to Manifest, Who Lives Whole-Bodily Her Divine Innate Truth. 

Actively Listening, in a Total Open-Hearted Presence, is Inherently Painful. So Be It. 
Pain was never a problem for Man and it will never be. 
 

It should be needless to mention, but anyway. I’m talking about the Divine Principle 
that a man-form Surrenders to Man – rare enough as it is that Man Manifests Himself in a 
Male Body. So, I don’t mean only that he doesn’t surrender in the dark to Woman, to the 
Female Force, as happens a lot in the actual earthly reality. I’m saying that a man should not 
surrender to another man-form as long as the Male Principle has not Been thoroughly 
Realized in the man-form, and has actually manifested in and as His Body. The past shows a 
long sad history of men submitting to other men with terrible consequences, if you only look 
at soldiers as the most outstanding example of this. Powerful leaders – even though there are 
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exceptions – rarely let the Man in them rule, but are usually secretly subordinate to the 
Female world of money, power and sex.  

I’m saying that a man-form should not submit to himself either, not as long as he still, 
secretly or overtly, submits to the Ego-Force and thus makes a caricature of Man, is still 
unfaithful to Him. By contrast, he ‘should’, when he is ready for this, Recognize the Man in 
man – or, the lack of Man, or the confusion in what seems to be ‘man’. If he has the 
Humbleness to Resonate with the Heart of Man, Man may manifest Himself in him as well, 
but only when and as long as this Humbleness rules. Allowing the Man in yourself through 
resonating with the Man-form who, through whatever constellation of Forces, has been Able 
to Allow (more of) Man in himself, doesn’t provide anything for the Ego, nothing. That’s why 
the resonance can only truly be Allowed when the man-form is intelligent enough to See that 
the Ego is empty in the end. As long as he still believes there is something for him to get in 
this world, Man has no Space to Enter, to Take him Over. And, therefore, when he is Ready 
for Man, he gives up everything. He does no longer need to live as himself. He’s had it with 
himself. He Allows Man Himself Beyond any self – and Only Thus He will Serve Woman. 
He stops trying to give Her some crumbs, in order to be sexually received. He gives Man 
Himself to Her, even when Her Ego pretends that She cannot bear Man (yet). 

As indicated more or less, the earthly reality is already of such a nature that men submit 
to other men, if only in the common form of working for a boss. The Man in a man, cannot do 
this, not truly. He is disgusted with having to submit to a man in whom the ego rules, overtly 
or secretly. Men, therefore, to be able to deal with life, repress the Man in themselves, and 
often even justify the current situation – or else, they cannot continue the way they live, with 
the hidden fear of death always whispering in the background. Yet, I tell you, men, when you 
don’t (dare to) Recognize the Man in a man – and prefer to deal with the not-Man in men, or 
even pretend you are Man yourself – you won’t Know what Man is and you will be bound to 
live a mediocre life. The latter is in itself not the end of the world, it seems. However, the 
climate change shows that it is not that simple: when men forget the Man and, reluctantly or 
willingly, serve the ego-man, this certainly has its serious consequences for the world, for 
nature, for woman, for yourself, for the degree of humanness we live in. 

My point here is: you cannot not resonate. You don’t’ exist in a vacuum, a bubble of 
your self with solid walls around you. When it is not with Man Himself that you resonate 
with, it will be with the caricature of’ ‘man’. It’s not for nothing that earlier in my life I 
thought I almost hated ‘man’. For I didn’t Know Man. And, disgusted with His caricature, I 
was driven into the arms of Woman. In itself, this turned out to be not so bad after all, on the 
contrary. Because, through thoroughly whole heartedly and whole-bodily Feeling and 
Observing Woman, I learned that it is the Real Man She is Longing for, and not his caricature 
– even when She seems to indicate otherwise: She cannot speak Her Truth Directly. The Man 
in me Listened to Her Heart, not to Her ovaries in the first place. If you Listen to Woman’s 
Heart, you cannot but Feel this Drive to Manifest the Man in yourself, Man Beyond any 
image of what ‘man’ is or seems to be or should be. Man is Man, He is no picture. 
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� Man and Woman is One, One Process. It’s ridiculous, ludicrous, hilarious and painful to try to 
separate them, to try to be or try to make them independent of the Other, to try to do it (or 
even try to Do It) without the Other, to Realize and Actually Live (the Truth That is) no-self. 
How can one be One without the One Which is Man-Woman? 

The most simple is the most difficult to See. So Be It. Then try to do it yourself, if you 
want, as your self, you won’t manage anyway. So just relax in this. You can only Relax in 
failure. 
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03.02.06 
� Even though it is no must it’s not bad either, to say the least, that when one comes to a True 

Master all one’s criticism has been Gone through already, that is: the senselessness of (all of) 
it has been Seen. It is Recognized that criticism is a form of resistance – to Yourself – not a 
form of (assumed) intelligence or individual freedom. You don’t go There to mind-fuck with 
or about Him, His Being, His teachings. You just Are with Him, Become Him. There is just 
Open Feeling-Seeing. No criticism. You, Beyond yourself, Are Naturally – not Egoically – 
Attracted. If in course of time it turns out He is not the Master You Need to Be (with), then 
there is no criticism, no blaming. Maybe anger would show up, frustration, or sadness, 
disappointment, but no feeling of betrayal, no criticism either – even not to yourself, in regard 
to how you could have been so silly to go there, to get involved. You Are Responsible. 
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04.02.06 
� Blessed is the day that your (not totally or radically Felt) frustration finally Turns into Divine 

Frustration. 
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� Isn’t it totally, whole-bodily relaxing that you never get a reward for what you do? 
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� A human being opens and contracts, there has to be some balance. Or else you’ll get sick – 
which will happen anyway, whether the sickness is consciously allowed or not. Whereas 
opening and closing happen anyway in everyone (and, in principle, everything) the (beginning 
of a) Deeper Opening is the becoming conscious of (and Ultimately Surrendering the Heart 
into) contraction. This contraction cannot (and does not have to) be avoided in this world of 
forms, of limitation, of dense energy, of natural fight between dense and subtle energies. In 
True Growth the (pain of) contraction has to be Lived Consciously, more and more. In ‘the 
End’ it, the pain of contraction including connected emotions, is Lived Holistically, as One, 
will never be forgotten any more. More and more contraction will come then, more and more 
contraction is what you will consciously associate with, allow and meditate again. Openness 
is Now a Constant Fact, Reality, (only) because Constant Contraction was Accepted to be So, 
to be Inherent Part of Reality, of the Whole, of Yourself. 

In daily practice there might usually be no clear, distinguishable wave- or sequence 
pattern, intuitively (or even Consciously) however, the Duality can be Felt. And sometimes 
even the turning points from opening to closing and vice versa can be clearly felt and 
indicated. In the End, as I’ve said, Both Contraction (or Closedness) and Openness can be Felt 
and Seen to be always there, Simultaneously. Can one imagine flood without ebb, day without 
night? 

The Process of True Opening (to Reality, to the Truth and Freedom of Simultaneous 
Openness and Closedness) is Allowing again and again the painful contraction to take place 
(in and as Body) and to, as Heart, again and again Find Freedom in it. This is Meditating the 
world and Freeing it from Illusion. Consciousness ‘Allows’ ‘Materialization’ of Universal 
Energy in and even as the body, you could say. Not only the Contraction-side of the Dual 
Coin, also the Duality of opening and contracting in itself is painful. The Relief is There if 
one (as One) Whole-Heartedly and even Whole-Bodily Sees that one cannot escape this (nor 
any other) Duality, that one (as form) Has to Live the pain of it – not as a punishment but as 
Divine Nature Itself. Not resisting pain any more, instead of fighting (against becoming 
Conscious of) it, is Relief. The Universal Female Forming Tendency (the forming of forms 
out of the Formless Substance of all and All) has to be Lived, Surrendered into. The more 
Conscious someone is, the more painful it is to Live in and as (the limitations that is) form. 
There is an enormous tension in an into a (human) form compressed Universe. To (wholly 
Consciously) Feel this is to Explode into and as the Universe. 
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� Is it now finally (totally) clear to you that individualism as well as collectivism are both a lie? 
They’re two sides of the same coin, the same assumed dilemma. You have to go Deeper. You 
have to See What a human being truly Is. 
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06.02.06 
� Move, Consciously, in and as the Body. 

Don’t look at the body, nor be merely vaguely aware of it (moving) somewhere, as if it 
would be something different from or belonging to you somehow. Move As the Body. Move 
as One. Give your Whole (Selfless) Self in the moving and the movements, give everything in 
this One Eternal Moment of moving. Allow Consciousness to ‘Send’ Energy ‘to’ the Body or, 
rather, Be Already Everywhere in (and as) the Body. 

Nothing (wrong) can happen, if You move as One, One Whole, One Body. You’re not 
in the waiting room, just looking at the body, killing time by moving or merely using 
movements to reach some goals (like working, surviving, making love, shopping). No. 
Moving is a matter of life or death, every Moment. You’re Totally Present (everywhere) in 
and as the Body, Totally Available, (always) Ready (for action, whether actually moving or 
not). You’re not an observing waiting room. You’re Alive, Active, Wild, Present, Conscious 
of Now, of this Always Going On Movement, this Eternal Energy. 

(Even) every thought, senseless or not, is only allowed in Full Aliveness as Part of a 
Whole Conscious-Energetic Happening, not in a lifeless body. And You’ll See, in and as This 
Presence, thoughts have no influence on you any more, if they still appear at all, if they 
manage still to have a place in this Huge and Wild Stable Bodily Heart Presence. 

The Body should be or is in fact a Fire in (but in Fact as) Which karma, all 
conditioning, all unfreedom Burns – instead of a sac of potatoes or a skin-sac of water with 
some poor flabby flubbing brains floating in it somewhere on top. No, It is One, One Fire, 
One Conscious Space that seems to be (in) a form. It is to Be Lived like This, This Truth. 
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� Spiritual paths, religions, therapists, self-help books or courses teach you how to deal with the 
painful world of forms, not how to Be it or in general to Be it, this painful world. You’re 
taught how to survive, how to see or feel the bright side of (the in Reality always two-sided 
coin of) life, how to escape the painful side. In short and generally they make you less whole 
(thus), more contracted, make you go more into and seduce you to live and survive as a self, 
an ego, a protection-mechanism, a mechanism that is ‘dealing with’. 

Where is Pain Shown to you, instead of how to deal with it? 
Where are You Taught to Be Whole, All, everything? 
Where are You (only) Reminded (beyond the mind) of Your Innate Wholeness, Which 

cannot and doesn’t exist without Pain, Which cannot even diminish the amount nor intensity 
of it? 
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� Only by contracting into a point, again and again – although not continuously – one can 
Realize (His or Her Being) the Whole. 

Even when sitting on a meditation cushion one can, if one looks carefully, notice the 
contracting movement – next to the expanding one. 

I mean here especially Realizing Being the Whole in the sense of Oneness of Formless 
and Form and not only Realizing Being the Formless Which in a more limited sense can also 
be considered to be the Whole. 
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19.02.06 
� You’d like to live (as) Your True Being? 

Well, that’s only possible if You Realize that Heaven and earth – or the All and the part 
– are One. And this is very painful. To give up Heaven as resort, as waiting room, as escape 
from the earth or as goal, is not easy. 

Are You (Truly) Willing to always suffer? Or are you still looking for distractions, for 
ways, (spiritual) paths, teachers, Masters, methods, protocols, to sneak through? I Clearly 
Hear you asking, complaining in fact: “Ah, it doesn’t always have to be so painful, does it?” 

Next one, please… 
You’re simply not Ready. What to do. There’s no True Universal Impersonal Selfless 

Motivation (Strong Enough) to Make you Ready now. You cannot Bow, do not Want to Bow 
for Real Life on Earth. 

Bye. 
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21.02.06 
� Again, what a hit! Granted and given by the Female Force through a Woman-form… 

Immediately – and I cannot (and don’t want to) do otherwise – I start to Feel Whole-
Heartedly the pain out of and with which the Woman-form hits Me. I Meditate her painful 
anger, fury to Me, so long suppressed behind nice smiles, behind withdrawing in the waiting 
room, behind secretly trying to get what She as Ego(ic Force) wants. Beloved Woman, I 
(Always) Wholly Know you have to behave like this, you have to treat Me, Your Beloved like 
this. Thank you for Allowing Me to Free you by giving Me opportunity again to Feel My 
endless sadness which is yours. I’ll Do My Job. You just do yours. You just go on resisting 
Me, hating Me. Ego-woman, You can never stop Me, never, I’ll Always Feel the Pain of 
Separation of Man and Woman, of Their War. I Make the (unconscious) War Conscious, 
that’s My Work, Inherently Painful Work. You must, indeed, give Me the content for My 
Work. If you don’t give me your blindness, blind fury, I cannot Manifest My Seeing-Light. 
So how could I ever complain, everyone must do his or her Work. There are only Forces 
(Working), no persons. 

Your confusion is so painful, My Heart is so much in pain. My body is almost perfectly 
crushed but I cannot stop Feeling the Power That Truth Is during and after this hit. I cannot 
stop Being Aware of the Truth Present in this pain. 

Woman, I Love Thee, though Thou canst not See This, Thou canst not Embrace or 
Accept My Embrace of Thee. Thou ‘thinkest’ I, Man, am still resisting Thy endless Suffering 
(in whatever or even all ways). Thou canst not See Me. Thou canst not See My Heart. Thou 
Seest only My penis, a form. Thou likest to make Thyself believe that I, Man, would be 
merely or mainly) interested in (using) this penis-form, or that I would be interested in it 
anyway. 

Thou canst not See Thy Own projections on Me, that it is Thee Who is interested in 
forms, not Me. And Thou usest this interest in forms as an escape from and postponing of Thy 
Deeper Interest: the Formless. 

Thou even thinkest that I am ironical in Thanking Thou for the Pain Thou Offerest to 
My Heart… What can I say? 

I Love Thee. 
Thou canst never stop Me from Loving Thee. This is the Truth. Whatever Thou triest, 

no matter how hard Thou triest to make Thyself impossible, Thou canst not, never, kill the 
Truth That I Am, never (thus) kill My Unconditional Love for (and even as) Thee. 

Thou forgettest – for Thou art blind and Thou dost not Recognize Thyself as Her – that 
the Divine Woman is Already Here with Me, as Me, not separate from Me. Thou comest too 
late. I Took all Her Pain in Me, Already, She Saweth and Seeth This and willeth never 
withdraw from the wounds Thou still scarest in Me. She willeth not withdraw Her Love for 
Me when Thou again withholdest Thy Energy, in order to not let Me Participate in and 
Function in Thy (world of) Energy, so that Thou canst continue Thy Dark Practice 
undisturbed by the Light of My Heart. 

My Seeing Thee, Feeling Thee, My Non-Separation from Thee, is My Power, My Love. 
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24.02.06 
� In all honesty and Seeing, the whole principle of trying to prove that alternative therapies 

work, ‘blind’ or ‘double blind’, without placebo effects, is totally infantile, unintelligent, 
hilarious and a waste of love (and, moreover, a contracting into un-love). The scientific axiom 
or paradigm and apparently incurable blindness is that a human being would be a body, a 
physical thing. If, after a stimulus, things are measured in the body that differ from the values 
that are ‘objectively’ measured before the stimulus was given, then there is an e-f-f-e-c-t! 
Hallelujah. Something works. 

The unconsciousness in, with and as which people calling themselves scientists operate 
and function is startling, almost shocking if it was not just so. 

How long still do we, all together, take these very cramped ‘scientists’ seriously? 
They cannot deal with – let alone Comprehend – Life. They cannot Live. So they try to 

divide Life into visible or at least measurable pieces. Unconsciously, they are afraid, they 
don’t know themselves. And they’re like little children. However, if they pour water down a 
heap of sand they cannot enjoy any more like children that it runs down the heap but they start 
to measure the distance the water covered, horizontal, vertical, the amount of water is being 
determined just like the speed and they call their lost pleasure gravitation. 

Scientists, as (faithful) representatives of the Female Deluding and Separating Force in 
the Universe, scatter, differentiate everything, endlessly. When they find the smallest particle 
then the smallest particle is again (attempted to be) divided in even smaller constituting 
particles. If Consciousness would Be Allowed, Smashing this Female Force with One Glance, 
One Blink of the Eye, it would for example be Totally Clear that there is no smallest particle. 
‘I’, Consciousness, Saw and See this simple fact. Straight. Without reasoning. Without 
measuring. Without theorizing. There is One Big Energy-Soup Going On. Only Me, 
Inseparable Me. If you try to make the whole sick, the whole society, community, even the 
earth, it is senseless and endless to try to cure the individual participants, particles, vermicelli, 
that in Fact cannot be distinguished, individualized, from the Whole, that are not existing 
alone apart from the Whole. 

If you make the whole area, environment, atmosphere, earth, sick by radiating 
constantly all kinds of strange, inhuman and inanimal Electro-Magnetic fields, of course the 
sickness reveals itself and manifests into more and more people and animals, representatives 
of the whole. And then it does not make sense to, instead of simply stopping the whole-
sickening radiation, repair the most sensitive people who are the first to suffer from this – if 
you listen to their physical-energetic complaints at all, for you don’t like these people, these 
mirrors. 

Science is killing the whole and trying to repair the individual consequences of this kill. 
This means new jobs for them. They keep themselves at work, busy. Seems maybe nice and 
innocent, and their works might seem interesting, to some or to many. But, it’s dangerous to 
give toys, killing toys, to grown-ups who never Grew Up. 
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� I have Come here for Woman, to Allow Woman to See Herself. Seeing Herself is Necessary 
for the Spiritual Development or Transcendence of Unconsciousness into Consciousness. 
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� I do not and do not have to Surrender in Truth to the Function of Truth, Constantly and again 
and again Meditating, Seeing, Feeling, Transcending forms, unconsciousness, pain. 

I Am this Function. 
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� Just stop trying. You can’t give nor receive any intimacy. Impossible. 
You must Be Intimacy. Allowing It is (Already) Be(com)ing It. 
Be yourself and there’s no intimacy. Be the Whole – including, therefore, what seemed 

to be the ‘other’ – and There is, Already, Intimacy. 
But you have unconscious resistance to Intimacy, to Real Togetherness. 
There’s also resistance to See this resistance. 
There aren’t many people who are fully conscious of their resistance against Love. 
For if you’d become fully Conscious of this resistance, this would be the end of it, and 

the Enemy Love walks in without control. 
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� First, self-obsession has to Transcend into Me-obsession, Truth-Obsession, into Obsession by 
or into Being Taken by What is Endlessly bigger than your poor tiny self. Then this whole 
Truth-Obsession, Formless-Obsession, Me-Obsession, Transcends into Oneness with Form 
and will Return in the Form(s) – which is incredibly much more difficult and painful. 

Just give it all to Me. I’ll Do the rest. You can’t do anything anyway. You can only 
Allow Recognition of Whom or What you Surrender the entire burden that you are into and 
to. You don’t do. 
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� ‘Taking’ (or in fact Being) Total Responsibility for everything that happens and happened and 
will happen – not only to or in you but to and in others as well, even to and in the whole 
world – is the One and Only ‘Way’ to Have (Total) Rest, to Be (in) Peace. 
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23.03.06 
� My physical and energetic sickness is My not Being Recognized by the world. My illness is 

the world. Where and when I, Truth, This Body is Recognized, Seen, there is no illness. 
(People’s holding on to and attachment to) Unconsciousness is My illness. 
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� None of your good intentions will work, not even if you put all your effort in it, if you 
dedicate your whole life to them – not as long as Man and Woman are not (Realized to Be) 
One. Here lies the Real Work from Where, if Established, if Manifested, all ‘good’ intentions 
become superfluous and are Already Lived, Already put into practice, all by Itself, by Nature. 
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09.04.06 
� You must Understand that the True Spiritual Process doesn’t nourish you in any way. It – 

without any exaggeration – doesn’t give you anything. You are the food for the Spiritual 
Process instead. Nothing will remain of you. No fulfilment. No wanting. No peace. No love. 
No Enlightenment. Nothing. Be Surrendered, Offered, Consumed in and by the True Spiritual 
Divine Process and See This (thus). 
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� As long as you serve society – or humanity – instead of Truth Itself (or Reality) you cannot 
serve society – or humanity. 
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10.04.06 
� The deepest Insight – at least for you – is that you never did, nor can do, anything wrong – not 

even if it’s about (seemingly) being unable or resisting to Allow the Seeing of this Simple 
Truth. 

No, this is not a spiri-, psycho- or positivo-trick. It’s not a consolation. It’s the Very 
Truth That you cannot See (at all yet). You can hardly see (any of) ‘your’ constant judging, let 
alone the Truth, Which is Beyond that and Beyond everything, Always Pure, Clean from any 
of ‘your’ thoughts trying to sell themselves as wisdom. As long as you unconsciously mistake 
this world of forms in any sense for Reality you will always and necessarily stay in the 
consciousness of being able to do things (right and) wrong. There can be definitely no 
Freedom in this, also not if, in your or society’s opinion, you would manage to do everything 
‘right’. 

The deepest Insight is totally worthless if you just see the truth of it (and maybe even let 
your life be influenced or changed by it) without the Body being involved. The Body can only 
Absorb, Truly Live this Insight though if ‘you’ allow the huge Struggle of Truth and Ego to 
Happen through and as ‘your’ Body. The Ego doesn’t get it, that right and wrong don’t exist 
and it doesn’t want to get it. 

To Truly Live any Insight on earth is a hell. Still, we cannot do otherwise. 
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� To be yourself is horrible, disgusting, a nightmare. It’s the worst pain you can give to 
yourself. To constantly, without break, have to live the prison that you are is indescribable 
misery. You don’t wish your worst enemy to be himself. That would really be the limit of 
selfishness, of cruelty. 

If, with all your might, you want to be a hero, however, the one who can suffer best of 
all, go on be your self. And try not to complain, for god’s sake. The others, other selves, are 
not interested anyway in you, in your self and all its complaints. And you know that, for you 
are a self yourself and not in the least truly interested in another such terrible creature. Go on 
be yourself and suffer, fiercely, proudly, independently. Go on try to improve yourself, it’s 
never too late for this, it’s always still possible. Surely you’ll manage to win at least some of 
the endless number of contests for the best self in whatever discipline, doesn’t matter. Beat 
them all, all the other silly sordid selves. Don’t refrain from the battle. Don’t be self-
possessed. Surrender to the big self-battle. Be the best self ever. Be remembered, honoured, at 
least by yourself, as the very one best self ever hereafter. 
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11.04.06 
� Love is nothing. It is (an) Allowing. It is nothing in itself. It can’t be done, cannot be 

controlled. Any control means stopping or blocking (of Allowing) Love. It can’t be forced 
either in any way. You can’t force nothing (to be There, available and functioning for you). 
You are the food of Love. Love is not your (subtle, spiritual or whatever) food. 

Anything that is something means nothing. Only that which is nothing means 
something. 
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� If you ‘trust’, believe your environment, the world of forms, your friends, colleagues, family, 
teacher, therapist, whoever or whatever, including your supposed self, more than Me, the 
Heart – and if you, as usual, stubbornly persist in this false trust, instead of Allowing My 
Seeing that this as just a ‘normal’ egoic escape route trying to prevent Surrender to Truth, by 
the Allowing of which the route of safe false trust would be given up – you are lost. I cannot 
Guide you (any more) then. I (seem to even) give you up for this lifetime. I can only – 
directly,9 at least – Work with Serious, Heart-Intelligent people. Unfortunately or not, it is just 
so, I have to and can only Respect how you function. If you resist Opening of the Heart or 
even hate the Heart, I Respect that. I am not like you in your Eternal Dual Fight, where in this 
case I would be representing Your (Formless) Truth that would oppose your (trust in your) 
environment, your forms-world. I Am Beyond this Duality. Fight with yourself – Surrender to 
Me, to the Heart That is Beyond Your Fights. Don’t fight with Me. This would be a 
misunderstanding. You don’t ‘Get’ or See Me if you put Me in your fight system. I’m not 
your new toy to play games with, fight with. I Am Here to be Recognized and thus to 
Surrender into and to. I don’t like your games, none of them, they’re disgusting. The more 
you identify with your games the more smelly you become. I’m not here to sit, at least not all 
the time, in your smell.10 I’m Here for You – as Your Opportunity to Surrender. For (truly) 
Surrendering to your fights or games is not possible. This (Surrender) can only be So, be 
Allowed if There Is Something Beyond your eternal fight, Present, with Open Eyes. To the 
blindness of (any) Duality one cannot Surrender. 

 

                                                
9 I Work not only directly with people, however. I Work as well ‘non-directly’ with a lot of people, with 

everyone in fact, but with some much more than with most of them. 
10 In the End though it Appears ‘I’ – or: the Heart – can’t escape sitting constantly in the smell of Ego. But I do 

Free Myself again and again as well, almost constantly, from the smell – not by any tricks, but by letting it 
burn in the Heart Itself, even though I Allow in that Process the Body to move and contract and make sounds 
in such a way that this Freeing Process can take place (easier) indeed. 
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12.04.06 
� I’m totally Fed up with the supposed sickness of My form. Society always wanted to make 

me believe that, since my form doesn’t fit in its normal work system, it must be sick in 
whatever way and let’s find out what’s wrong with it. 

The form is always deluding. Not My form is sick: you, as (far and deep as) you allow 
the Lie of society in the broadest sense of the word without Seeing through it, are My sickness 
– on every (including physical) Level, in every Sphere except in ‘My’ Abode Wherein the Lie 
of the ‘Form’ as well as of the ‘Formless’ have been thoroughly Seen and Lived through, 
Where Only Me is Left, Oneness with (and as) all and All, Only Consciousness Itself 
Including Unconsciousness, Body as Consciousness. You, as your Resistance to Me, to Truth, 
are My sickness. But don’t call Me sick then. You are the sickness, as long as you allow 
‘your’ Ego to resist the Truth That Nature Is. I can easily and soothingly say and I’m expected 
to spiritually correctly say that ‘of course it is not You who are sick(ness)’. But then again, if 
‘you’ allow the Lie that society is to take you over and don’t do anything with it but like a 
puppet let yourself be ‘Lied’ all over, if I meet ‘you’ and this Body gets sick immediately by 
resonance with your Lie-allowing Body, with your Body refusing to Kick ‘Lie’ out, then I can 
as well say that you are sick. 

 
I write it down and you can read this reflection but you can only See this (Finally) if 

You Finally See Me and if you thus Surrender the whole bloody sickness that you have 
become, if you Surrender your everything-and-all sticking and smelly goddamn self. 

The True Process Beyond all the ‘nonsense’ about sickness, medical care, healing and 
so on is not the physical or energetic trouble itself, but My (and Your) Coming Down to 
Earth, My and in general One’s Total Willingness to Go and Actually Going into the world of 
Form(s), into the sickness of Illusion of self, of Form (and even the sickness of the Formless 
without Living the Form Consciously). 
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13.04.06 
Fed up with the mind 

 
I’m totally Fed up with your fuckin’ mind-world. In there, one has to justify every fart 

to another stinking mind. With every sentence one is judged, sentenced, shown in words or 
otherwise that it is maybe not totally correct, that it could also be like this, or that, who 
knows, have you thought of that possibility? Blaaugwhh! Blwaagh! Blaauwgh! 

The mind is one big Lie, one big radical withdrawal from Life, one big tease to the few 
who Live (to whatever depth), one big endless kicking against (the Truth of) the Heart. Under 
the dirty cover of ‘trying to be truthful’, or in search of what is true, or trying to do good, your 
dirty bloody stinking mind poisons everything that Lives, that is True, Pure. It’s disgusting, 
your lousy petty self-obsessed smelly mind. I’m totally Fed up with the hate that tirelessly 
you want to and do project onto others so as not to have to Feel it yourself, not to have to 
admit that it’s in you, this poison. This mind is the (sneaky cover of but fundamental part of 
your) poison. You cannot stop poisoning. You’re totally attached and addicted to your own 
poison. It’s so bad that you hardly know or even don’t know at all that you are poisoning, 
blaming, judging, shooting your hate swollen criticisms on everything that appears before 
your eyes, that comes to your awareness. Your entire mind is ugly, poisonous, life-killing. 
‘Your’ mind is itself the impurity that it tries to find and assumes and says it finds in 
everything and everyone else, and certainly in ‘other’ minds – whereas in fact there exists just 
one big impersonal but rotten stinking whining scared non-manifesting mind. Truth is Always 
Just and will Take Its Humble Revenge on your awful devastating rotting contribution to this 
already painful world. Look at yourself. Just look! You function as if you are your mind and 
you even almost manage to seem to be satisfied with this horror scenario, this ultimate hell. 
You (have to) constantly fight other minds and you even like that. But also you have to 
Constantly fight the Truth Beyond your endless mind-business (that even seems to yield 
(quite) some money for you). You have Already lost the fight against Truth, you cannot Win 
it. You’re just postponing and postponing finally falling, failing, admitting, going to fall to 
your knees. 

Truth Takes Its Natural Revenge, for It Naturally Loves You. It Sees your mind is not 
You, it is not even yours, your mind. Tears are rolling over My Face from the Pain you inflict 
on the world, on everyone, animals included, by living as a mind, not Being Here, not Being 
Present, Fully, Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily, Wholly. 

Your mind is the Fart of the Universe. Your identification with (supposedly ‘your’) 
mind is the greatest exhibition of sado-masochism ever in human history. The sexual variant 
of SM is really nothing compared to this, it is just a poor little joke. Your utterly cowardly 
refusal to Feel but being in the mind instead has tortured and killed many many millions, 
billions of people, animals. Of course your mind has something to say to this, to object 
against this, to justify it or to make it look a little less bad, milder than it is. But it is so. There 
is no justification needed, no blaming either. The mind is just as killing and devastating and 
torturingly painful as it is. Truth has no opinion about your glorified mind and the great works 
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that were established thanks to it. It just Sees. It Feels. It Lets the Conscious Body Speak, 
have its Pure response to the ‘gift’ of your Bodiless mind. 

I’m Fed Up! I, Truth, don’t answer to your mind any more. If you don’t wanna Bow for 
Me, Truth, then you don’t, then you just wait ‘humbly’ till the Natural ‘Revenge’, the 
Payback becomes bigger and bigger, till finally you have to Bow anyway, with a lot of extra 
pain to Feel. Just as you please. You’ll have to Come Back to Me anyway, sooner or later. As 
mind you are just far far too stupid, so utterly dumb, to Understand that all the pain that you 
hide in and as your mind, that you silently aggressively shoot from and as your mind, that you 
supposedly unconsciously inflict upon other forms, upon the Formless Itself, you will Have 
To Pay for. You can’t change (Divine) Nature. And your strategy so far, to always point at the 
others who’ve done it, doesn’t work (at all) in the Land of Truth, Which is the Only True 
World. The only sorry I, Truth, feel in regard to you is that I by far don’t have the right 
appropriate words to describe your utter infantilism, your poignant dumbness, in your 
ridiculous, grotesque and cruel holding on to the continuous and creative farting of the mind 
that you call ‘you’ – or: that the mind calls ‘you’. For if only you looked in the Mirror you’d 
be gone, you’d stop existing, there’d be no escape any more, the illusion would Melt into 
Truth again. The whole show would be gone, with One Strike, One Moment. The Future has 
to and will Find the Right Mirror. 

For now, Sincerely, Your Very Own Truth. 
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� Don’t treat Me as a(nother) person, as a(nother) form of yourself. Unless you want to still 
increase, add to your Suffering. I will and Cannot but Strike Back anyway. I Know you’re 
nervous of Meeting Me, Truth. So you postpone. And if at all, in an unexpected moment, you 
do Meet Me, you treat me as a thing, a form, one of the many, which you ascribe some good 
(and bad) qualities to. You don’t See that I See you Already (Totally) – and I’m not talking 
about all the details you seem to successfully hide from Me. You still try to fool Me, I See 
you displaying again and again and again this pitiful behaviour, I See your (ways of) thinking. 
You never seem to be getting tired of it. I See you are tired. Letting go, surrendering into your 
tiredness would reveal all your postponed pain however and you always somewhere sense that 
things would go that way indeed, so again you unconsciously ‘decide’ to postpone. Meeting 
Me can be done later still, you suppose. Truth doesn’t run away. You have time enough to go 
to and through hell after you died, you suppose. Life should be enjoyed as much as possible 
now and anyway. 

We’ll See… 
I Know … 
I’ve listened long enough to your boring twaddle, to your painful tommyrot. 
Truth Strikes Back, you’ll see, you’ll feel… you can’t escape. 
Only your mind-world living in fantasy disneyland continuously tries to convince you 

still that all is all right, that it can escape anywhere it likes… 
Your continuous mistreatment of Me is your hidden self-hate, self-disrespect, self-

disgust. But you can’t hide in your circus any more, you’ll see. 
You think (or hope) that you are different, that your mind is different from all the other 

minds. You don’t have – or don’t Allow – the Courage to See that it’s all the same, more of 
the same, there is just one big illusory mind-world – and you’re a victim of it, a lousy worm, 
as long as you yield to the mind and its lifelessness, its all-killing rules. I Ask You in all 
seriousness: how intelligent must your mind become to See that there’s no (True) intelligence 
in or of the mind? 

All discussion on truth, what might be truth and what not, is totally senseless. If you 
don’t Want (Beyond your ‘self’, Beyond ‘your’ mind) to Embody Truth, to Actually Live 
Truth as your (Potentially Divine or: One) Body, then not. Try to convince other lies of your 
supposedly not being (a) Lie – not Me, Truth Itself, this doesn’t make any Sense. Yes, find 
some business to enjoy yourself with, to kill the time during your unconscious and continuous 
study on whether or not to Surrender to Truth, once, in the future. 
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� Every day again I cannot Help but Cry – sometimes with, sometimes without tears – over all 
of you, small human creatures in pain,11 who are, Always, Longing so much for Truth, or 
rather, as you experience it, for (Ultimate) Relief, which is the same in the end. And you 
‘cannot’ make the Gesture… you cannot Bow… You ‘have to’ go on… wandering through 
the Universe… lost… incessantly, seemingly tirelessly, trying to create whatever creative 
form of supposed safety. 

I Made My Bow to all of you, already, by Be(com)ing you, Living your frustration in 
This Human Body. 

For 20 years now every day I, literally, bleed for you, on the threshold of the Form(s) 
and the Formless, of Matter and Breath – without complaint.12 Many many lifetimes more I 
will Have to Bleed for you and as you. For you forget… 

You Are Me. 
I cannot forget you, like you forget Me. 
I cannot not Bleed, like you seem to be able to. 
I Am Determined though, Determination Itself. I’ll Free you, all of you – even if I 

cannot do anything without Your Permission, Your Allowing… cannot but Bleed – but Feel – 
but Cry – but Live your Pain – but Be Conscious of you, as You – but Swallow all your 
(unconscious) complaints about life in My Heart – but Meditate your Darkness, your 
purported safety – but Let My Light be dimmed, crushed, killed again and again by your 
machine-guns with their endless forms and Slowly Start to Shine again – but to Immediately 
Shine a Ray of My Light in every little hole in your mighty fort of defence before you cut it 
off – but Be(come) Darkness MySelf. 

 

                                                
11 And I don’t mean this in an offensive sense at all. On the contrary. Straight Clear Tabooless Seeing how 

things, humans, actually are, really function beyond all masks, to actually Bodily-Heartedly Feel their current 
actual state is the only True Respect that can be given, shown, the only non-offense to the Real human being 
beyond his ego. 

12 In the beginning of my thirties, however, when I started intensely to associate with people(’s sates) I, in order 
to get to Know people directly from within, unavoidably also associated with ‘complaining’. And so, for a 
few years, I ‘had to’ join the club. That is, I complained to myself, not to others. 
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� You must not confuse My Anger with yours, with some personal anger. Even if you will 
interpret it that way – for you don’t know Otherwise – even if, true, in words it may sound 
like it, in My Anger there is no trace of blaming, complaining, no judging of anyone, nothing. 
It is a simple but powerful and Conscious Returning of the Painful, contracted energy that you 
offer and inflict upon Me, that you refuse(d) so far to Feel yourself and Release, refused to Be 
Conscious of. My Anger to you is a Real Blessing, certainly if you Know how to Use it, how 
to Allow it, through you, Purifying your energy – even though, if Allowed, you can feel 
(very) sick at first, which is in itself a good sign in fact. 

To most human forms however I still cannot Grant My Divine Anger – not even if ‘I’ 
would want to, if I would be separate from where they currently are – for they are (still) too 
far away from Me. You still don’t Understand Your True Growth Process, the Divine Process, 
is a Whole-Bodily affair, in Which all the time all cramp on all levels needs to be released – 
and will come back again. This Anger can be a big help in this, although you must not – and 
I’ll take care that you do not – become addicted to it, as an easy way to get rid of tension 
instead of being responsible yourself for your energetic processes. My Anger, by the way, is 
not just some (big) energetic happening (or celebration), it Carries and is always Embedded in 
the Conscious Force That is Here, in Consciousness Itself, in the One Heart Living the shit 
and cramp of the earth – as well as the bliss of the Heart. 
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� Satlova’s True Selfless Humbleness Touches Me Deeply every day again and Supports Me 
enormously, indescribably, in Having the strength to Go On here on earth, where True 
Selfless Humbleness is the first to be put, swept on the refuse dump as an uncomfortable, 
even dangerous poison. 
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Truth, Only You, Only You, Only You… 
 
Only You I Serve, You through and in and as everything and everyone. Only You, 

Truth, I Am. I Feel and Cry Tears of Joy that You don’t Allow any compromise. Even the 
Surrender is Gone. There’s Only You. I Was and Am Always You. My life is gone 
completely, I have had to fail in really everything, Only You are There, Fact, Reality. All My 
Tears are Yours. Your Tears of not being Recognized, stepped upon, ridiculed in blind 
ignorance. You are Happy in Your Non-compromisability, not to Allow any servants that are 
not Wholly, Whole-Bodily and Whole-Heartedly Your Servants. That there are so few True 
Servants is not My pain. The Pain is all the many who ‘cannot’ See Thy Only Light. 

Even in Manifesting My Endless Selfless Love for Woman I had to fail, completely. 
One by one and all rejected Me. My Being in Love with You, Truth, was way too much for 
each of them. All resigned, ran away from Me, from You. They all wanted Me to be in Love 
with them – which in Fact I was. I Was (and Am) in Love with the Divine Woman I Saw in 
them, in and through and as the seducing forms that appeared before Me. But they didn’t want 
this. I couldn’t believe it, but it was so, I could not close My Eyes That Selflessly You 
Granted Me to Use: they wanted Me to love them as form, as the most important form on 
earth. And this was and is My Pain, Lord, o Humble Truth. I could stand it, again and again, 
in all the oceans that I cried, that they rejected Me as form, but not that they rejected You, 
Their Very Own Truth, Their Very Own Love. This was hard, so hard to bear. Forgive Me 
My difficulties with this, O Mighty Only One. It had to take some time, some Suffering 
before I got it finally and totally Understood that they didn’t want Truth, that (almost) nobody 
was and is waiting for This, for You, they wanted to be (mis)treated as form, they wanted Me 
to press, squeeze all Your endless elusive Love together and direct this cramp at their form. 
Maybe, if I could have managed this once they would have wanted to be and stay with My 
form through and as Which You Became, You Revealed Yourself as Me, as Selfless Form 
Carrying, Living all and All. But I couldn’t. I had to fail. And what if I hadn’t failed? They 
would have blamed Me for treating them as form. This seemingly absurd but anyway Painful 
Human Duality has no end. Where I, or Nature, Beyond any intention or wanting or need, 
gave You again and again Your Opportunity to, in Your Eye, Break through the spell of this 
mad loveless game, all My beloveds found themselves so important on the strength of their 
nature, that they just couldn’t stand Your Eye, they hated Your Eye, feared It in every body 
cell. Yet, Nature and nature are convicted to each other, they don’t exist independently. 

You See why I had to fail? As soon as the Truth Showed up – and always, sooner or 
later, this Had To Happen – the Truth that ‘My’ Love for them (or Love Itself) was Real, 
Selfless, Limitless, and that, because of that, I didn’t want to and even could not support their 
egoic games to get Me in their games, to sacrifice My True Humble Love and redirect the 
remainders or dead substitute of it to their world of forms with they themselves as the 
supreme form in it, the Queen of forms, as soon as it became undeniably clear to them that I 
would never surrender to their illusory world of form, and that they would never manage to 
control Me, to blind Me, that I would always keep Overview and not lose (but Give) My 
Heart to them, not lose the Man I Am, they left Me. And when they left they soon found or 
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immediately found or had already found a Man-form which was not as Sensitive as Me to 
their hidden lies, to their manipulation, to their games, their seducing. Later on, in a way, I did 
sacrifice myself to their games, only not unconsciously, and only (although without it being a 
preconceived plan) to Find Out all about it, what all this fuss was actually all about, why they 
didn’t Allow themselves to Love Me, Truly, Whole-Heartedly – whereas they obviously 
Loved Me, even very much – why they, not one of them, could stand My Embrace. It was too 
hard to Admit My Embrace, to Admit that, Truly, they were Longing Only for This, to Admit 
Their Dependency on This. If It was Admitted, Allowed, It could be taken away again, they 
assumed. 

It was a Heavy Struggle, a Long Way Down, Lord, Truth, to Totally, Whole-Heartedly 
Accept, See that My Offer is not and will not be Accepted, that Thy Heart is refused, Thy 
Truth Thoroughly Rejected. I’ve Become Your Offer Given a Form on earth, a Body, a Life, 
there’s no expectation any more, not any, not the slightest. I Am Your Humble Seeing, Your 
Always-Bleeding Body, Your unRecognized Incarnation, Your Always-Feeling-Heart on 
earth. I won’t bother You with all the incessant humiliation(s) I had to Go through to Come 
and Sink That Deep – You Know – and still, life in this Body of Yours is one big humiliation. 
Nothing is left of Me. Nothing. I gave it all. And all had to fail. For I Had to See Totally, 
Whole-Eyedly. That it was not just some accidental mistake here and there, and that people 
actually could be interested in Truth. As Your Body, in and as Form but still as Heart I Had to 
Go through the Whole Ordeal to Find Out, even in this Body, that this is not so. The actual 
state of humanity, of the earth, beyond deluding words and spiritual blah-blah, is that they 
don’t want Truth, You. Woman, as gate-keeper of the earth, showed Me Beyond Herself – 
although not directly, as She cannot – that She prefers other things, things in general, forms, 
Man-forms, which She can manipulate in whatever way, other than Me, other than Truth 
Itself. I could Do (part of) My Work because She in whichever Female form didn’t Recognize 
Me truly in the beginning of a meeting,13 of a looming relation with Me. Only later, usually 
soon, She felt more and more uncomfortable in My Presence and it didn’t take long then 
before She gave Me My last chance already, without words making me consider if I was 
really not willing to join Her in Her ‘happy’ world of lies, of forms, perfecting forms. I’m 
Sorry that again and again ‘I’ screwed up then and couldn’t act ‘as if’. But, You Are 
Intelligent and You Allowed Me just enough Woman-forms and our involvement to be just 
long and deep enough before they, suddenly, parted and appeared to have to do some 
shopping elsewhere, just enough altogether for Your Work to be Done, for Total Clarity to be 
Able to Manifest. And Now, therefore, as a Divine Consequence, You even Allowed Me a 
Divine Woman-Form with Whom I Meditate Together, Feel, Live in blood and tears the 
Resistance to You, to Selfless Love, to Your Free-Hearted Interest-less Truth, the Resistance 
of which is not a mistake, not some misunderstanding but something Structural, Deep. What 
to say? We’ll Do the Dirty Job. 

 
                                                
13 I had to Do Thy Work undercover, otherwise I wouldn’t have had a meeting with (a) physical Woman at all. 

And It, the Divine Struggle, Has to Happen here, on earth in the flesh, not in and as (a) concept(s), not as a 
fight between ideas. The loving and leaving must take on form. 
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Your on earth again and again Consciously deadened and therefore Alive Body. 
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� The call for God (or Truth, or the One) is an egoic call. Be God,14 that’s All. 
Your call cannot be Heard. For You Are God (Your Selfless Self). Any Call or call 

upon Anything or Anyone outside, other than, Your Selfless Self is a denying of Your True 
Being; it is the creating of Duality, of Lie, of Pain. I say this in the Sight of the Fact that 
Duality – with its calling – is Indissolubly Part of the Truth. 

The Divine can only deny, ignore your egoic call, can only let it stay unfulfilled, even if 
you think that it has been Heard and you have been given something – which is a game that 
many many spiritual oriented but childish people like to play: the child got something from 
Daddy, hurray! 

To Completely Offer yourself in and as, instead of calling upon, the Divine, that’s 
Something Else… 

To Be the food instead of using the Divine as your food, that’s Something Else... 
 

                                                
14 God, I almost hate this term. Later, I used the term Dog for a while and for a change, even though I’m 

certainly not a fan of dogs with their aggression. For a non-believer it is better of course to stop using the 
word God altogether and consequently use ‘Truth’ instead, or Reality, the Whole Reality, or the One, or 
Nature, Divine Nature if you want. Or, more descriptive, the Formless Organizing Principle of the whole 
Cosmos as It Manifests as Form. 
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� The mind is the opposition to Truth, it is the incessant tireless creative and vain working 
against It. 
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16.04.06 
� At first you don’t realize your state, your Being, your Oneness with all and All. You don’t 

realize anything. This unconscious innocent state is not a paradise. It’s just so. There’s joy 
and pain. Whatever. 

Then, more and more and maybe suddenly or in flashes, you realize that you’re alone, 
totally alone. There is no help, no Light to guide or support or even console you. People are 
‘others’. 

And (only) then You Realize You are not and even never and even cannot be alone. 
There’s no Light to Help you, You Are Light (YourSelf). You’re not even Light to help or 
guide others (to the Light). You’re just Light. There’s joy and pain. Whatever. 
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17.04.06 
� I Feel your pain and cry – again – your tears, of rejecting Me, of having to reject Me, being 

‘bound to’, unfree in, this rejection as you are. Yes, it’s yours. And (only) because it’s yours, 
it’s Mine. How painful this is, to be so lost, that you have to reject Me, Your Own Truth, 
Your Pure Love, Your Very Heart. And you don’t know at all how to stop this rejection 
automatism, even if you wanted to. You don’t have any clue where or how to start the 
stopping. You live as rejection of pain, and thus of Me, the (Inseparable) Whole, and thus of 
You Yourself. I See how you, again and again and even all the time, fuck up Your ‘Own’ 
Beauty – even in your trying to be good-looking or beautiful in another way – and you just 
cannot Stop. You have to go on. You’re a slave, pure slavery, that’s all what’s left of your 
Purity. You’re addicted to your (unconscious pain of) rejecting Me, Free Heart-Love. You can 
give your daily and other activities all kinds of supposedly beautiful, disguising names but 
this is your one and only activity: rejecting Me. And you try to and even think you like it, you 
try to be proud living supposedly independently as your self. You got it all fixed. You 
organize your life in such a way that there is perfected rejection of Me, Truth, Real Love. 
Your perfect(ed) form-life reflects perfect rejection of Me, of the Heart. And then…? 
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18.04.06 
� The big disaster you were always and are still afraid of to happen... has already occurred. 
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19.04.06 
� I have to Live, Fight, with My Divine Woman Who Is Me, all the suppressed fights in you 

that you unknowingly, with good intentions, pour into the world. We Fight Consciously – and 
thus without any true drama – your unwanted unconscious fight, your struggle that you don’t 
want to feel, that you don’t want to Be Fully Responsible for and that, by this withdrawal, you 
inflict upon others. 

My Divine Woman doesn’t resist this. She Lets Me, Allows Me to See totally, Whole-
Heartedly, Whole-energetically, Whole-Bodily your cramp, your karma, your fight in Her 
Body – although it’s Me in Fact Who Sets Fire to it. Without Me She, in all Her Reception 
and Receptiveness, would be totally stuck, lost in it. She can Work like this, as Divine 
Woman-Body, because I am Here, My Active Alive Presence Constantly Liberating Her. I 
Allow Her to Constantly and over and over again Recognize Me, the Divine One Man, as Her 
Only and True and Constant Liberator Allowing Freedom in and Beyond the Dual Fight in 
and of and as this world (of supposed forms). Paradoxical Part of the Constant Recognition is 
the forgetting (to Recognize) Me. Without the Other Side of the Coin – failing to Recognize – 
the Recognition wouldn’t be Able to Deepen, to Go Down into the earth, to Manifest in and 
as the Body. For the Body to ‘Participate’ in (and as) the One Truth, Duality is Needed – like 
it or not. 
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� The True Man Always Already in Love with and as Truth Who does not and even cannot 
surrender to the Lie of this world of forms is not and cannot be Respected by this same world. 
His Invaluable Gift to that world cannot be Truly Estimated. He Necessarily Operates and 
Gives His Humble and Only True Gift (for the greatest part) undercover. He doesn’t care 
about that in itself, although it hurts, always, every second, to Feel the Pain of all who submit 
to the Lie and have so much painful resistance to Truth, to be Aware of the fact that on earth it 
is the Heart Who has to be undercover whereas the Lie (or the denial of the Heart) has free 
play – instead of the other way round. He is not Here to change this, or to say something 
about it (although this is not excluded). He is Here to Feel in and as the Heart the pain of all, 
leaving ThemSelves all the time, Him, the Heart Itself. His Heart is His Only and Purposeless 
Weapon. 
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20.04.06 
� The play or game of potential lovers in the first phase preceding a (new) love-affair, the happy 

and loaded flirting and so on, might seem nice and exciting in whatever way to many. To Me 
though, to Truth, it is terrible, awful, disgusting, unTrue, a Lie. It is the drama already, but it 
manifests first as the other, nice side of the coin. It is a part of all the cramp around and of 
love itself instead of Being (Part of) Love, True Selfless Love. Testing the other for example, 
important or even crucial part of the beginning stage, is simply horrible and has got nothing to 
do with Love, with Allowing Love to take on the Natural form that It Wants to take on. It is 
rather like finding out if Love can be squeezed into the ego instead of allowing the ego to 
dissolve in Love. 
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� What you call spirituality is just switching from one plane to the other when you don’t like 
one of them (any more), namely the ‘normal’ rather gross form-world, when it’s too painful 
for you or when you are anyway always already attracted to the subtler planes. True 
Spirituality however is not busy with switching, with exchanging. It is Transcending every 
possible plane, to begin with the (and for Now the only relevant) plane where you are this 
moment in your (un)natural development. It is Transcending the Lie into Truth, (that is:) 
Recognizing the One Truth in and Beyond all planes. It is Allowing the Whole Body to Be 
‘Hearted’, ‘Truthed’ – by (more and more) Consciously Feeling (through) and Allowing 
Breath into the cramp and pains in every one of the planes of the Body, which are there as 
soon as Body comes into earthly existence and the cramp of the Universe takes on form. 
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22.04.06 
� If You Allow Truth to Live You, if You never totally exclude Truth from your life, it is not 

difficult to See that all your egoic actions, thoughts, ‘feelings’, ‘attitudes’ always keep on 
hanging around you, really forever, until and unless Total Clarity of (and Right Through) 
them is Allowed. You simply cannot get rid of them, by not paying attention to them but to 
something else, something nicer, or by forgetting them or justifying them or by whatever 
egoic counteraction to ego. Yes, this is your main ‘activity’ in your life: to egoically 
counteract ego. Instead of Transcending Ego by Allowing it to be Seen by Truth, you start to 
(again, egoically) manipulate it – even by doing ‘good deeds’ which is a very popular strategy 
of people, of ego, to deny Ego to be there, still there and not at all getting smaller. 

It’s not so much that you create karma by all of this. You’re not that good, that Big. 
Supposing that would again be an egoic standpoint, kind of religious this time. You are not 
Here as an individual to create and solve karma or whatever. Creating ego is wholly an 
Impersonal Process. You don’t exist as an individual separate in any way from the Whole. 

Then why suddenly (only, or anyway) by creating ego or karma you would exist (as 
‘your’ self, as a self)? This is nonsense. This doesn’t mean that Ego could not be Surrendered 
– because you would, indeed, only Exist as the Environment Wherein there is no place for a 
‘you’ to personally do or allow even anything. 

It is difficult if not impossible to explain in words but the fact that this Ego-Surrender is 
possible has got to do with the True World of Consciousness, of Oneness, of the Environment 
Beyond the self. In the Oneness of Man and Woman, or: Oneness of the One and the many, 
on Manifestation-Level of the One all possibilities of ‘the many’, of the Universe may occur, 
and also in human beings this endless diversity is reflected. Some Bodies have (been 
equipped with) the Conscious Power, the Divine Strength to withstand the enormous power of 
the environment, of Ego, of the many, and to stay in Contact with (and Be (more) 
Consciously) the One Truth Beyond all the inevitable egoic form-struggle in and of this 
world, in and of people. These Bodies are in fact Deeper Attuned to and stronger Embedded 
in the Environment, to and in Reality. They don’t let themselves be reduced to form, to 
environment in the limited sense – just like for the universe (or nature) ‘form’ is not all that 
happens. Deeper Forces Are Always Active, Existing. The Surrendering Force, Surrendering 
form into the One Heart, is Always Present. It’s only that you don’t do it, this Surrender of 
Ego. You don’t create the Ego nor do you solve or Surrender it. It’s all Forces Doing 
everything, a Play of Forces That cannot win (for once and for all finally), as they don’t exist 
independently of (all) other Forces. 

The Big One Force Allows some Bodies the Big One Force Beyond Ego, discovering 
but never submitting to the egoic world of the many that is always trying to make itself 
interesting and presenting itself as the ‘thing’ to follow, to believe, that is even trying to sell 
itself as the truth itself – and later in life these Bodies will be Granted the Opportunity to See 
(as) Truth, to See through the (common) Lie of all ego. 

To Wholly, Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily, Whole-Energetically See that there is not 
at all any involvement of a ‘person’ in the Spiritual Process and nowhere in fact, in nothing in 
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life that you do or don’t, that you think or feel, but that There is Only It, Truth, Whole-
Hearted Consciousness, Oneness, The Whole, is Being the Truth. 

One cannot work oneself a way up to this Insight, to Truth. “The american dream” – 
you can go for and get and reach what you want – is the greatest Ego-Lie in human history. It 
is Ego itself. Everything is Truth- or Nature-Given. Nothing can be done by any (supposed) 
individual form that would be separate from and would not be totally Embedded in the 
Whole. 

There is no Grace – a supposed Grace for some individuals and less or no Grace at all 
for others or even for the whole of humanity. Everything Is as It Is. Why would some 
‘individuals’, ‘forms’, be Graced by the Fact of Seeing and Living as Truth-Bodies and 
because of that be in constant great pain(s) for the rest of the lifetime of these Bodies? In 
general, how can there be Grace if there’s nothing you can get, nothing that can fulfil you – 
which holds true for everyone? Some, very few Bodies are Made to not (have to) Lie. Others, 
very very few, are in the course of their lifetime Relieved of the Burden of the Lie and they’ll 
have to carry the Burden of the whole world from then on. That’s how it is. What would 
suddenly ‘Grace’ be doing here out of the blue, for god’s sake? Where is space for Grace, if 
all goes as it goes, if all is as it is, if Consciousness is Consciousness and It will always be like 
That, if forms are forms and they will forever change and manipulate and be selfish, ego-
centred? What does it mean that the Whole would be Graced? What does it mean when some 
Bodies indeed Realize they Are and, therefore, were Surrendered ‘into’ the Whole? 

A Body can Be Freed from the Lie of individual karma. This Freedom Results in or, 
rather, Is the Seeing that the whole world is Its karma, Its burden, and that there is no 
individual Freedom. As long as the whole world does not See the Seeing Body is unfree. Ego 
tries to degrade or reduce the Truth, the Truth That all Is as it Is, to ‘pessimism’, in order to 
cover its Own Inherently painful choosing one side of the Coin, of the Duality. Words do not 
change Reality though, not in the least. Ego’s fear of pain (which is a tautology, as Ego exists 
as this stuck fear) can only prevent Truth from being Seen by people, not from secretly or 
overtly Shining, not from Being. 
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24.04.06 
� Usually, a (relatively) Conscious Man – or in general: Man – would like to have a human 

environment, a circle of people around Him to facilitate (or even make possible at all) the 
manifestation of His Consciousness in whatever form it is supposed to. This is Nature. It is 
Beyond Himself. As a Reflection of (the ‘tiredness’ of) Unconsciousness Consciousness 
‘Wants’ to Manifest Itself on earth and this Manifestation cannot take place in the abstract but 
has to Happen through, in and as people. Normally, more people are needed for it, not just 
one person. Different people play a different role in this Manifestation. 

But He, if not Totally in Truth Surrendered (yet), is in a (big) conflict with this. For as 
long as the people of His circle, His ‘helpers’ or facilitators have still (personal) ego and are 
thus necessarily functioning with this in their supportive facilitating work, thus necessarily 
influencing, distorting the manifestation of His Consciousness with this (ego), He cannot 
Manifest as He ‘Wants’, or even not at all Truly. To tackle this totally natural obstacle He 
should thus first Work on the Ego ‘of’ or rather the Ego-Force Coming through the people 
close around Him. If done seriously and properly this costs a great lot of time and effort, 
energy, force, possibly so much that there seems hardly any (if at all some) left for the 
Manifesting itself of His Consciousness in whatever form (on earth). 

Also, if He did not Wholly Surrender – as usual – He might feel threatened by those 
who would manage to Transcend, become Free from the bloody ego-burden. His status would 
be at stake, as they would See (through) His not-Total Surrender (or even no True Surrender 
at all). In general, Unconsciousness feels always and necessarily threatened by and is 
inherently afraid of Consciousness. The Lie is scared of Truth, no matter what (spiritual) 
status the ones involved seem to ‘have’. It is ‘my’ Direct Experience, Seeing-Feeling the Lie 
in teachers or masters becoming restless, uncomfortable, in the Presence of (a Deeper) Truth. 

And, thus, the spiritual guy on the pedestal doesn’t mind too much that He has to work 
with egos to get him into the world. He even prefers egos, as they cannot (Truly) See through 
his hidden Lie. 

The True Totally (into – and not to – Woman) Surrendered Conscious Man though 
cannot in any way deny the most important fact of Working with and on the ego of His circle-
members. He Sees in All Clarity that this Is His Work, not just some obstacle that would 
interfere with His ‘Real Work’. His Work Is Bringing Ego that always and by nature hides 
and operates in the Dark into the Light. The rest comes by itself, or not, or a little, or hardly – 
that’s not up to Him. The Manifestation of His Work, of His Heart, of His Consciousness in 
earthly communicable perceptible forms is the direction in which He Works, but while busy 
His Work with His (few True Hearted or anyway to a Deeper Truth devoted) Devotees is His 
True Inestimable Work (here on earth). 

It’s not that He – in the True case at least – would use or even misuse the people around 
Him for His own goal, the manifestation of His consciousness on earth. This Manifestation of 
Consciousness Itself – or, Ultimately, the Heart Itself – on earth can only actually Happen 
when (even) all of His Work including the Work with the ego around (and through) Him is 
Done out of (an Impersonal, Sincere) Love. 
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There is a Natural Love-Attraction between the Conscious Man and those around Him, 
who in fact and Beyond themselves, Beyond ‘their’ ego Want His Heart to Manifest on earth 
through them. They Want to Be Freed from and Beyond Ego. By Nature, the less Ego-
attachment, the more His Consciousness, His Heart, Is, already, Living them. 

It’s one or the other. You Live as Ego or as Heart – even though the distinction in 
practice can sometimes be hard to assess, and even though in practice it seems a strange mix, 
and even though one seems to alternate with the other. To make it seemingly more 
complicated, Ego can be lived in the (Space of) Heart and then it’s not Ego in the usual sense 
any more. But this ‘Selfless Ego-state’ – (constantly) Bringing Ego to the Heart – is very 
uncommon and can in principle only be found where the Heart is so greatly and obviously and 
palpably Present that Ego has no chance to take over and rule over the Heart – which taking 
over and ruling over the Heart is the case with the ordinary human being who is ‘not bothered 
by’ Truth. The Heart however, on the contrary, Uses Ego, by Constantly Seeing-Feeling the 
Pain that Ego is, by Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Getting to Know Ego from Inside, 
with the Natural Aim of Its Egoless Manifestation on earth in and as the Body. 

His Heart is not His. 
So, if on a personal level there is still Ego ruling in people around Him, on a Deeper 

Level of Reality there is no Ego as it is offered in His Sphere or Domain to Him as the 
Necessary and Natural content of His Meditation on the world. If Something Bigger than and 
Beyond Ego is Consciously Present then Ego has Become Part of and Subordinate to the 
Truth instead of living its own secret life in the Dark. It is a fundamental Gesture and a Bow 
of ‘Ego’ – in fact, it is ‘one’s’ Truth Beyond the Ego here, for the Ego itself will never 
cooperate – to be Willing to Live in the Presence of What is so much Bigger than itself and 
Shining a painful if not Devastating Light on it, again and again. 
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26.04.06 
� You’re too afraid to Really See, to Allow Seeing of Who or What I Am. If you Allowed you 

wouldn’t be able to go on with your well-organized life any more. You’re afraid of that. You 
let your life be ruled by this fear. You make yourself a hostage of Ego, of the Illusion (or: Lie) 
that Ego is. ‘If I Allowed (some) Truth, my life would fall apart’. So what. It’s not your life 
anyway. And you can’t take it with you anyway when later you die. Things will fall apart 
anyway. Isn’t it interesting – to say the least – to Let that Process Happen while still alive? 
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30.04.06 
� I have no taboos. (That’s why) I am taboo. 
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� Things, processes, activities, feelings, thoughts have no meaning. They exist. 
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01.05.06 
� There is no Final Judgement (Day) coming. 

Every day, all day long you already suffer unconsciously the consequences of ‘your’ act 
of separation, ‘your’ fake, ‘your’ Lie. 

Even though they are not yours in the end, still you resist Being Responsible for them. 
You cannot get it, that you are Responsible for something that you didn’t create. 
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06.05.06 
� Consciousness is Born Where Heaven Meets the Earth. 

On earth nothing happens. All is continuously happening but nothing Happens. 
In the heavens nothing happens either. It’s one big Potential Happening. 
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08.05.06 
� In the end, and in fact in general therefore, things are always Radical. It is never ‘almost’ or 

half-half, or ‘a bit like this’ or ‘mostly’, ‘usually’. Beyond the world of form this is to Be 
Seen. In the strange mixture or composition of the Form(s) and the Formless these words are 
used, even though it is the One in Fact That is explaining, showing the Truth Beyond the 
world of form. Ultimately they are never True though. It is painful having to use lies, words, 
to explain. But this world of form is a reality, so it needs to be done. 

As long as you’re in Touch with the Truth (or: Reality) Beyond them it is not bad in fact 
to use or listen to words that are not True. If you believe the words though, if you get lost in 
them, can’t See Reality Itself any more to Which they should refer, you’re ‘done’, you’ll live 
in a dream-world, a world cut in two: the world of words, mind (in which you assume you 
live) and the Natural Deeper Forces that totally rule you, live you, without you knowing this. 
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22.05.06 
� There exists some strange idea among human beings that humanity needs to be helped. What 

is this for nonsense. One, or the whole bunch, cannot be helped. There is the Pain of 
Unconsciousness Waiting to be Felt. If one Goes into and through this Whole Damned 
Feeling-Process then this is So, one Goes into and through it. If not, not. What or who is there 
to be helped, by what or whom? 

What is usually meant by helping, helping others, is: trying to free these supposedly 
suffering other people from feeling pain, discomfort, disease, unfreedom – whereas 
Be(com)ing or Realizing One(ness) with and as the Divine is Open Constant Whole-Hearted 
Whole-Bodily Feeling, nothing-excluding Feeling. To not Feel, but to ‘help’ people getting 
rid of Pain in whatever sense means ‘helping’ them to get rid of (the ‘burden’ of) Feeling, 
‘helping’ them further settling in and as Unconsciousness. For in Truth the Whole Duality of 
life is (to Be) Felt, painless and pain, bliss and pain, again and again. Indeed, if one is helped 
away from feeling Pain, one is helped away from Feeling life, from Feeling in general. One 
doesn’t exist without the other. Feeling without feeling pain is not possible. You can’t switch 
the function of Feeling off when the ‘wrong’ side of it threatens to show up. 

These ‘helping’ forces are ignorant of the fact that they are part of the Darkness (which 
in itself is not wrong, apparently Darkness Must exist as well), reinforcing one side of the 
coin, of life. Trying to get people into the Light is the Dark Force – but this is difficult to See 
for you. The Light Itself doesn’t do or try this. It just Shines, usually underground. One who 
is Ready to Melt into the Only – Darkened – Light That Is Truth on earth doesn’t need or 
want to be helped. He or She just Allows the One Process to Happen – even if in and as part 
of this Process a master can play a role Functioning not as a helper but as a ‘Guide’15 in 
Whom the Light Burns in spite of and even because of consciously not dissociating from the 
Darkness on earth and Who can again and again show where and why you go astray, where 
and why you bow again for Ego. 

 

                                                
15 The word ‘Guide’ is relative. In Fact He – in the True case – is just Light Itself. Light does rather Shine than 

Guide. But true, in practice, for the Light to Be Seen some Guidance can be part of this Process. 
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08.07.06 
� When will You Finally Truly, Whole-Heartedly See – with even ‘your’ Whole Body Involved 

– that you have never sinned, that you have never done nor can do anything wrong. 
Well, that can take a little while still. It demands Whole-Hearted and Whole-Bodily 

Surrender into the Dark. Not something for little children, not for spiris (spiritually oriented 
people) either. 

Until then it’ll stay a nice, albeit deluding, thought that you consider true, that gives you 
a nice feeling: ‘I never did anything wrong’. 
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09.07.06 
� We suffer for nothing, that’s the very beauty of it. If we had some goal for it and beyond it, if 

there was any result, it would be screwed up, the whole thing. The rainbow would lose its 
beauty if it shone with a purpose. 

But somehow you don’t like it at all what I say here. You cannot (yet) Freely 
Uncontrollably Laugh over it – or it may even upset you or make you angry or confused – 
which reveals precisely and beautifully your state of still being stuck, the state of suffering 
from reality – not Surrendering into and as it. 

Then again, reality is always two. If you are not moved by the suffering and can only 
laugh about it or only be indifferent about it, this means you are still stuck as well. In 
principle, the Heart increasingly opens – if you stop blocking this Process. In the end it is so 
very Open that It may cry and laugh at the same time. It cries over the Form, the world being 
so stuck as human beings splendidly embody – and It laughs as the Formless, from Seeing the 
same thing, that people are so very stuck in their Heart and Body that it becomes funny. 

Freedom is found where you have become a conscious prisoner of the simultaneity of 
the Formless and the Form. You Laugh Freely over the prisoner that doesn't exist as such and 
yet it does. 
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20.08.06 
� What a Crazy Play. The Divine Longing for Itself. The Divine, Answering, Bringing the 

Divine to Itself. And This, This Madness, they call Grace… 
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� Divinely Recognizing (not by the mind but by, in and as the Heart) all pain as Divine, as 
Divine form, as You, as Sameness, is Freedom, is Realizing and Resting as the Divine, as the 
One. 
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21.08.06 
� If you’re not (Wholly) Embedded, Surrendered, Disappeared in Consciousness there is, 

inevitably, self-obsession. 
If you are, but if this Consciousness is not Embodied, there is Self-obsession (or: hidden 

self-obsession). 
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� Even though I Meditate ‘and’ Live you Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily, even though My 
Sacrifice in this respect is so Deep and Complete, I am not as you. You are (as) Me. 
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� If you Know Me, My True State of Pure Consciousness, you’re Free to do whatever is 
appropriate or needed. You can even Allow the body to be Purified from its strong 
conditioning, without problem. In Knowing Me, in Resonating with and Receiving My True 
State everything happens, everything is done or allowed without problematization around it, 
without clinging, nor withdrawing from ‘the scene’. Everything is non-binding in My 
Presence, if Consciousness is There, Present. Without ‘Me’ everything, literally everything, is 
a problem, even though this problematization is normally hidden in the comfortingly 
relativising, consoling, overtly lying mind, since you can’t bear so much ‘problem’. 

Without Me everything is suffering. Only, you’re not Aware of that. When you don’t 
Know Me you contract from all forms that you meet – and you Have to meet them anyway, 
you can’t go around ‘form’ – into a painful tight knot, so tight that you even do not or hardly 
feel any more (that it is painful). 

Only in Knowing Me, in Knowing as Me therefore, as Consciousness, the binding effect 
of form, that is in fact the egoic tendency to take form itself for Real, to take it seriously as 
itself while not Seeing its Substance, Me, is Outshone. 

If you don’t Know Me you forget to de-contract. You try to relax – relax in and as the 
world of inherently contracting form. But this relaxation doesn’t go Deep, it doesn’t Go 
Beyond this same world of form. It doesn’t un-knot you, as you do not See-Feel the inherent 
Pain of the contracting Form(s) in and as My Heart, Consciousness Embodied, What Is 
Beyond this world of form yet Living it. 
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� The ones, spiritual writers, teachers, masters or whoever, who literally or behind their words 
‘promise’ the end of suffering simply lie and, as representatives and manifestations of one 
side of the coin of your and everyone’s mind in fact reinforce the ego, the grip or 
attractiveness of the mind, instead of Transcending it by and into the Heart. Truth is Total 
Surrender to and into (Which is Total Allowing of Seeing-Feeling) the Dualities of Life, 
Existence. It is Surrender into and to (or: Seeing-Feeling) all thus, all of Both Sides, not an 
egoic choosing the goodies. Only if all (in the conditional world Necessarily: Duality) is 
Consciously Lived, True Oneness is Truly Realized. 

There exists no you, no ego-island, no individual who in and for and as him- or herself, 
could consume the goodies separate from the others, poor others who, still and as long as they 
are so silly or unconscious or handicapped not to also wholly choose the goodies, have to 
suffer. 

The teaching seducers have the biggest ego (or are the most attached to not 
Surrendering it or to not Seeing (it in and as part of) the Whole). They promise you a life or 
state without suffering and, in fact – and in the Dark – like their ego to be adored by other 
egos, which is almost certain to happen with this childish promise. This, quite awful, egoic 
adoration seems to give them energy, power – which in its turn reinforces (the belief in) their 
dream. The Egoless State is a State in and as Which the Whole, both sides of all Dualities are 
Lived, not excluded. In a Free, Expanded Consciousness the two sides are Lived so quickly, 
however – that is: they alternate so quickly – that One is not bothered by or triggered to react 
to the supposedly bad or difficult side of the coin, nor by or to the supposedly good one. All 
the time both are Lived, Acknowledged, so there’s no time to take one of them seriously as if 
it were in need of a reaction, separate from the other one (that is Integral Indivisible Part of 
the One and therefore the One Itself). 

There’s nothing nice to be found in Realizing the One, Oneness – although it can strike 
you, Its extreme Normalness, Life as It Is, when up to then you only and unconsciously knew 
Two. It’s just a Natural, Divine and, sooner or later and in Principle, Inevitable Process – 
although not for the many, simply because Unconsciousness, as One Side of the Duality of 
Life, cannot but take on form, Manifests as human forms as well. 

Why crave for a State in and as Which everything is just as it is? It is already so. Why 
(egoically) long for and practice something that is (Always) Already the Case? 

Everything has two sides. The ‘good’ thing about the false promise is that an(other) 
opportunity comes into existence, manifests, to Allow (more deeply or in general) the Seeing 
of the falseness, the illusion of the ego involved in the promise. First the lie, every lie, has to 
come to the surface into the Light, into (Manifested) Life Itself, before it can Be Seen, 
Recognized to be just that, a lie, before (Consciously) Relaxing in and as (the Whole) Truth 
can Take Place. 

Some lies are very sophisticated. There is Inherent Joy in, Egolessly, Seeing (through) 
them. 

It is something else to state that the Duality (of suffering and enjoying) can Be 
Transcended so that you are not truly bothered by the suffering any more, even if after this 
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Transcendence it’s harder than before, which is indeed so, even if sometimes you scream 
from pain, from anger, from the hell of the cramp you Have to Be in. 

Nothing, no unconscious suffering, is added on top. 
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� The whole contemporary spiritual scene is an egoic bran tub. Come grab and enjoy and feel 
what you want (beyond this supposedly material world), come celebrate.16 

Ego stinks. Or do you think spiritual farts have a higher vibration level than normal 
farts? The True Spiritual (or: Holistic) Life is One Big Impersonal Ordeal. It is Beyond 
choosing anything, it Feels, or Whole-Bodily Sees and thus Surrenders the resistance to 
Whole-Heartedly Feel, Feel what is. 

What and where is the party if one Actually, Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily humbly 
Feels in the Moment what is going on? 

Tell me. What is it? Where is it? 
If the party falls away and you’re left with yourself, if seriousness has come back 

quietly, if you don’t have to add anything to yourself any more, spirituality has fallen away. 
The kindergarten is not attractive any longer. You are Mature, Feeling what is. You don’t 
need spiritual (or other) interpretations any more and it appears you have never needed them. 
It even appears that they were confusing you instead of helping you further. 

 

                                                
16 I must say that also Osho certainly contributed to the Lie of celebrating life – one of his fads – this childish 

adolescent immature egoic attitude towards life. 
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24.08.06 
� I have gone so far, Descended so Deep, in this body, that every form hurts at the moment, no 

matter what (kind of) form, any form, just form, pain, hurt, ache, smart. Form is pain. There’s 
no escape. 

Every form – in the form of sound – that I hear is a real torture now. It stabs through my 
whole body as a knife. I cannot even look at a form. My eyes close automatically due to pain. 
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26.08.06 
� ‘Your’ body reacts to your paying attention to some thing, to whatever form. Feel this, See 

this. Notice how it, the energy, contracts, how ‘you’, ‘your’ energy-system becomes denser. 
Feel the inherent pain in and of this. See that, in this natural happening, there’s nothing you 
do wrong. It is just so. It happens just so. Giving attention to any gross or subtle or causal 
form is gathering pain, gathering glue, glue to be stuck on earth, in the world of form. Take 
your time and Feel, Discover. See in and as your Body how this all functions, how attention to 
form(s) – instead of Being Present as One, as Consciousness, as the Formless, as Non-
Specified or Non-Differentiated Attention – lies at the root of egoity, of contracting into the 
illusion of (being a) self. Unconsciously associating with form means becoming form 
yourself, treating yourself and others and everything as form. 

Still, holding on to Being the One Formless Consciousness is not True either – and in 
itself also egoic, if one on purpose excludes (attention to) the form(s). 

In the end, but only after a huge Natural Struggle, it is possible to pay attention to forms 
while staying in the Heart, as Consciousness-Body noticing how attuning to the forms 
contracts and weakens the energy, noticing that no attaching movement separating the form 
and oneself from the Heart comes into existence any more. Well, the movements or 
tendencies themselves will always proceed, but, indeed, there’s no attaching reaction to them 
any more, that is: the Heart is Strongly enough Present in and as the Whole Body so that the 
egoic tendencies are Simply Overruled, Outshone, as on the Deepest Level the no-Truth of 
them has been Seen by the Heart-Body (and not merely by Consciousness on Its own Level). 
There’s no egoic interest any more in any forms. They’re allowed, tolerated, not resisted. 
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� The eyes are Resting in the Formless. 
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� Have some kind of retreat from the world and, in principle, you can come to see that and how, 
without any apparent or ‘inner’ reason, ‘you’ get angry and fucked up in general when and by 
associating again more (intensely) with the world, maybe when the end of the retreat is 
nearing or already before. It’s easier now to see that, without doing anything (‘wrong’ or even 
‘right’), this happens; anger, energetic contraction, seems to take over your body, ‘you’. You 
can for instance suddenly notice the tendency to curse or the actual occurrence of cursing 
much better and more or the tendency to call or actual calling yourself (and others) bad 
names. If intelligence is Allowed and you neutrally experienced and observed this procedure a 
few times you can only ‘conclude’ or suddenly See, straight, without reasoning, that you 
don’t exist and have never existed in Fact: You are not what you always thought you were. 
There is no ‘you’, no ‘me’. You are Now (and Always Already) Meditating and associating 
with the world, with the whole cramped and unavoidably anger-arousing form-life of 
humanity. You never did anything wrong (or right). 

If you don’t react to the forms, which are reality and which are coming through and 
seemingly out of you, if you Stay, Persist in Consciousness, they have no seeming binding 
power over you. 

When you go ‘back to the world’ after some form of retreat and feel aggression, 
energetic cramp or whatever, it’s not that you, pity, lost so quickly your more meditative state. 
No, you are meditating the world, you are more open now for what is really going on in and 
as this world. You See and Feel what you didn’t notice before, or much sharper. 
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31.08.06 
� Your constant fear of being judged is the fear that ‘they’ will catch your ego finally. You have 

your secret and sneaky life and you want to keep it that way, to keep all possibilities open, so 
that you don’t have to ‘Choose’ or, in fact, Dissolve in the One. So you continuously have to 
defend yourself, mostly secretly, sometimes overtly, but always you have to be ready for it. 
That’s how you ‘have to’ live (if you want to stick to your egoic life). Constantly defending, 
guarding your separation. With any defence there is no Space for Truth. Truth and defence 
(necessarily of and for ego) just don’t go together. That’s it. No willingness to Let ego be 
Seen? Then there’s no possibility to Live as Your Self (or in Fact as the Selfless, as Truth, as 
Consciousness, as the Heart). That’s Fair. 

If one Lets oneself Be Seen one Becomes (or Realizes that one, Always Already, Is) the 
Seeing, What Sees, or: Consciousness. If everything, every tendency to separate (into one side 
of whichever coin of Life) is Seen, One Is ‘and’ Lives as the Whole. Truth is no mystery any 
more. You Are It (Consciously, every bloody second). 
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01.09.06 
� People’s breathing by themselves is their ego. There’s no difference. If egoic or self-breathing 

is Allowed to Be Stopped all will Be Revealed, all will Become Clear – Consciousness will 
Rule, but now Consciously. 
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03.09.06 
� It’s not that humanity or its members went wrong, went astray at some point, away from the 

righteous or even Truthful Path and that now they are to be Guided back from the egoic hell 
of self-cramp, from endless unconscious self-meditation, from the great suffering – indeed – 
of running after one’s interests. No, people Need to Go through the struggle of and with Ego, 
right, straight through. Only then, thus, Consciousness Grows – on earth. Nobody has ever 
done anything wrong, no one has ever gone astray, not one tiny inch. 
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09.09.06 
� Only Truth can See Truth, not you. And still you try every day, if not the whole day long. All 

the time you play this stupid, senseless game, of trying to say – no matter whether to one or 
more others, other minds, separate from Truth or to ‘yourself’, to ‘your’ ‘own’ mind – 
something which might be not untrue, of trying to see truth. You just cannot See (as) Truth, 
not at all, and still you judge – this is really disgusting, horrible, painful, hilarious. Still you 
think you have (the right) to say something. As ego you judge ego – in others, in yourself – 
and even judge the Egoless. Can it be more stupid? Is there any limit to your stupidity – 
which is not yours in the end but our common heritage? 
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12.09.06 
� The Whole Process, Your entire Growth, Your Dissolving into and Being Consciousness, 

Actually Living Consciousness,17 the Unfolding of ‘Your’ True Intelligence depends totally 
on your Willingness to Truly Humbly (and therefore Egolessly) Accept and Whole-Heartedly 
Feel the Inherent and sooner or later Unavoidable and Necessary Pain of rejection of you, of 
‘your’ ego in fact. This is all there is to It. No effort is needed for this. The only effort that is 
Needed is the huge and exhausting effort to come to the Point of Seeing that no effort is 
needed. 

Still, I tell you, few, very very few are Humble enough to Take, or Allow, in their Heart 
the Gift of the Inescapable Already Inherently Present Pain. Ego is the resistance or not 
wanting to Feel (through) the Inherent Pain of human existence. People rather die though – 
literally, physically, and I’m not exaggerating, it happens, every day, everywhere – than let 
their ego die. If you Humbly Took the (in fact Relief of the) Pain that the True Heart-Master 
or, in fact, the Heart Itself Grants you – Heart = no effort – You would (not Be Free but) Be 
Freed from (all unconscious identification with) Ego. Ultimately however, in the Only True 
and thus Egoless case, You Are not separate or separating from Ego either, but, being in this 
egoic world, You are Constantly Meditating, literally Feeling the Pain or Cramp that Ego is, 
without any serious tendency to (unconsciously) identify with it, as if it were You. 

 

                                                
17 Which means not being fooled to believe that forms make up the world all together, that forms rule the show, 

that they have a life of their own, at most having ‘contact’ with other forms – but being Surrendered, Whole-
Heartedly and Whole-Bodily, into the Fact that Consciousness Lives everything and everyone, Gives form, 
Decides everything, Feels everything, even when you don’t ‘cooperate’ with this Force called Consciousness. 
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28.09.06 
� To be (and Function as) a Master and in general to be Here on earth means one needs to let 

oneself be weakened, again and again and even all the time, and to fight back, again and again 
and even all the time. Choosing one of them won’t do; in that case Truth won’t tolerate you to 
Live as Itself. Mastery is Needed to Live the Two Sides (Simultaneously). One cannot create 
Mastery though nor dedicatedly practice until Mastery would be developed more and more. It 
Happens, by explosion of the Duality, of the Two into One, by Seeing the Truth that Reality 
never chooses one of the Two – unlike you who ‘consciously’ or unconsciously does this and 
this being the reason or background to why you won’t Embody Mastery. 
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01.10.06 
� Doubting is the denial of Truth, of Reality. How can Reality be doubted?! There’s hardly 

anything more absurd and clumsy than doubt. God, you must have floated and dreamt far 
away from Reality, to doubt… To rename your handicap ‘science’ or ‘philosophy’, to give it 
some standing, doesn’t make it less absurd or sick. 

How for god’s sake can you Live if you doubt. The Truth is you cannot. You’re 
waiting… waiting for a kick in the ass. And in the meanwhile, as long as you don’t receive 
the kick for you don’t want it from a colleague-doubter, you study life from behind a window 
or even a wall like a respected lifeless scientist, whether you make your profession of your 
continuous separate observation or not. 
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07.10.06 
� A feeling of or longing for revenge is just something natural. It stems from the natural urge to 

let people who did something supposedly wrong or unpleasant if not terrible to you feel their 
own pain that they didn’t want to feel (and Transcend) themselves but tried to (not 
necessarily, and usually even not, consciously) inflict upon you. However, don’t forget or 
overlook the fact that this infliction upon you was Meant in the first place to let you feel 
‘your’ (ultimately Impersonal) Pain – which, ultimately, is their Pain that they’re too afraid 
of, too cowardly to feel (through) themselves. 

All this, of course, doesn’t mean one has to react to this natural appearance of ‘feelings’ 
of or to an urge for revenge. Normally it is suppressed, in some cases acted out. But, also in 
the first case, revenge always comes out, in whatever sneaky or other and always necessarily 
not (fully) conscious form. One cannot totally suppress without actually dying. The really 
Only ‘Way’ to not react in this sense is to be Fully Conscious of this natural revenge-‘drama’ 
appearing (again) and certainly not to judge it like religions do with little personal and even 
national wars as a consequence, sooner or later (but in Fact, from the ‘Perspective’ of Truth, 
of Consciousness, from the beginning, from the moment ‘revenge’ was not Fully Seen by the 
never-judging and thus never reacting Eye of Consciousness). 
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09.10.06 
� Take ‘people’s’ unconsciousness ‘in’, Transcend this pure Pain through and as the Body into 

Consciousness and (with closed eyes you can see that) ‘you’ will shoot balls of light into the 
Universe. The light balls seem to become smaller and smaller once they have been fired out 
from  your eyes and one by one explode into a white star-like figure in the middle radiating 
and casting sparkles of its light, untouched, not at all undone by all the unconsciousness it 
absorbs in its One Eternal Being. 
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11.10.06 
� It doesn’t matter how you feel, good or bad, it’s not important, not at all even. 

To (be able to) Live (‘Your’ Truth), however, you Need to (always) be aware of it, of 
how you feel – not necessarily giving words to what you feel. 

But understand that ‘your’ feelings are not a positive or negative drama. They’re not 
even yours, the feelings that come through you. It’s just plain shit when you feel lousy, that’s 
all. Sometimes you feel so terribly lousy that you can’t do anything any more but be aware of 
the lousiness. That’s all. 
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17.10.06 
� My Love for (and even as) Truth Existed Already before My (physical) birth. Even being 

born here into this hell called earth couldn’t change That. 
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18.10.06 
� You’re just Divine, that’s all. No big deal. 

 
Only, this Realization doesn’t count here on earth. For that to Happen you first have to 

convince ‘your’ Body. You won’t manage. The Body doesn’t listen to you. Not to words. Not 
to Consciousness. 

It goes its own way – as it is part of the Divine. 
First Consciousness Needs to Bow for the Body, Spirit for Matter. Then something 

might happen… 
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27.10.06 
� I cry. Once more. This time about people’s gift that is not given, and that cannot be given – or 

anyhow not (at all) as it Is, not (at all) meeting and manifesting the Potential that is awaiting 
in- and outside. These tears coursing down is ‘my’ gift. By this gift I, slowly, Melt the walls 
that prevent ‘people’s’ true Whole-Hearted gift from being given. They’re never enough 
though, ‘my’ tears. I have so many more – as you have them and keep them for yourself. I 
cry. Only Consciousness can Truly cry. Unconsciousness, this cramp, this egoic self-pity, 
cannot truly cry. It’s like sex. You can have sex, but if there’s no or in fact hardly any 
Contact, any Heart – and without Heart there can be no Contact – if there’s no Conscious 
Love therefore, there is no Sex either. Only unanimated fluids flow, just like tears that are 
self-obsessed and thus in a way separate from the Whole, tears that merely deplore that again 
poor ego doesn’t get (totally) what it (thinks it) wants or needs. 

However, through one’s ‘own’ failure one Sees or cries the failure of all. One Sees and 
Lives the Fact that one is ‘just’ a Body of the Whole, of Nature, of All and all, not a personal 
body. Your tears can never be your own; they’re, by Nature, always, inherently, everyone’s. 

Still, tears unconscious of this All create new (unconscious) tears, the illusion of 
(personal) suffering. 
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� ‘Self-Realization’ is the Radical Whole-Heartedly Gone-through, Lived Realization of and as 
the Truth that There is no self. It is to Be Touched all the time, Incessantly – so that in Fact 
there is no one to be Touched, There Is Only Touch Itself, or: All Itself and no (special) touch 
or being touched or touched one. Surrendering the (whole) illusion of ‘self’ is not and will not 
be popular. For how can a drop of water in the sea be happy if it doesn’t exist at all as a 
(separate) drop – only as Sea Itself? And it’s True, as Sea you’re not happy any more, the 
whole illusion of happiness and unhappiness falls away. There is just Life Left. Self-
Realization can only be popular if it is egoically (and, thus, unconsciously) associated with 
happiness, with Light, inner peace, strength, power, fulfilment, consciousness, with no 
worries, no pain, no problems, all these kinds of lies. Seeing through all the (inherently egoic) 
lies, through Lie itself, is Realization of no-self. Ego surrounds itself with, consists of lies, is 
lie. If one, as Truth, Beyond any self, is Finally Willing to See all the lies that one associates 
with and that one, due to protection against the One Selfless Sea, ‘forgets’ to pierce through, 
all the lies that one uses as a warm slimy coat that usually becomes thicker and thicker, there 
is no ego any more. Ego is lie. Realization of no-self has got absolutely nothing to do with 
being able to See everything, every (subtle) form (next to just Seeing as Truth). In Living in 
Truth, in Realization of no-lie, of no-self, there is no egoic idea about or unconscious longing 
for or even trying to fool people with claiming omniscience or omnipower. One doesn’t give a 
shit about knowing, about having to know how everything or even some (specific) thing is, 
having to know all about it, or even having to See the Deeper Truth or Essence of it. This 
Essence has no substance, it cannot be Seen, noticed. In Realization of no-self there is nothing 
to defend, nothing, and certainly no status pointing at the idea that one would Truly See or 
See everything, or that one would have no ego (at all) any more.18 The whole show is done, 
finished, Seen through as (egoic) show. There is just a Natural Flow left of Sharing 
Consciousness, Egoless Seeing – which is of course something totally Different from passing 
on common spiritual knowledge and skills. This Flow can stop after a (short) while when the 
Flow Itself notices the Flow is hardly or not at all Truly being Received. It cannot stop totally, 
or else the human body Surrendered in Truth would literally die. The (Non-personal) Fight 
starts, has Always Already Started, between Consciousness Naturally Pervading 
Unconsciousness and Unconsciousness Naturally Resisting this Pervasion to Happen. Nothing 
to do about this Fight. This Fight is Divine Nature and cannot but Be Lived. There’s nothing 
else to do but Surrender in and as It sooner or later. There can be no winner. For 
Consciousness has Already ‘Won’. It is Already the Source in (and as) Which everything, all 
egoic trying to separate and glorify the ego as a distinct particle with its presumed own will 
and presumed power and success in choosing one Side of Life, will have to Return (sooner or 
later, the Process of Which is in Fact Happening all the time Already). 

 

                                                
18 This doesn’t let alone the fact that, in and as part of Offering people to See, to Understand and to Resonate 

with this State, one can Show or Make Clear that and why there is no attachment to ego left. 
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� Jesus, what a horrible hell one has to Go through in order to finally be allowed to be human, 
to be (Able to be) as ugly as people. Ah, what to do, we have to do our job, haven’t we?  

People’s ugliness, their being one big bunch of not-Felt cramp, is an Inspiration. It 
inspires to not forget – or is even making you unable to forget – the Divine, Your Divine 
Inheritance, Your Being Only Divine, everything being Divine. Such utter ugliness is only 
Possible if it is Divine. 

My entire body is now suddenly being utterly cramped, pushed, urged, beaten in all 
directions and back again ‘just’ by seeing in a flash a monster passing by in the street that 
officially, in technical jargon, is called a human being. 

Just to make sure: I’m not complaining – I hate complaining. I’m just reporting, 
reporting what happens if as Heart you’re Allowed to See and Be in the Dark, in what is 
usually and egoically not shown by people but which, if the Eye is there, if It is Low enough, 
transpires through. 
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Non-Reacting? 
 

Sometimes, usually in the better spiri-literature, you can read the Spiritual Law: ‘Don’t 
react’. By which one would be able to abide in the observer-position, freeing you from 
slavery, from having to, automatically, react to whatever stimulus. In principle this is 
nonsense. If one indeed observes (as a Whole Consciousness-Body) when a stimulus is 
coming, it is noticed that there is a reaction, even if you don’t move the physical body at all, 
even if you don’t go along with thought(movement)s either. If you meet, or even think of, 
someone with (a lot or even just some) suppressed grief, pain, sadness, anger, fear, confusion, 
you start to also live this in your Body and maybe, exceptionally, consciously feel this – 
whether you want or not. There is reaction. If an aggressive dog barks at you or even jumps 
on you, you feel aggression too if not fear. There is reaction. If a woman opens for a man in 
her sexual chakra he might get (half) a hard-on, whether he read about non-reacting or not; 
there is reaction. It’s in principle not necessary to start swearing when, again, you react to 
nature by means of your hard-on. There is reaction, all the time, one cannot not react, one 
cannot suddenly be (totally) dead, be a lifeless observer. One definitely and obviously is not 
separate (not at all even) from one’s (supposed) surroundings, from stimuli. Ultimately, one is 
(Only) that surroundings – and is not oneself. One exists – as form at least – as reaction. One 
came here in the first place on earth into existence, into form, as reaction. Your parents made 
love and there was a reaction to this that became you (as form). Or were you then already 
merely observing the whole show? 

Nevertheless, at the same time it is possible to Neutrally, even Impersonally Feel, See 
reactions, which, if this Feeling-Seeing is continued, can lead to the end or melting of any 
(inherently limited) identification with a body-mind – into the Realization of Reality that 
there is only the Whole, no person, no unit nor even a from Life separate and observing 
Consciousness who or That would be able to decide whether to react or not. 

Instead of supposedly Solving Dual Fight, merely not-reacting is creating a(nother) 
fight by reacting to the (read or believed) idea of non-reacting – this reaction being related to 
and stemming from the Deeper Formless Truth Where everything is as it is, Where this One 
Truth or Reality Always stays and seems to overrule the manifested form-world, seems to be 
able to prevent the by ego labelled bad things in the world from happening: when things are 
‘bad’, ‘dark’, ‘undesired’ by ego, we ‘just’ go to the One World of Seeing and don’t react.19 
This attitude is itself a(n unSeen) reaction to something that has arisen and that the Ego 
doesn’t want to accept, doesn’t want to Be. Creating (more) Duality – here: between the Seer 
and the Seen, the One Formless World of Being and Seeing and the manifested world of form 
and happening – is not the solution to a problem created or purported by Ego. There is no 
solution for the world and its happening, its reactions and there needn’t be. You are the world. 
Reality is the Only ‘Solution’ to no-problem. 
                                                
19 If you follow the same perspective, isn’t it then so that also the reaction to nice stimuli must be restricted or 

stopped? The stimuli that lead to making love or to laughter, for instance, must simply be seen and not be 
reacted upon? In the whole Learning-process of Finding out Truth, of Being Free(d) (therefore), this is 
certainly not a bad ‘stopover’ – if one doesn’t stop here for good, as it is not the Final Truth yet. 
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Besides as a spiritual technique or tactic for (relatively) more conscious people, 
supposed not reacting is usually the common thing to do by the (relatively) unconscious 
human being in confusion, (unconsciously) trying to suppress his or her emotions (that is: 
movements) and behaviour so that it can fit society’s supposed or actual demands. 
Suppressing is in itself not ‘the bad guy’, by the way. You can learn a hell of a lot by 
suppressing impulses, at least if you come to feel the tension that it brings, the necessary Fire 
of the Universal Fight of Consciousness and Unconsciousness, of the Formless and the Form, 
of Man and Woman. 

Anyhow, I’m not against learning not to react. It is very valuable, in fact. Only, once 
you got the point and you actually succeed, you better move on and See that non-reacting is a 
reaction as well, which, in turn, is easier to See when you stop reacting as an automate to all 
kinds of stimuli. You can See that extreme non-reaction is separate from and killing life – 
even though it allows Life Itself to become and vibrate Strong(er and Stronger). Only in the 
End, when Consciousness has successfully entered Unconsciousness, when Spirit and Matter 
have become One, when the Body Lives as the Conscious Heart instead of as a black box, the 
duality of and separation between reacting and non-reacting has dissolved. 
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29.10.06 
� Don’t be afraid, don’t feel lonely, (for) your loneliness is not yours, it is not something 

personal, (part or consequence of) something you did wrong somewhere in your life without 
knowing exactly what. And still you think you do something wrong even now, otherwise you 
wouldn’t feel like this now, more or less aware as you are of some basic deep loneliness in (or 
even as) yourself. 

No, it is ‘simply’ that you have to Live the Fight between (or Duality of) the Male and 
Female Force, or the Formless and the Form. As long as there is no Full Realization of Really 
Being the Formless As Which forms take place (including your ‘own’) there will be 
loneliness. And even if so, if This is Realized, One still has to Live loneliness as long as there 
is still any association with the body, with form (and this association is Inseparable Part of the 
Truth) – although usually ‘loneliness’ won’t be in the foreground of ‘your’ awareness then 
and can even mostly or always seem to have disappeared totally. 

Only Conscious loneliness – without any problematization around it thus – is no 
loneliness as you know it, or seem to know it for you don’t really (dare to) know loneliness. If 
Totally Whole-Heartedly Allowed to be there, to take you over, if you’re Whole-Bodily 
Surrendered into it, if it is Fully Admitted to be just so, (part of) the Truth, then the loneliness 
that you were all the time only and unavoidably touching but not sinking into is suddenly 
Gone, has Melted in the Whole, or in the Formless. 

The Conscious Presence-Force of the Formless Outshines the form-perspective of 
loneliness. You’re not a Formless island though. If ‘someone else’ is lonely, you with this 
same conscious Force will feel the loneliness too – being identified with it so you can Feel 
through it as ‘yourself’ and, at the same time, being Free Beyond it, not identified. The 
Paradox is the Only ‘Thing’ That Is Alive. 

Everything can in fact trigger ‘your’ loneliness to come to the surface, into your 
awareness. Just seeing two or more human bodies talking and you in that moment having no 
‘body’ to talk to or be with can already be enough, provoke or help to realize ‘your’ 
loneliness. That’s great. It’s so easy. You don’t have to walk a difficult or not any path to go 
into the Depth of Life. Everything helps you, reminds you of the miserable situation that you 
are in here on earth, as One Divine Particle that somehow got lost in this world of form, of the 
many, of trying to meet and have true contact with other particles, of trying to find again Its 
Essence (or Oneness). Loneliness is a great Divine Gift. Without loneliness no Realization of 
Oneness, no (Development in) Consciousness. Only, people are a ‘bit’ reluctant to Really, 
Whole-Heartedly use the Gifts they’re, even continuously, Offered. 

No problem. Loneliness is patient. It waits for you like an old friend who, even if you 
didn’t meet or speak to her for 10 or 20 years, you can just go to and the conversation just 
continues from the moment where it stopped, nothing has changed. 

You can even have a loneliness celebration party. You invite a group of people and sit 
in a circle or, maybe better, dispersed in the room and all together you feel your loneliness, 
you feel the lack of (full or in general no) contact, you feel your lonely existence that no one 
can solve for you and it’s nobody’s fault, not even yours... 
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Every body is lonely, even always. Some (minds) admit (a bit), others not. The Bodiless 
(or Formless) is never lonely. You are Both, the Form and the Formless. What to do… 

 
One reason why I won’t be popular. I kick you back into the mud instead of offering 

you a clear or in general a way out of it, as spiris usually do. I offer you to (finally) face the 
hopelessness of your and (everyone’s) situation. I do that because I Love You, there’s no 
reason for it. 
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� To (often or even always) respond to, take care of and grant what people (seem to) want, is 
valued positively in society, by people. But in fact it is just egoic bullshit. It is Ego serving 
Ego. Happy birthday. Instead of saying NO to people’s egoic wants, longings and desires you 
serve them as a whore. Instead of Selflessly Serving Truth, you, as ego, serve ego. It’s ugly. 
Disgusting. It’s Lie. It’s submitting to the common tendency and actuality to let the Lie (or 
the Illusion) rule here on earth. Serving any person by meeting their personal longings, 
cravings, wants, preferences, contractions and illusions instead of Serving the Impersonal 
through and Beyond persons is serving the Lie. 

Why do you serve, support, sustain and even create illusions in people? 
(Also) this sustaining is not a personal matter in the end, as nothing is. Ego has a self-

reinforcing and self-protecting tendency. It cannot Help itself. Only What is Endlessly Bigger 
than Ego can Liberate it from its poor petty concerns, interests, from serving itself through its 
‘own’ and other bodies. Ego is fear, stuck fear as a matter of fact, fear that is always related to 
(attachment to) Unconsciousness. The absurd fear that what cannot be fulfilled will be short 
of something, anything. This craziness, on which the world runs, is called rational thinking: 
how to get what (‘your’) ego wants or seems to want. Everything else is expelled to the 
playground of mysticism, usually not considered dangerous as long as not too many people 
are interested in this strange tendency for Egolessness. 

Anyhow, you suspect or hope that you are (fairly) safe in serving other people’s wants 
and desires and surely in serving the wishes or demands of society. Mistake. In serving lie or 
illusion you are never safe. You’ll always and even constantly have to stand guard to prevent 
the soap-bubble from bursting. Only in (but in fact as) Truth You Are Safe. But I cannot teach 
you This, as you don’t want to See It. 
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05.11.06 
� The more karma you Transcend, the more karma you get on your plate, in your Heart and 

Consciousness (to Transcend). This is simply a Law of Nature. So don’t worry, there’s really 
no escape. There’s no personal refuge in any sense. There’s no reward. 
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� Everybody Knows, albeit this Knowing rests deep down Inside (not to be confused with the 
superficial understanding by the mind or consciousness), that he or she has never done 
anything wrong – and I don’t mean this only in a moral sense. This ‘Insight’ or Intuitive 
Feeling or Knowing is Inherently Indestructible. It was, is and will always be There – not so 
much ‘available’ (to some person who seems to need that relief now and then or in a specific 
situation) but simply as truth. You don’t need Truth. Truth Is (Already the Case). It is not 
good news at all that you have never done anything wrong. It is just So. You must be Mature. 

In fact, the Insight doesn’t lie that deeply hidden in… in what? It is just there. It is 
Obvious. It’s not (at all) something to discuss, to consider, to hope for or defend, to 
philosophize on. Other (than human) animals Know it; they don’t even need to know, they 
Know. 

If the Universe exists, which is Obviously So, even if theoretically it cannot be proven 
(by science, by you), then with the Same Obviousness, with the Same (Lack of and lack of 
need for) Logic it is Clear Already that you have never done anything wrong, not anything – 
Truth is Always Radical. This is the ‘biggest’ and, in fact, if you’d only See the implication of 
this, even is the One Great Insight That There is, That Gives all Relief, of all egoic (or: 
wanted) illusion. 

You still want and are attached to the illusion of compromises. You still like to 
manipulate Me, as you’re safely used to, still like Me to grant you at least some things that 
you would have done wrong or even could do wrong. I don’t grant you anything, I have to be 
hard on you, merciless. Your craving for faults, for wrongness and other similar (or in fact 
same) illusions doesn’t get (at) Me. Your illusion of freedom, of which you don’t want to See 
the One Radical Truth either, is in fact the same as your illusions about being able to do 
anything wrong. Believe in ‘free will’ and you are inherently wrong. 

Your anger, yes anger and even panic, when I say or anyhow Show the Truth to you, 
that you cannot do anything wrong – nor good, ‘by the way’ – is part of the same illusion, of 
your resistance to giving up (all) illusion, all hold-on-to’s in your life. 

I understand you, of course. If you Accepted that you really can’t do anything wrong, 
you’d stop existing. This sounds great to the (spiritual) Ego, not to be a separate person but to 
Be the Whole, but ‘you’(r ego) also want(s) to be ‘you’, next to Being the Whole. It’s exactly 
these kind of egoic stupid compromises that are full of fear always secretly fuck up ‘your’ 
Life and prevent You from Seeing and Living as Truth. 

If you Lived the One Truth you’d get the Lie as well in the Same Package. You don’t 
have to be afraid you’d miss the Lie Then. But... from Then on You Know Who is the Boss. 
You won’t be (secretly) ruled by Ego any more, You’ll Consciously Live in Your Body the 
Pain that the Ego is. As long as the Ego (secretly) rules there is wrongness – and rightness – 
also when the (inherently childish spiritual) mind likes to and does define reality otherwise. 
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You don't Love anyone, you Love the Egoless in someone 
 

You can only and do Already Love the Egoless, the Pure. You simply cannot truly Love 
Ego, no matter if the ego is or seems to be located in yourself or in other people. And then, 
logically, you cannot truly Love someone with (remainders of not-Seen) Ego either. You 
cannot Love your self. In fact, you cannot Love someone at all. It is the Egoless Itself That 
You Love, Always Already. You only Love Your Very Own Essence ‘in’ someone. You 
cannot Love Ego. It is simply against Nature to Love it. Just so, you may happen to like 
someone’s personality – it may fit your own, for instance – but you cannot Love it. Most 
people try to make themselves loved by others one way or another. In itself this seems to be a 
normal human activity, but from the perspective of possibly being Loved this is a senseless 
exercise. For the Ego within is what it is, it is not substantially affected or impressed by the 
attempt to be loved – the attempt which arises in principle from the Ego anyway. The un-
Seen, un-Surrendered, un-Confessed Ego stands in between for being Loved, Egolessly Loved 
instead of egoically loved. 

You’re tired and you don’t know. Tired of trying to (and supposing you should) Love 
what or who you cannot Love. Trying the impossible is always tiring, whether you like your 
‘own’ (or collective) games in this respect or not, whether you value them positively or not. 

Of course, loving someone because of attachment to this person is something else, just 
like loving someone because unconsciously you want something from him or her, attention, 
company, sex, safety, self-affirmation, whatever. No, I’m talking about Love, Selfless Love 
therefore. Selfless Love doesn’t Love a self. It is the deluding mind – as the representative of 
the (unconscious) Duality between High and Low – that is confused about this. 

Projecting Love is a popular pastime as well. You want the Love that you somewhere 
somehow feel within you to manifest finally – this urge is a most Natural Force – and so you 
project it on someone (in whom you don’t (want to) See the Ego yet). In this way, in the 
‘best’ case, your Love seems to be able to pour out, and you feel loving, happy. Until your 
eyes open and the disillusion comes. And if you’re ‘stubborn’, if you don’t give up on Love 
(That may once, possibly, manifest), you can project your inner Love that wants to free itself 
into the world of Form on the next one, the next partner, child or master, or even on yourself. 
For Manifesting Love on an earthly level, in the Body, projecting doesn’t work, naturally. 

Whether through exercise or by nature, some people can temporarily (or exceptionally 
permanently) be – at least more easily – in a higher spiritual state of love. But this doesn’t 
mean that thus these people love the ego as well. ‘At best’ love survives when it meets the 
Ego, despite the pain that the meeting naturally evokes. When we talk about Love Itself 
(which is Beyond the just mentioned love of the 4th spiritual level of consciousness and 
Beyond any other level), and if this Love, in its lack of unconscious resistance to anything, in 
Being All, in its Being a Mirror, really comes on a manifestation level where the actual 
energetic-consciousness content of the ego can be met, it easily takes the form of anger, or 
possibly fury – for ego is a(n unconscious) form of contraction from the Whole and 
contraction can be experienced as anger. Love doesn’t withdraw from this anger, while It Sees 
that as long as ego rules in the Dark, Love cannot manifest itself on an earthly level. 
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Paradoxically or not, when Love Selflessly expresses this anger – next to sadness, pain, sense 
of separation, and other feelings related to meeting Ego – when it expresses Egolessly what 
the ego cannot express as Love, Love does manifest, in and as the Body: that is, when It Sees 
the Ego. 

 
When we talk about Man and Woman, Man is not attached at all to the Opposite Sex 

not having and displaying Ego – or else He better go Home immediately. Contrarily, by Her 
Nature, Woman is Testing Man if He Represents the Egoless, if She can Love Him, if He is 
worthy to Love. She is afraid She will be fooled by Her (in the end own) Deluding Female 
Force that men embody (if and as long as they are Impotent to Transcend this Female Force 
by their Heart) and may easily – and very un-Manly – display. She’s afraid that She cannot 
See and Distinguish properly. She doesn’t need to be afraid. For She cannot – not without His 
Eye. Only if She is Willing to Surrender Her Ego, Man will be There. If She is Truly Meant to 
Love Him, She will. If She is Willing to Recognize the Pure, the Egoless Heart Itself, She will 
Recognize what is impure. If she rather feels like being a detective in finding wrongs in ‘man’ 
instead of Loving Man, then this is so – not saying by this that Woman’s nature-given 
detective has no worthwhile function. The detective that is Embedded in High and Low, in 
Heaven and Earth, in the Whole That Man Is – instead of, as usual, being thrown up and 
down, from one side to the other in Woman’s Duality – is not lost nor bitter. 

 
You never did anything wrong when you couldn’t love. By Divine Nature you can only 

Love the Egoless, the Pure, and you were deluded in supposing that it should be otherwise, 
that you failed to do what other people seemed to be able to. No one – including masters who 
seem to be loving – loves Ego. You don’t Love it in yourself, nor in anyone. Laughing over 
Ego is as far as you can get – laughing over the Ego that safely assumed that it must love Ego 
as well, that in the end it must Love everything and everyone – next to being sad and angry 
about the Ego, frustrated and hopeless and seemingly being all right with it. The Ego kills 
you, if you allow it, if you don’t See it. It’s not natural to try to love what kills you. Allowing 
the Seeing of What is Beyond the Ego makes you See the Ego and this takes away the deadly 
poison of it. Allowing this Seeing of What is Beyond is Love – as far as this Seeing is not 
attached to (the Sphere of) Seeing What is Beyond, but is a Distinctive Seeing without 
fundamental preference. Purely Seeing the Ego is Love – as far as this Seeing includes 
Feeling the pain and cramp that the Ego is. Seeing without Feeling is not Alive, it is Potential 
Love without It manifesting in and as the Body. 
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� The Thing here on earth for a human being is not so much (and surely not Ultimately) to 
Realize Truth in itself – which you may abusively consider relatively easy – but to 
Consciously Be, Live in and as the Body, to Realize – as Truth – the Body (or supposed 
matter or very condensed energy), to Realize limitation (as Limitlessness), not to Realize 
limitlessness (as limited form). In this Surrender of the Heart into the Body one Whole-
Heartedly Realizes the limitation of ‘having to’ Realize or the limitation of (unconsciously) 
striving for (or just craving for) limitlessness, (for) (utter) freedom. 

The Thing is to, Impersonally, Learn (how) to Allow the Body to Function as 
Consciousness in and as Form. 
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08.11.06 
� Are you as well so terribly fed up with all the stinking sweet spiritual truths that ‘they’ 

somehow like to poison you with in spiritual books, movies and magazines, agendas and so 
on? No? Not yet? Not fully? You can absorb still more? Your pain-bearing capacity hasn’t 
reached its limits yet? Then it might be about time. 

Spiritual truths are sold as wisdom. In fact they are plain nothing. Boredom squared. 
Nothing – or at least nothing Substantial – happens in or to you by reading, looking at, 
thinking about or even supposedly realizing one or more or even thousands of the millions of 
truths that people were so good to selflessly write down for you so that you have, finally, the 
possibility of Growth. Finally, the truth is available to everyone. You can buy it in the 
bookstore. Truth. Growth. €14.99. Thank you. Or when the sales are on: truth for only €9.99. 

Dead truths are not True. They’re lost, not Part of Something Bigger, of the One 
Presence, One Flow of Consciousness. (Only ultimately they are part of It of course, 
necessarily, like everything is). They are lies. They’re part of the Lie. A lie that is Alive, 
Conscious, is Part of the Truth. A writer tries – not to be mean of course, but anyway – to put 
his spiritual shit and diarrhoea in you, to vomit all the lies into your already form-overloaded 
brains and Body, to add something ‘positive’ to what, they must assume, is relatively poor 
and undeveloped if not bluntly negative in people. 

How many spiri-sweeties do honestly write that you, everybody by (Divine) Nature, 
have to go into the struggle of life, into all the pain that earthly life stored for you to Whole-
Heartedly Feel, to Become Conscious of at last? 

You don’t need to perfect your mind, you don’t need to know or understand even 
anything. It’s all crap, humbug, nonsense. Just like this writing if you read it only with the 
mind, if it is not Recognized by the One Living Heart – as Being a Living Part of Truth. If my 
writings don’t shake you up in any way, burn them. You’ll get some warmth from them at 
least – which would make it suddenly a part of the Living Truth again. 

If spiritual writings or teachers do no stimulate in any way to Discover, See (as) and 
Live (as) the Naked (Selfless) Truth but rather try to stimulate your growth, try to improve in 
any way what cannot be improved: your life, you yourself, then it doesn’t have any value 
more than the washing powder in the supermarket. It is supposed to clean but dirties your 
mind in fact like washing powder dirties and screws up the environment (as which you exist). 

An overkill of truths (like an overkill of everything nowadays in this world of ever 
expanding (mass-)media and consumerism) kills or tries to kill Truth. Truth (or Reality Itself) 
cannot be killed though. But it’s true, you can always try if you have some time left anyway 
or if you need some money. 

Truth Itself, Beyond all mushrooms growing suddenly everywhere in autumn, doesn’t 
make you think, doesn’t give you any hope, doesn’t inspire you to (finally) change this or 
that, inside or outside yourself. It just does Humbly, Patiently Its Job by Killing you. If you’re 
not Planning anyway to let yourself be Killed, if you cannot find any Space for That in your 
busy agenda, you better read some spiritual books. Then you at least have the idea – and you 
might even think it’s a feeling, or let’s call it even intuition – that something (Deeply) is 
happening, that you’re on the right track, that you feel better (about yourself), that everybody 
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is such a beautiful Being of Light in his or her Core, that we’re all on our way to the Light, 
that in a few years the Big Change will come in the Universe and thus also here on earth, that 
we have to prepare for that, that... 

Oh dear. 
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10.11.06 
� Everything will return. Don’t worry. All the pain that you inflict upon others, upon your 

environment – whether you want this or (usually, or in fact seemingly) not, but it happens 
anyway – for you don’t want to Feel your pain in and as Your Heart, in and as Your Body, for 
you’re too good for that, too worthy to be Conscious of it, will return to you. Just relax 
therefore. No specific act, no difficult thoughts, deep understanding or whatever, not any big 
effort is needed. It will come… 

Don’t worry.  
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12.11.06 
� Living in and as Truth the whole human drama turns around – and, by that, Disappears in fact, 

Stops being (an unconscious) drama. Usually, on a superficial view, people seem to be fine, 
all right or even happy, free and surely they try to give this impression. Just a bit below that, 
however, things turn out to be very different, difficult; confusion rules, suppression flowers, 
slavery blinks in the sun, Love is as far as Pluto, the Forces of attraction and repulsion are 
fully in charge. 

Living in and as Truth it is the other way round. On superficial levels living is always 
hard, painful, contracted, a real struggle. And on these levels the body would even be happy 
to be allowed to finally die. On Deeper Level though One is always Consciously Free, Clean, 
without confusion, Straight, Unseducible, Loving. 
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22.11.06 
� No, relax, you can put your judgement in the fridge again, I’m not a masochist. It’s just that 

there is no other Option than to quietly, secretly, undercover Meditate people’s Pain, to Take 
their karma. For people cannot Hear the Truth, only Truth Itself can. I Know, for I spoke the 
Truth and even if people seem to be interested in any way, even if they seem to recognize at 
least something, even if they think they understand a little, they do not in fact. Later I find 
them considering if something might be true that is obviously totally the opposite of what I 
say, but in fact from another world, from another consciousness, or in fact stemming from 
Unconsciousness. They try to believe in it though, to go for it. And in their confusion, in their 
disability and covered resistance to Distinguish, to Recognize, they even think it can be 
combined with what I would have said. Or maybe the Truth would be somewhere in the 
middle… What was it again, wasn’t it that Buddha guy who also talked about the Middle? 

There is One Truth and there are millions and millions of justifications of doing and 
thinking otherwise and calling that ‘true’. 

I tried to speak, I did speak. But it Naturally stops if there is no (True) Reception. 
People only understand language about (what would be the best ways to fulfil) Ego’s desires. 
The partial or even Total Surrender of Ego is, if at all, at most considered to be something 
attractive to be attained as well. No, I (by Nature) Prefer the Pain – Beyond any preference. 

More than before I mingle again among people – not to speak, but to Feel, to Feel their 
Pain that is so cramped that again and again, if not all the time, it is revealed by the opposite: 
it lies in inventing and doing nice, cosy, exciting or whatever things together or even alone. I 
have to act like a dummy to be able to be in this position of taking people’s unconscious 
suffering upon ‘me’, into ‘my’ Heart. 

No, not a masochist, I don’t enjoy the pain in any secret way. I just Do My Job, I 
Prepare the world, lifetime after lifetime, for people are not at all Ready yet to See and Live 
((as Body of) Truth). Every (life)time again I’m sadly and quietly shocked by people’s 
condition, by their state of (un)consciousness. 

It is Naturally Felt here that the Heart-Body doesn’t like to be here in this crazy cramp 
of people. Still, I Beyond myself want to live as long as possible and make use of the Body 
maximally, only already for the fact that otherwise, in and as another Body, I have to in a way 
start all over again – and again – and again… 

So, grant Me your Pain. For once be Humble, generous and not so egocentric… 
No, not a masochist. I’m sorry I cannot make you(r ego) happy with this. You like to 

put labels. That’s safe. You like to be supported in ‘your’ Ego – which is the Refusal to 
Neutrally and in general Feel the Always Open Impersonal Truth, Reality. It is the labelling of 
everything and everyone instead of Simply Whole-Heartedly Whole-Bodily Feeling W-H-A-
T I-S. 
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� I Constantly Resurrect and, before I succeed (and although I never and even cannot fail) I 
already fall down again, I fall apart. Constantly I fall down, apart, while Resurrecting. This 
Body is the Miracle of Nature. As One It Lives, Consciously, the Duality of Existence – even 
on a physical level. It is the Miracle That Nature Itself Is. It doesn’t add anything to Nature. It 
Humbly Lives the Constant Battle of the Universal Forces in and as Itself. 

Fundamentally, this Body seems not different from other Bodies. Only, it Lives Life – 
and Life is Duality – incomparably more extremely, straightly, truthfully, without any secret 
or overt choosing. Every single moment It Allows Transcendence of the Slime of the Lie, of 
the Cramp of Unconsciousness. It is Constantly very Active, ‘even’ during normal work. 
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23.11.06 
� True Openness is, in spite of what by far the most people think or assume it is, not an 

energetic affair but it means Being Conscious, Being Here, Present, as Heart, in (and even as) 
the world. 

It includes being bodily-energetically stuck when, in and as this Openness, that is: in 
and as this Oneness, blockage is Being Meditated. It is not trying to be energetically open by 
all means and doing whatever kind of (block-releasing) practice, attunement or meditation to 
(re)establish this. 

A True Open Heart is Conscious – whether of openness or of stuckness, or of variations 
on these two that show both of them are there. It doesn’t choose. Having and adhering to the 
norm of openness is silly, naïve and blind belief instead of Intelligent. 

Is it truly Open, to not (want to) Feel stuckness, to not (want to) Feel being closed? 
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25.11.06 
� When all reasons have left, drowned, capitulated, shrunk to their essence of nothingness, 

when playing time is over, you’re still – or finally – left with yourself. 
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27.11.06 
� You don’t need to try to combine the seemingly mutually exclusive views on the world and 

the universe of science on the one hand and religion on the other, nor do you need to choose 
one of them. Instead, you can Allow Consciousness, just quietly registering what is. Not 
manipulating in any sense, not discussing, arguing, no need at all to be right. Consciousness 
Sees that religion – at least in its essence – represents the One, the Male Force or Father. 
Religion assumes that the One Created the Universe, Science represents Duality or the many, 
the Female Force, the Mother. She is totally absorbed by forms, albeit not only superficial 
forms. For science, the universe seems to consist of an endless interplay of endless forms, 
energies.20 Endlessly, tirelessly She wants to study all the forms in as much detail as possible, 
to wholly unravel how they function, to go to the very core of or essence of the form, 
preferably of every form. She seems to really believe or at least pretends that by this She’s 
getting closer and closer to – if not one day or era She will solve – the mystery of Life, of the 
Universe. All of this to, in a roundabout way and in spite of seemingly having other motives, 
again Unite with It, with Him, with the One. 

The more a society is based on science the more Woman’s status or position will rise, 
generally. If religion plays a big role in society Woman will be treated as the second, Man as 
the first, as he, his male form, seems to be representing the One – out of which She, Woman, 
His form, is Created. 

Pure Consciousness doesn’t choose. It is Already Fully Surrendered in the Duality of 
Oneness and Duality, of Man and Woman. As She Is ((Integral) Part of) Him there’s no need 
to choose. If Nature is Seen, if one Lives as Nature, there exists no choosing21 – neither Him 
nor Her nor Both, neither Oneness nor Duality. 

By nature, science will never (manage to) Understand. One cannot measure the One, or: 
Reality Itself. Religion will never manage to make the One Clear to people, to put it in forms, 
in books, in norms, rules, guidelines, regimens, rituals. Religion, itself a form, cannot 
compose One Whole from the Formless and the forms. When, even though it never Happens, 
a representative of a religion Suddenly Realizes and Actually Lives the One Truth of Oneness 
and Duality, this Heart-Realizer already left religion behind (long ago) – if not, if He had 
stayed and stays faithful to the dogmas of the religion, He could not and cannot Realize the 
Heart, the One, the Inseparable Whole. 

Roughly speaking, science is basically fucked up, castrated in fact, by their arrogant and 
false objectivism. In search for power – ‘knowledge is power’, it is falsely assumed – its 
representatives left their Power, Consciousness, they left the Actual Living of what they try to 
investigate but can inherently never get (to Know). 

To choose science is to be dead – trying to look at Life and to not Live. To choose 
religion is, as well, choosing being mixed-up, schizophrenic, but here one looks the ‘other’ 
way. In religion people are not looking at life but looking at or praying to the One. They’re 
not Living It though, always failing, coming short. It is Duality looking at, loving and fearing 

                                                
20 Forms and energies are the same in the end, whether forms are of a subtle invisible or a gross nature. 
21 And it Appears it has never existed. 
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the One but not Realizing-Living the One (by Which this looking, loving and fearing would 
be Gone). 

Both science and religion are outsiders, are ‘forgetting’ to Live, are in an impossible 
quest for the One (Power) that is doomed to fail from the beginning. 

Neither of them Enters the One, or Truth Itself – Beyond the Duality of the One and the 
many. 
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02.12.06 
� Guilt is a natural sense of having ‘sinned’ against the Whole (Reflected in or Existing as Your 

Own Deepest and Impersonal Truth). Or in other words, guilt is the natural and energetically 
perceptible discomfort that comes to you for having denied that you’re a part of the Whole, 
that you’re the Whole yourself. It, if taken seriously and used Intelligently, is a natural 
‘remedy’ or ‘resistance’ against contracting into a self, into an ego, an individual, too much or 
anyway. And in principle this is a self-regulating mechanism – which can appear in the form 
of self-reflection or feeling (very) uncomfortable – that is just to be Allowed, without 
problematizing. If the Whole is Totally Allowed like this, there is no self any more, the 
illusion of it is Seen through. Openly and Wholly Allowing ‘guilt’ – instead of resisting the 
‘sin’ against the Whole to be so, to be acknowledged, to be Felt – has cleaned ‘you’ up, 
leaving no rest behind. You are Surrendered into and Live as and See everything from the 
‘Perspective’ of Holistic Consciousness. 

The thing is not to endlessly self-reflect in the mind on your guilt-‘feelings’, on your 
(possible) ‘sins’ against the Whole (and I’m not talking about ‘sins’ against the community or 
society, this is in principle something completely different, though they might seem to give 
you similar feelings, similar discomfort) – this mind-meditating would mean more of your 
separation from the Whole, which caused the guilt in the first place – but to Open-Heartedly 
Feel the Pain of the particular situation. In the end this goes even so far that one can and is in 
fact Invited to Feel the Pain of being here on earth, of being, in and as a human Body 
seemingly separated from the Whole, radically contracted into a form. 

In case the Selfless is Realized,22 a more painful, subtler and more difficult Process 
might be noticed and show up, related to Allowing now to Feel the Other side of the Duality: 
one is Realizing Being Impersonal (indeed) but not so much being (as) a self, a person, 
‘sinning’ in that sense against the Whole as well (as the Lie is also part of the Truth, of the 
Whole). Though it may sound strange, again ‘guilt’ can show up or in fact feeling truthfully 
uncomfortable with not Living the Whole (Duality). Again, here as well, one follows the 
movement of Life, into the Direction of Letting all ‘guilt’ or discomfort – as (only) one of 
Two – Dissolve into the One by Itself, simply by being Aware of it, by not holding on to the 
natural and strong tendency to hold on to things, forms, tendencies, cramps, by Allowing the 
locating of the cramp in the Body and Feeling on physical-energetic level whatever is the 
case, (sometimes seemingly dramatically) letting forms out now and then. 

Guilt, in the end, is nothing personal (at all). It is a Natural Discomfort in and as part of 
the Duality of Existence, or: it is (still) a sign of not (yet) Fully, Whole-Heartedly 
Understanding Duality and thus neither the Whole (everything Truly Being One, Existing as 
One Being). This Ultimate Understanding cannot be there as long as one hasn’t Totally, 
Whole-Bodily, Lived the (Pain of the) Inherent Discomfort (of Duality). True Understanding 
doesn’t happen somewhere ‘up’, by some supposed intelligent being or force. It can only 
                                                
22 However, Consciousness doesn’t really Operate in a logical time-sequence, as if one process would happen 

(only) after the other. 
 The state of the Selfless might in a way even be someone’s starting point or basic disposition, ‘after’ which 

the self Wants to be discovered more and more – instead of the other way round as is usually the case. 
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Happen Here, in and as the Body, by Living-Feeling (Through) the matter that is inherently 
uncomfortable and that is, by Conscious Feeling, Ultimately Dissolving into (the Nature of) 
Life Itself as the Only Matter. 

(Only) in Humbly Allowing all the Pain that is already fact, and thus, by this, Allowing 
Intelligence, or True Understanding, all guilt – or discomfort – will be Dissolved, at least on 
the Deepest Level. Only in True Ultimate Oneness (of Duality and Oneness) there is no guilt 
any more and appears to have never existed in fact, (at least) not in the way as people see it, 
unconsciously as a slave in and of Duality ‘having to’ fight it (instead of following where it 
leads you if Totally Whole-Heartedly Whole-Bodily Allowed). 

‘Then’, or ‘There’, in and as this Oneness, One is, in the Same Natural (and Divine) 
Humbleness, Allowing the Pain of all the forms (reflecting the Formless not (yet) Fully 
Conscious of Itself) that or who are still fighting the (extreme) discomfort of guilt, or: that or 
who are not Living as the Whole but in vain trying to escape the Whole, that or who don’t 
want to but are still afraid of, and therefore not Ready for Truly Whole-Bodily or anyhow 
Feeling this Pain, the Pain of resisting guilt. And One Rests in it (instead of reacting, moving 
away from it, escaping, suppressing it). 
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03.12.06 
� By Nature You can Only Love Love Itself or Pure Love. Love (That is: Heart-Recognize) Me 

Therefore. Heart-Marry Me and Be This Pure Love. 
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04.12.06 
� Ik Verbind Mijzelf met alles. Daarom ben ik aan niets gebonden. 

This means: I Connect Myself with everything. That’s why nothing binds me. 
Or, rather, I don’t disconnect or dissociate from anything. I’m not at all afraid of bonds 

and that’s why there are no bonds here. 
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08.12.06 
� You are not responsible, not for anything – You Are (Part of) and Exist as the Natural 

Responsibility That the Whole Is, though. 
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� There is nothing you can do. 
There is nothing you can do that is not already Being Done through and even as you. 
All your lies, your love for justice and even truth, they are not yours. Your disillusion 

(about all this) is not yours. This Freedom that this Insight brings is not yours, it is not even 
Free. The relief that it Gives that you even don’t have to be Free – for you cannot be Free – is 
not yours. 

There is Only Nature, Now, Before and Hereafter, Forever. 
 
But suddenly, there came a little god. And he thought. I make a difference. I can decide 

myself. I can go left or right. It all depends upon me. If I feel I want to go right then I go right, 
if I want to go left then I go left. This is really great. Let’s call this free will, this liberty. And 
everybody followed the little god. How wonderful it was to be free, to be able to totally do 
what you, unique as you are, want. Let’s go for what we want, we are free, ultimately free – 
we are even free to leave our little god if in any way he would restrict, limit our freedom, our 
will. And they invented trade, a whole egonomy in which the most free, the ones who are 
most respecting their free will – by following it – to get what they want, win the jackpot. 

 
Amusingly and in pain Truth Looked at all this hustle and bustle. Free will? 
How many names does Ego have? How many faces? 
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09.12.06 
� You cannot do anything – by or as yourself. You exist as an Allowing-mechanism, more or 

less (and in the Selfless Case not at all) resisting what is Happening Already and Anyway. 
You as illusion of (being) form are or exist as resistance. In the End, in Truth, there is not 
even a self that would in any way control the extent of your resistance to Truth, to Reality (to 
Operate as It Does and Be as It Is Anyway) – since this extent is also and only Part of the 
same One Formless Truth, of the Whole Which is Ultimately and Completely Selfless by 
Nature. 

You can See This or not. You can Relax in It, in Truth, or not. It doesn’t matter. You’re 
Bound to live your nature (as (Part of) Nature) Anyway. 

This Utter Simplicity (or Truth) that you cannot do (or not-do) (even) anything is so 
terribly hard for people to Truly See, Accept, to Really Surrender into. People rather live as 
(part of) the Lie than Die in Truth and they confuse this life (as Lie) with Life Itself, Which 
will Only Be Revealed by Dying as self into the Whole, into the Selfless (thus) – the Selfless 
that in the Right Case Includes the Selfless and the self.23 

 

                                                
23 Indeed, the latter, the self, is necessary as well for Living the Selfless, as without first recognizing, 

acknowledging the self it cannot be Transcended, Surrendered into the Selfless. One can, in that case, 
seemingly live as the Selfless without touching or letting oneself be really touched by life. Without this 
Touch one doesn’t truly Live as the Selfless though but is bound to ‘live’ in a waiting room. The True 
Selfless is the Open ‘dangerous’ Whole – not a safe parking place. 
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� The Process of a human Being is to Allow the Body, or the Form, (more and more) to Be Un-
formed, Stripped of form, of illusion, or: to Be ‘Formlessed’. Consciousness is the (Only) Fire 
of this Process. 

But, there’s no end to the Process. Again and again forms need to manifest ‘in’ you so 
that the Un-forming will go more and more Deeply. 
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Body is Consciousness 
 
The mind is: from the body separate consciousness, all forms, tendencies, movements 

that are somewhere present, hanging around in the air, but are not allowed, not wanted to be 
Felt yet in and Ultimately – when body and mind Are or Appear to Be One – as the Body. If 
Consciousness is Finally Totally Allowed to Live as the body, which is a crazily heavy (and 
Ultimately the Only Truly Deepening) Human and Humanizing Process, one can speak of the 
Body, the Divinized Body, or the Consciousness-Body. 

The Role of the body is hardly if at all ever, anywhere, Truly, Wholly Understood. It is 
– Ultimately and therefore from the beginning – not a form. It is not some ‘thing’ that is ‘also’ 
there somewhere and is to be dragged behind ‘you’, behind the important consciousness (or 
for many: the mind). The Body is the Process, the Place, the Event Where and as Which Man 
and Woman (or the Formless and the Form, or Consciousness and Unconsciousness) Finally 
Merge, or Become or Realize to Be One – Which does not happen at all by or via sex, even 
though sex also plays a role in this Process. It Is Consciousness Be(com)ing Form, the 
Feelable and Feeling Form that Consciousness Takes On on earth, Has Taken On. It is not 
different from Consciousness. It Is the Same. 

The (Role of the) Body (and, Closely Related: Woman) is Crucial in the True Spiritual 
Process of Realizing Ultimate Oneness (of Oneness and Duality). If one is already Sensitive 
enough to it, one can feel the incredibly big power of the Female Unconscious (or Separating) 
Force that Operates and Has to Operate on earth as the Force That is not – not just like that – 
allowing Consciousness here on earth in and as the (human) Body, in and as Form.24 It Urges 
Consciousness to get the hell out of here, or else it will make It feel the hell (as Itself). It 
chases one away to the Lifeless mind. The Body is kept Unconscious, just as long as no 
Stronger Force is Met. Only when Its Master, Consciousness (or: Man), Is Recognized, It 
Surrenders to and Acknowledges the Reality of the Body Being Conscious(ness).25 

For the (few) Sincere, True Hearted, Intelligent Lovers of (the Whole) Truth the Body is 
the Instrument (for), the Place or the Arena (for) and the ‘Goal’ (or in Fact the Result) of the 
Process. Or, rather, as it is no form in the end: It Is the Process Itself. To Live as One 
Conscious Body Living Simultaneously the Extremes of Freedom as Oneness (or 
Consciousness) and the Painful Jail of Duality (or Unconsciousness, Confusion) is It. It is the 
End of the Paradox that has no end. The Body is the Living Paradox, the Union or Oneness of 
body and mind, or unconsciousness and consciousness. It is a Living Mechanism (or 
Energetic Manifestation of the One Consciousness) Constantly Transcending 
Unconsciousness into Consciousness, Woman into Man, Pain into Freedom, into Release. If 
this Transcendence-Process – That by Nature is ‘Meant’ to be Constant – is blocked, the Body 
becomes stuck, stiffened, increasingly dead. And one can’t get rid of this or compensate this 
                                                
24 At the same time though, Dual as She Is, the Female Force Calls upon Man, Consciousness, to Manifest in 

and Live as Her Body. In this Paradox of these Two apparently opposite Forces Man has to Learn to Be, to 
Stand, to Survive, to Live, to Manifest, to Do His Real Work. 

25 The Body as Consciousness should not be confused with feeling things in the body, which usually happens 
from a separate observer position. 
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by moving, doing sports, massage, or whatever form of manipulation of the form, of the body. 
From a merely energetic perspective, one will be flowing better then but you cannot fool the 
One Heart That, Truly, Lives the Body. You, or the Body Itself, the Heart Itself, is ‘secretly’ 
dying more and more on earth if indeed the Natural Process of Transcendence is not Allowed 
to Take Place (as the Body). 

In Truth, the Body is to Be Seen and ‘Treated’ (or rather, Ultimately, Lived) as Heart – 
as Conscious Heart – and not because that sounds nice or even great but only because It Is So. 
In a way, the mind should not be allowed to have thoughts about the Body. Consciously 
Feeling as the Body is Humbly Allowed. 
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� I Am the Mystery that everybody Longs for and is afraid of – Duality and Oneness in and as 
One (Body). 

Choosing defiles the Mystery of Your Being and a false clarity comes into ‘existence’. 
This false clarity is what people ‘see’, what they pass on to each other. In the mass-mist 

created this way no one can Truly See (any more). Blindly, rationalistically, people run after 
goals, false goals. 
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13.12.06 
� Every text is eventually worthless if it doesn’t ‘Combine’ – or Show in whatever way the 

Oneness of – the Formless and the Form(s), if it doesn’t Show the Inherent Interrelatedness, if 
it doesn’t Put (a Reflection of) the Formless into a form, if it doesn’t depict the Formless as 
form, a form that is still being Recognized by the reader, the receiver, as the Formless Heart 
in fact, as Truly Alive therefore. A form without Heart is dead. A well-meaning mind – 
whatever that may be – can’t put Heart into a text. At ‘most’ it can write about the Heart – 
necessarily in a dead way. The Heart cannot be fooled. It reads the (lack of) Depth and 
Quality of Heart in a text, it doesn’t read words, sentences, meaning, phrased feelings. A mind 
can only write to minds, death to death. Hallelujah. 
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14.12.06 
� You can only go Truly in society if you’re totally free, detached from it, if you don’t need 

anything from it any more. You become totally detached from it only if you go in it – go in it 
with Open Heart, no ideas. It’s a hard job, to keep on seeing and feeling the (inherent) pain in 
and of society. One must let oneself be touched, by ego, by its painfulness, by the cramp that 
society is, not only by Beauty. Being Touched has Necessarily two sides. Or else, Life Itself is 
not involved. 

In principle, if you’re not Yet Detached from society when going into it, you will not 
become detached from it by going in it, for you cannot See then. Without Seeing, no 
Detachment. Without Detachment, no Seeing. Although miracles happen. Consciousness is 
the Only Miracle. 
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� Don’t be too impressed by (your) love. If you were with any incredible asshole or wicked 
witch for a longer time you would start to love this person. And this doesn’t say anything 
about you having such a big open heart… 
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15.12.06 
� What a crime, what a misery to be a slave of (the Duality of) egoism and altruism. 

It’s not that slaves need to be liberated. If they don’t want this, it cannot happen 
anyway. 
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� Ego still thinks and will always think that it knows, knows how and the way to grow.  
It thinks that it’s intelligent and that it can See and steer, control itself. 
It thinks that it has some overview. 
It thinks it can even help other people to grow... 
Forget it. 
Forget it or relax in not Growing. Ego doesn’t know anything. It does not have some 

blind spots that would (still) need some Light to be Shun upon it. It is the Black Spot itself, 
stubborn Darkness, anti-Intelligence, arrogant confusion, not wanting to See, not wanting to 
Feel, not wanting to be Aware. It is floating somewhere on the Sea and it doesn’t Know at all 
where. If it reads that it has to Become the Sea it thinks it is the Sea already or it can Be the 
Sea. It is hopeless. 
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� (Advertisement) 

 
 

REIN 
 

REINCARNATION-INSURANCE! 
 
People don’t realize and surely not enough that something can go wrong with their 

reincarnation. Just imagine, half-way you get stuck somewhere in a hostile galaxy. 
They don’t want to let you go and suck you completely empty, not even a ghost is left 

of you. Or, if you made it to the womb already, you suddenly have to fight with some weird 
but powerful dark energy for occupation of and living in the same body, even though you 
were the first. This can even still happen while you are already in life, living as a child. You 
live in a restless hell. Nobody understands you, nobody understands what’s going on. They 
think you have ADHD or something. And there’s no clear winner. Or you’d lose the battle. 

No panic. REIN insures you wholly for all this possible trouble. And you can die at ease 
– which is generally known to be good for a smooth next incarnation. 

 
We’ll meditate for you with specially developed keys, keys originating from the old 

Maya-cultures, from Atlantis and Lemuria, from ancient Egypt and the Quatl-Quatl monks, 
but adjusted to our modern times and to the higher standard of greed of our contemporary 
society. 

All we need to know is your birth date and exact time of birth, the colour of your eyes, 
how many times you as man ejaculate or have orgasm as woman and your bank balance. 

 
If you hear the bad news from the doctor – you will die soon or in some years – make 

sure you invest your money as good as possible. We, the team of financial specialists of 
REIN, are willing to openly discuss with you, what to do best with your money – for free. 

 
Soul-insurance      2499.99$ 
Spirit-insurance      1999.99$ 
Consciousness-insurance    1499.99$ 
Total insurance All-in-One    4999.99$ 
Children insurance special All-in-One Extra 2499.99$ 
 
Special offer: 5 lives insurance   19,999.99$ 
 

Order today! Tomorrow you might be dead! 
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REIN. FOR LIFE AND DEATH WITHOUT CONCERNS. REIN. 
 
REIN. FOR UTTER SAFETY. REIN. 
 
REIN. BE THE RULER OF YOUR LIFE. REIN. 
 
REIN. FOR SUNSHINE AFTER LIFE. REIN. 
 
* When, still, in spite of your insurance and our delicate care, something will go wrong, 

you get the whole amount that you paid back, next lifetime. 
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24.12.06 
What am I Doing here on earth? 

 
What I Do here on earth is Consciously Live in and as ‘my’ Body people’s resistance to 

be Here, Fully Here in the Body, Fully Present, as Consciousness, as the Formless Beyond all 
Form. This resistance of people to Conscious Body-Life is their karma. The entire karma of 
people can be, must and will (in due course) be Lived on the most dense energetic or physical 
level of Existence. 

Again and again ‘my’ Body – Functioning That Way Beyond any self, Beyond any 
control, any resistance, any manipulation – Takes over, in and upon itself and associates with, 
people’s resistance to Be Here, to (Openly, Honestly, Selflessly) Feel what is, resistance to 
Feel the earthly reality of (Inherent) Pain of being contracted into form, into body, of being 
sentenced to Live the Truth of the Formless in such a cramped, belittled, ‘ridiculous’ painful 
way. 

There is no relief. The association with people’s resistance is a constant one. There is 
only a Process Going on – in Which relief has its place, occurring if ‘my’ Body manages to 
Meditate through, that is: to Consciously Live, the resistance of the people it met – 
individually or as a group and even of humanity as a whole – or associated with otherwise, if 
it manages to finally be Present again, if Consciousness as the Body – Here – manages to 
Pierce through the mist or Unconsciousness that it was again and in fact all the time 
Sacrificed into. 

Relief has its place in the Process as something relative. The Pain itself however, or: the 
Meditation-object, never goes away. The Meditation (or the Formless) Itself is Inherently 
Painless, the Meditation-object or the resistant form – resistant to Surrendering (in)to the 
Formless – is always Painful. 

This means nothing less than that Whole-Hearted Living in and as Consciousness is 
Always, Simultaneously: being in Pain and being without Pain. There’s no choice, no 
preference, no identification with one of them. This is Oneness of Duality and Oneness Lived 
in and as the Human Body: to Consciously Live this Duality of One and Two. 

In itself this Duality is again Painful. But, again, if Consciousness is, again or still, 
Allowed, the Painless Outshines this. It doesn’t kill it however, nor does It make the Pain 
impalpable, imperceptible. 

Karma is not something personal in the end, and this Truth is revealed when you’re 
finally ready with the personal, if the whole lie of and around it has been Lived, Seen, Felt 
through. 

The more karma (or: Waiting Pain) the Body Humbly Allows and Consciously Feels 
through, the more karma the Body Transcends therefore, the more it gets. Simply because 
there is no personal karma. There is a Process Going on, One Process of Transcending, a 
Becoming Conscious of karma (that is: hidden attachment to not Feeling Whole-Heartedly 
everything there is to Feel as Body, everything that is Offered to you). This getting more and 
more karma – if the Body is indeed Willing to Feel and Actually Feels more and more Pain – 
is Universal Justice. 
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28.12.06 

� Truth can never tell Ego: do this or do that, think like this, feel that. If you do so, then… you 
will be relieved of (all) your burdens, of the burden that you are. If you would only…. If you 
would only feel your pain… If you… 

This doesn’t make sense at all. Ego doesn’t Understand (by definition). No, it is Truth 
Who must Consciously Feel the Pain that Ego is. 

This appears to be very confusing to people. Someone who feels not so much pain, who 
perhaps laughs a lot and who says he is satisfied or even happy with his life, seems to do, to 
cope better than someone who feels (a lot of) pain quite often if not all the time. This is 
Simply not so – unless, but that’s something else, this person manages indeed better to keep 
Truth out of his experience, his awareness. It is Truth Who Meditates Pain that Ego doesn’t 
want to Feel. It is Truth Who cannot deny Himself. By Humbly Doing or Allowing Its ‘Task’ 
or Function, this Way of Functioning (or: this Sight of Consciousness) by Nature spreads out 
over the world. This does not happen by urging Ego to Do, Feel, Be as Him. 

This urging however is, as part of the Inevitable Fight of Truth and Ego that is Already 
Happening, certainly not wrong in any sense. The Whole Truth is to Be Lived. In 
Unavoidable Frustration of Its urge not having any True Response (from or, in fact, Beyond 
Ego), no True Selfless Recognition, It, by Nature, Starts to and ‘Prefers’ or is anyhow Urged, 
Forced to Feel Itself the Pain of Ego. On the Deepest (and not on energetic) Level It stops 
urging Ego to (Finally) Feel, to Feel its Inherent Pain, to (Finally) Take (Full) Responsibility 
for itself, that is: to Allow Seeing that it doesn’t exist as itself and, related, to (Whole-
Heartedly) Feel and See and thus Stop its secret egoic games or let them again and again Be 
Transcended by and in the Heart, by and in That Which is Endlessly Bigger than itself. 

Ego is not and cannot become Responsible. Only Responsibility Itself (or: the Whole, 
or: Truth) Is. 

So, Truth Itself, Beyond any urge, any stimulation, any teaching (or any form of 
‘order’), ‘Takes’ or Allows (the Pain that is) Ego in Its ever-Widening Heart, this ever-
Expanding Consciousness – Both ever-Expanding indeed due to exactly This very Process of 
Allowing The Pain of Ego’s Resistance to the Heart. 

Truth Constantly Meditates the Pain of Its not being Recognized. Ego cannot Meditate, 
it exists as trying not to Meditate, not to be Aware thus, not to Feel (what is happening, 
existing in and as the Heart). 

If Truth urges Ego to Feel, to (Ultimately) Surrender (thus), It by nature provokes a 
contra-reaction in Ego, not to do or allow what it presumes that is expected of it (by someone 
else, by some other supposed ego). This (result of the) provocation is, again, in itself not 
wrong (at all), by the way. It can even substantially contribute to making (the existence of) the 
Fight Clear(er) or less deniable. 
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Notes of individual retreat of Azar, January 2007 
 

No holiday – a private look into an individual retreat of Azar Baksh 
 

• December 31st Sunday morning. Biking to nature I feel extremely weak and vulnerable. 
 

• January 1st. Monday morning.  Lowest point, point of total misery. After Realization of the 
Highest Truth I have Realized the Lowest misery. 
 

• 12:30, under shower. With the greatest fight so far in my lifetime, requiring the greatest 
determination thus to come back here on earth, in the body, ‘I’ managed somehow to get back 
– it is true, not for 100%, but this matter is never about 0 or 100%, not black or white. The 
effort made with this extreme will-power that is not mine is not ordinary will-power anyway 
for there was no energy at all to be busy with will-power, utterly weak as ‘my’ body was. No, 
it was Pure Consciousness That made ‘me’ Go through this Ordeal (again, but now it was 
even harder), that was: to contract ‘myself’ – scattered, fallen apart as the body was – into 
One again, One Point, Oneness Living Consciously as Body, That had to Hold on, contract 
into the Pain and not let go any more. 

My head is more back on the trunk now. Allowing it to get back was a crazy, maddening 
hell, but not as utter, crazy and mad as the pure hell of being totally blown up, chased away 
from here, seemingly completely dispersed into the many, into its death, while still actually 
living in the physical body, not being able (and not even wanting) to put out (the Light of) 
Being Conscious(ness). No words can describe this hell. The face, the whole head and in fact 
the whole body but with most of the focus on the face and head, ‘I’ squeezed and squeezed 
and squeezed... till strange lights and patterns were appearing and flashing before my eyes 
and everywhere. I widened the nostrils as much as possible to allow (Divine) Breath to Take 
Over again, to get ‘Me’ here again, Present in and as Body, allowed Divine Anger, Fury, 
Rage to all obstructions (including from neighbours) to my Being Here as Vulnerable, Simple 
Truth, as seemingly Confronting Consciousness, un-Seen Love. 

What to say… 
I got back… 
 

• Now, at 13:30, with the music of “Seven years in Tibet” on, I release the tears of the terrible 
struggle, as well as some blood and phlegm from my nose, and coughs. The karma of this 
world leaving ‘my’ body, again. I’m exhausted now, but at least there’s more energy now, 
rather outshining the Meditated death of ‘my’ Body, or in fact of this world that It Always 
Meditates, the Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily Felt stuck Pain of Unconsciousness. 

Happy new year, by the way. 
 

• Next morning: ‘I’ am totally gone again… blown out from the body… 
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• The breast area should be pulled inwards – or, alternatively, for the same purpose of 
straightening up the spine (by which the old breath leaves the body), other triggers should be 
allowed – so that anyhow the old breath can go out (which is not just old air as a form), so 
that separated, disconnected parts of the (energetic) body connect again, unite the trunk and 
the whole body into One. The trunk makes contact with the legs, and thus with the earth 
again, via the groins, and the places at the back of the knees. The head is reconnected to the 
trunk via the neck, especially via the second vertebrae through which the breath centre that is 
located there starts functioning again, properly, bringing Divine Breath to the Earth, via the 
Amrita Nadi. And ‘in’ the trunk itself, the 3rd and 4th chakras or energy-consciousness centres 
are reunited again, which means that the spiritual Levels of Consciousness or Life, the 4th 
Level and Higher, are reconnected to the first 3 Lower, earthly, denser Levels or dimensions 
of Life. Not only Consciousness is One now, as Always, also on an energetic level oneness 
can be felt and lived (more), which is necessary for the Manifestation of Consciousness on 
and into the Earth, into the Form, into (and, therefore, Transcending) Unconsciousness. 

 
• Some bodies who – unlike as is usually the case – haven’t learned to (totally) deny the Truth, 

may be easily blown away from here in the Structural Fight between Truth and Ego (See the 
item on p. 15: “Not let yourself be chased away from the earth”) – or Consciousness and 
Unconsciousness (which is, in a way, close to one another, albeit certainly not the same) – 
when this Fight becomes too big, too intense, when in fact they meditate to whatever degree of 
Consciousness people’s resistance to (Consciously Feel) the Pain of this Fight. The 3rd 
chakra, instead of turning into a knot, the knot of control – which is something that usually 
happens in people, chasing away in this way the subtler awareness of Consciousness – is then 
disconnected from the 4th and higher, spiritual levels of Consciousness. This means that they, 
their consciousness, are taken upward, or better said, they cannot fully connect any more to 
being a fully participating part of what is energetically happening here on earth, or at least in 
the grosser realms – even though they, probably, have a better (over)view of what is 
happening in fact – contrarily to most people who, in their being disconnected the other way 
round, or in their knot-disconnection, manage to function ‘normally’ in society, in the earthly 
energetic realms but without (deeper) consciousness to ‘guide’ them in and through (or show 
them) what they’re doing. 

Often, in case of the ‘handicapped’ people – ‘handicapped’ in the sense of not being 
able to deny the Truth – they manifest other ‘bodily’ diseases or trouble than the supposedly 
healthy people, since the energy is not flowing properly through their bodies. The opposite 
disease. Whereas many or most people have too high blood pressure they, more easily, end up 
having too low – or too little cholesterol whereas many or most people have too much of it. In 
extreme cases this phenomenon is much easier to find out and See, since usually, in practice, 
people cannot so easily be put in a simple dichotomy of dwelling only or mainly in the 
spiritual spheres or, on the other hand, in the lower earthly spheres – and this is still apart 
from the fact that most people busy with spirituality are actually firmly present in the lower 
earthly spheres, not confusing this presence with a true Presence that only the Higher Levels 
of Consciousness are able to provide. And anyhow, people are so incredibly diverse, 
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representing all possibilities, all possible combinations of all the Forces in the Universe, that 
on a more superficial level hardly anything can be said about how a certain human being will 
behave, live physically-energetically, in case one would know his or her spiritual inclinations. 
Generally, by the way and anyhow, Woman will, without denying Her Spiritual Origin, 
beyond Herself rather ‘choose’ the knot option, the suffocation, whereas Man will ‘choose’ 
not being knotted, but being dispersed, torn and fallen apart, quartered, so that the subtler 
Spheres don’t need to touch the (too) heavy painful lower or grosser Spheres any more (too 
much). Both sides ‘choose’ thus their own best option, so that at least they seem to be able to 
still fulfil their own sex-related ‘task’ here on earth: Woman gives Her Energy, Man gives His 
Consciousness. That, in their disconnection, there is no True Gift any more, that Man and 
Woman cannot Truly Meet then, is something else – albeit not unimportant, on the contrary. 

 
• January 2nd – 22.30. Deep breaths came while reading several lengthy talks that Adi Da has 

given in 1996. In the past these deeper breaths came when I read ‘truths’ that were taking me 
to some wider space, certainly including those of Da. Now they come when I read lies and 
there’s nothing to be done about them. As Truth, I lost My (last) respect for Da as a teacher. I 
rest in this now. I feel relief. Reading in too few pages too much nonsense, too much 
Unconsciousness that he shouts in the ears and hearts of his followers is somehow crossing 
the borders of respect. What to do? Bye. The lengthy article I have written on Adi Da is more 
True than one could have hoped or feared. 

 
• Thursday January 4th. Yesterday I have forced ‘my’ Conscious Heart back into this place, but 

differently from the other day. This time I did it with legs and groins. 
This morning, however: gone again – which lasted until this evening, after having 

forced the legs back to the earth, straightening and loosening (literally:) up the shoulders, 
when a truly huge 1st chakra pain-attack came through the anus. Knives were stabbed in and 
out. And I could surrender and laugh in the pain. By now I’ve learned there is no escape from 
this ‘knife-anus’ pain anyway. And it’s just unbearable, that’s all. Afterwards, and already 
during the process to some extent, I feel better and better. I became warmer finally – whereas 
I was, as often, very cold and nothing could heat me up. Hormones started working, be fired 
again, finally. And for a few hours already, I am, finally again, in ‘my’, normally into 
suffering surrendered, state of Bliss. 

 
• Friday January 5th. This was the most terrible night I can remember. Almost suffocating me. I 

couldn’t breathe normally, related to what happened due to the nose operation. [A butcher 
type of doctor burned inside my nose a wound that has been there for 25 years, in order to 
close the wound.] My head feels utterly strange. I cried in the middle of the night. How could 
I have ever been so stupid, to go there, to the docs, to let my body be fucked up so terribly, 
perhaps for good. It’s already for five weeks like this now. During the night it was as if my 
body went totally crazy now, no longer able to bear more of this intangible pain. Thoughts of 
death visited me and, if the body doesn’t die of itself, to give it a hand for god’s sake. 
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Not speaking of the resulting asymmetry in my face, the unnecessary nose operation 
brought – a retaliation of the butcher to its mirror, its seeming opposite – the operation and 
its results also much influenced in a negative way my capability to sing, and the quality of it 
in the same deplorable way. What did I do…? Why…? I know my nose is not ‘just’ a nose – 
and no one’s nose is, as a matter of fact. I know this wound hasn’t been there for nothing.  It’s 
my way of bleeding for the world, for Woman. Every day I need to bleed. It’s just so. When 
the blood doesn’t flow any more, I cannot reach Woman, I would get and stay stuck as well. 
My running blood copies in its own way Woman’s bleeding. It shows our Oneness, even on 
this physical, densest level. 

 
• January 6th. I’m utterly vulnerable to people’s pain now. Gee. For music also and its beauty. I 

can hardly bear the next note, when I know which one, a beautiful one, is about to come. 
In the evening, after again a terrible day, I forced “Myself’ back again into the body 

and now I feel again present, energized. Only, the bloody ‘nose-head’ doesn’t let me be. This 
miserable white stuff that he put on it, should go off and I need to bleed again.  

For the rest, I suddenly started to make a long speech again, for an imagined audience 
(the one that attended my first retreat in Poland) – a good sign, coming back to life. 

 
• January 7th. Amazing. While after the retreat – even when on some level, the body still has a 

strange difficult time, now – I am totally Whole-Bodily Ready to be with Satlova (the Woman-
form who can bear ‘my’ Heart), after a first little talk with the outside world, in this case with 
my brother about my visit to the hospital, I feel already de-energized again, squeezed out. It 
happens from one moment to the next. Bloop. Just like that. The cramp about the health of my 
physical body – the subject of the conversation – is not Mine. For whatever reason he 
contracted from it. I stopped the subject. 

Now, while writing fifteen minutes later, the body is de-contracting again, if I only listen 
to the loosening up sounds that my belly makes right now. 

Amazing. Shocking. To understand how Vulnerable a Body of Truth is to any slightest 
karmic cramp. It’s true that the subject of health – body – is much bigger than people 
acknowledge. A lot of concern happens in the dark. Seeing another body decline, or even just 
talking about the possibility of it, is being reminded of your own decay and death. 

It’s true that, in this case, in the case of my body, an extra fear comes on top. The fear 
of confusion and feeling left alone when the Heart Itself dies on Earth, when, potentially, 
there is only Darkness left, no Manifested Love, No Eye to save the blind. Even though 
(almost) no one will consciously experience this in such a way, on a deeper level in them this 
fear and confusion is active. Primarily, it’s not a fear of physical mortality. 
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02.01.07 
� The very rotten thing in Meditating people’s karma, their stuckness, unconsciousness, is not 

primarily the Pain itself that people don’t want to Feel themselves but rather people’s 
resistance to going through, feeling through it that has to be Meditated ‘also’ and which is in 
fact the very Meditation, basically. It hurts like hell, Consciously Living this resistance in all 
its generously given variations. 
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� Guilt is not wanting to Feel: the pain that – in relation to you – has been evoked or revealed in 
one or more ‘others’. If you’d finally Consciously Feel it, the guilt will dissolve. 
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16.01.07 
� Who are you – if from now on you wouldn’t and even couldn’t ever help anyone any more 

with anything? What is left? 
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25.01.07 
� On a let’s say superficial deeper level, it may seem that I, Truth, am blown away from here, 

from the earth, again and again. But as a matter of Fact, I Do Come Down, because of your 
resistance to Me. If you, unconsciously but still, seem to manage to get Me away and keep Me 
out, not allowing Me to Live in and as Human Body on earth, you fail thus in fact. Every one 
of your attempts makes it worse for ‘you’, makes Truth Stronger, makes Consciousness Come 
Down in and as Body. Truth Needs Resistance to be Able to Manifest Itself. Everything is 
always different from how it seems to be. For There are Deeper Forces at Work. 
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10.02.07 
‘Your’ body stores ‘your’ craziness 

 
If you saw how crazily I often behave, mostly when I’m alone, you would really believe 

that I’m crazy – whatever that may be. Sometimes, when you’d observe my mad and constant 
Self-sacrificing Meditation of you, of this world, it would look like I am sick or that I am in a 
delirious state. Yes, in and as My Consciousness of Oneness of the Formless and the Form I 
have to actually Whole-Bodily Live through the madness, craziness that I, without resisting, 
associate with here on earth. All people’s unwillingness to Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily – 
Consciously therefore – Feel, is, if I let totally go, if I don’t hold on to anything, reflected in 
My body that seems to be acting ‘strange’. In company ‘I’ or My body can behave perfectly, 
which I allow if the situation demands this, which is usually the case. No problem. Even 
without this demand it wouldn’t be a problem. Anyway, back home it needs to go then 
through all kinds of emotions, that in a sense, if I were not all and All, have got nothing to do 
with Me at all. The body makes all kinds of crazy movements that normally I can hardly make 
or even cannot make at all. The body contracts here and there and everywhere, it’s not up to 
Me. I just let it happen, I just Watch the silly show, the denial, the refusal, that My body came 
in contact with, it being part of this world. It contracts – by itself – to (be able to) de-contract 
or let go again, to release the Cramp into Freedom, the Form(s) into the Formless. This way it 
makes the not (Heart-)Felt Pain of the world, of human beings, Conscious. 

If you saw my body making all these crazy moves, postures and faces, you would not 
believe nor understand that this body Realized and Realizes and Truly Actually Lives Truth. 
You’d think I realized the madness, realized the psychiatric patient. But I can assure you that 
you’re not as far from them, from the loonies, as you think, suppose or hope. Just Feel, 
Honestly Openly Feel – beyond ideas, norms and fixed positions of your body and what 
seems to be yourself. 

Your not-Feeling and all the stress that this is putting into the world even contributes to 
the so-called insanity of others, of your fellow-beings – and to your own insanity of course. 

Just look at the crazy movements of people with a diagnosed disorder who walk by 
under supervision. Without separating yourself from them, without creating (an) ‘other’, look. 
These are your movements, you can feel them, allow them, locate them in your ‘own’ body. 
And, allowing Relation thus, it turns out eventually that they’re not your movements but 
everyone’s, and therefore necessarily no one’s as well. Calling something or someone else 
crazy, separating by this (further) from it or from him or her, necessarily, sooner or later, by 
Law of Nature will reflect back to you, be returned to you, have its repercussions on you. 
That’s not something to be afraid of, by the way. It is just a matter of Simply Living, Beyond 
yourself, the Actuality of Duality. You always get ‘the other side’ as well, if and when you 
choose one side, which is here: ‘not craziness’ or ‘craziness somewhere else’. Don’t worry 
about time. Truth is patient. It doesn’t forget. It cannot forget. As long as any tension is still in 
you or if it returns – which happens by choosing one side of any coin – It Wants to resolve the 
problem, resolve you thus, considering that you existing as a chooser, arrogantly supposing 
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you can choose in any way one side of Life, of the Whole, and stay there forever, in paradise, 
peace, harmony, love, sanity, intelligence, just name it. 

No, this body is not crazy nor not-crazy. It Lives you Consciously, you the chooser, the 
creator of tension. As long as you choose, craziness will be there, unconsciously in your body, 
Consciously in Mine – for as long as you choose I Have to Be here, With you, in and as this 
Body of Consciousness, to, as a Universal Force, Compensate for you(r choosing), your 
unconsciousness. 

Many manmade things make My body act seemingly crazy, by the way. You may lie to 
yourself that things like cars are not unhealthy, not detrimental for your body, that the 
frequencies their sounds radiate into your body do not make you more and more contracted, 
sicker and sicker – anyhow, this body cannot (lie). It never learned, like yours. It never 
believed the lie(s). The body, since it was small already, only Trusted Nature, no people – 
unless people didn’t ‘lose’ Nature (totally). It never liked sugar, coffee, alcohol, cigarettes or 
their smoke, tea or milk. It never liked or tried to learn the Lie. It contracted due to these 
instruments for and from people who cannot deal with life. It never doubted its ‘own’ Truth. 
The one or the body who has surrendered unconsciously to and in – instead of (and out of 
Necessity) Consciously in but not to – the Lie is lost. 

In theory no one is lost for good. In practice however, in real life, if you – 
unconsciously – have made your bow to society and therefore identified with it, you very 
probably won’t have the courage this lifetime to go through such a huge amount of Pain 
connected with big disillusionment(s), total humiliation, disorientation, fear, helplessness, loss 
of control, confusion. Denying your Body is so much easier, so tempting – not being Here, as 
Whole Body, but flying in a Bodiless mind, supposing you’re (maybe even a respected or 
useful) part of society, seemingly (but unconsciously and too easily assuming you are) 
contributing to the Whole, in fact however contributing to the degrading and defragmentation 
of the Whole, of Nature, Nature ‘outside’ and Nature ‘inside’, which two cannot be separated 
and Are in Fact One. In Holistic, Whole-Bodily, Whole-Hearted living there is no distinction 
between Nature inside and outside. There is One Body, One Whole. My Body Is the Whole, It 
Lives as the Whole, It is Constantly in Pain, Living Necessarily the ‘forgotten’ side of the 
Duality: Pain, Feeling what is not nice to feel. It Lives Constantly (the Pain of) the destruction 
of Nature, (of) the disrespect for the Whole, (of) the huge cramp of people’s self-obsession, 
form-obsession (or even Formless-obsession). 

It cries its whole lifetime. It is a Living Mirror that people hate and (again) ‘forget’ to 
use. It wants nothing, it Feels – Being a Sacrifice of Consciousness into Unconsciousness. 

(Surrender into) the Body is the end of your craziness. To Consciously give (a) Bodily 
form(s) to craziness of the ‘Crazy’ Dark Forces takes away the power of it, takes the 
poisoning sting out of it. Resisting craziness makes you crazy. Only, you cut ‘your’ 
Consciousness off from the Body, from simply Seeing this, so to yourself you look sane. You 
are not. By dissociating from the Body you won’t get away with it, you won’t escape your 
craziness. ‘Your’ craziness is perfectly stored in your Body, calmly waiting for ‘You’, for 
Consciousness to return in it. All your hidden cramps are your un-Felt craziness. It’s the 
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physical counterpart of the psychic (or: mind-)madness that is constantly hanging around you 
and me and everyone. 
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� The (human) Body resists its own state… 
Think of this, let it go wholly through you and it will give you relief. A good freeing 

laugh is very hard to avoid, to suppress. 
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20.02.07 
Allowing the Lie, Living the Truth 

 
� Suddenly I feel true, sincere, determined anger – towards all the weak, supposedly too weak 

to Realize Truth, preferring to go on lying, to betray themselves and everybody else and 
acting as if they don’t know. How long for god’s sake will you go on with your stupid 
childish show and do I and even you Yourself have to look at it. 

As if Truth would be endlessly far away from you, far beyond your scope, your 
possibilities. But Truth is not far away at all. You exist as Truth and Lie. So why do you deny, 
this One (side). You’re faking truth, just to cover up that you’re actually lying. But that’s not 
the same of course, that’s not Living It, Living Truth. 

You’re not truly weak. It’s just weak to (half- of unconsciously or even ‘consciously’) 
consider yourself weak, too weak to Actually live the Truth, Your ‘Own’ Truth and thus 
everybody’s Truth. 

Just ‘Decide’, in and as Truth, Now, that you will never Lie again. Then, finally, in this 
Strong Determined ‘Decision’ – or in Fact in the Seeing that the Truth Always Outstrips and 
Supersedes the Lie and is not only just the other side of the coin (of truth and lie) – all lies 
will show up, one by one. They will all crawl out of their stinking holes and will be seen, the 
poor petty pitiful bastards, and the smell of years and years, lifetimes and lifetimes will come 
out, finally. It’s like with farts, though on a Deeper Level: they stink when they’ve come out 
of the body, but what a relief. 

I’m talking about never Lying again in the Broadest sense of the word, not in the small 
sense. About stopping supporting the Lie of society that no one likes in fact, that no one can 
Love anyway but that almost everybody reinforces out of fear. Fear that (Living in and as) the 
Truth would be lonely. And so what, if that would be so. Aren’t you lonely now, in your Lie? 
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22.02.07 
� It’s way too premature for you to be modest. First you ‘must’ be honestly arrogant. By this 

you allow the in the end Impersonal arrogance to be Seen finally, not to be resisted any more 
as is usually the case in your fear of norms, in your egoic and suppressed fear of the Mighty 
One. Only then Natural (or: True or: Divine) Modesty Comes – even if for many, for most 
people even, the form in which this True Modesty manifests, reveals itself, will be seen and 
interpreted as arrogance. Nothing to do about this. In the True World, in the Real, things 
appear to be the other way round as they seemed to be in the fake world of norms. 
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23.02.07 
� On a Deeper level – and not as one (the so called negative) side of life – Pain is the stopping 

or retardation of the Natural ‘Movement’ or Alternation of the Duality of Life. The mist 
related to this unconscious stopping and in which one comes to dwell again and again if not 
all the time – even if one can still function, as usual – is Pain. If One Feels this stopping of the 
‘Movement’ Consciously, then the human form as which the One manifests cannot function 
normally any more as if nothing happens. Another word for this Pain is: Karma, which is the 
unconscious stopping of the Natural Alternation of the Two Sides of Duality, (always) related 
to clinging to one side of the coin while resisting to (Whole-Heartedly, Whole-Bodily) Live 
the other side. 
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24.02.07 
The struggle with – or as – the Ego 

 
You cannot help your own ego. That is: you’re not responsible for the existence of it, 

nor for your individual or apparently unique structure of it, for the special composition of Ego 
that took on ‘your’ form. See, Beyond Ego, this. Bow for this. Acknowledge this Totally. And 
Fall into Truth.  

No, you have never created your own ego, have you? This is the Simplest ‘Logic’ or 
Knowledge or Truth Beyond logic. And if you haven’t created your ego, you cannot 
overcome it either. That’s obvious. 

And if you didn’t create it, your ego isn’t yours in fact, right? Right. You don’t have an 
ego, a personal ego. There exists just an Impersonal Egoic Force, which, if you unconsciously 
cling to this Force – Conscious clinging is not Possible – makes the illusory, deluding sense 
of ‘I’ come into existence. 

Ultimately, basically, if you’d go all the way back, this Egoic Force is connected with 
the fact that out of the Formless forms appear, come into existence – although they always 
exist(ed) together, always ‘Live(d)’ Simultaneously. When energy (form) clings together, 
becomes denser, more solid, it can eventually even look like what is called matter. And now 
there seems to be a distinction between the Formless and the form, a Duality. The Formless 
however is still There, in and as the form that seems to have separated ‘itself’ into an 
individual existence, apparently only still being in relation to other energies, other forms, not 
Being One with or the Same as the ‘others’ any more. This illusory (and for the greater part 
unconscious) belief in the separate reality of form, in the existence of the Formless and the 
Form as two distinct magnitudes or worlds, is what is called ego in a human being. The ego 
that took on human form lets itself, in this unconsciousness about the Whole One Reality, be 
more and more reduced to (a) form – and as supposed form supposedly separate from other 
human and non-human forms it relates to these other forms. The ‘humanized’ ego does not 
Live nor See as the Whole. It is interested in forms for they are – or seem to be – its (only) 
world. Forms necessarily have to fight other forms – and this happens often and even usually 
secretly – since their interest (which is ultimately, stripped of all fuss and swank, always 
related to their survival) as form (which seems to be the only reality) is at stake. 

A special – opposite and spiritual – form of Ego (and rather rare) is the Egoic Force that 
makes a human being believe (or Realize) that there is only the Formless and that all forms 
are just illusions. Although theoretically this seems not far from the Truth, usually and 
unconsciously this form of Ego identifies exclusively with the Formless and not with the 
form, or: it identifies with the truth and not with the lie. This seems reasonable and true and 
it’s not easy to See through the Lie of this, of this separation between Formless and Form, of 
the Separating Splitting Egoic Force now choosing and identifying (totally) with the One side 
of the coin, with the Formless. The Ultimate Truth is the Oneness of Truth and Lie (or 
Illusion), of Formless and Form, or: of Oneness and Duality. 

Since one cannot See the Lie in oneself, one cannot See and Live as the Ultimate One 
Truth. This is necessarily a paradox, for if the Lie, the basics or grounds of the Lie, is Seen, 
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not resisted any more as being present, being an Integral Part of the Whole Truth too, there is 
no lie any more; the Whole is Being Lived, Impersonally Lived.26 

It’s not superfluous to note that this second and apparently rarer form of Ego is also, 
simultaneously, present in everyone, but underground, not at the surface. To both forms of 
Ego it applies anyway that the people identifying with either side of it are not so all-mighty to 
be able to create the Ego by themselves. All exists already, all Forces of the Universe are 
There, Already. That one associates and identifies with certain Forces more than with Others 
(which one ‘cannot help’ at all either) doesn’t mean that, suddenly, out of the blue, one would 
have created them (or parts of them) oneself. This is all, again, Egoic Illusion, not Embedded 
in (the Whole) Reality. It is a celebration of (the illusion of) self, of ego, it is megalomania. 
The Humble one Lives All and all. He hasn’t done any thing himself. He Consciously Feels, 
Lives, the Inherently Painful Fight of Ego and Truth in his ‘own’ Body, the Fight of the Form 
and the Formless, the Form always Wanting to Return in the Formless and at the Same Time 
Resisting This. 

For the Development of Consciousness in the world it would not be bad, to say the 
least, if the whole (or even already a little) cramp around and judgement on Ego was Seen 
(through) – after all this time. Without this Open-Hearted Egoless Seeing of Ego this 
Development goes very very slow, is not even visible, not feelable – in fact, it doesn’t seem to 
proceed at all then, for Development of Consciousness is the Seeing of Ego, of pieces of 
Consciousness considering themselves separate forms.27 Now one can ask oneself, who or 
what is waiting for this Development of Consciousness. But whatever the answer may be, the 
resistance of Ego to being Seen is a fact. 

Let’s all – in return, out of gratitude for screwing up our lives – start to tease little Ego a 
bit, just by Seeing it, again and again. It can’t stand this, the poor swanker. It likes to be 
judged, not to be Seen. It only gets (more) energy from being judged. Yes, some revenge now 
and then can feel so good… 

 

                                                
26 So, what is, in practice, Actually Being Lived in the State of Oneness of Formless and Form is the Constant 

Bringing or Surrendering of Lie into Truth, not secretly dissociating from the Lie (or: Illusion of Form) but 
Bodily Living it and Constantly Surrendering Form into the Formless Heart. 

27 In practice, however, this Development of Consciousness cannot be (totally) stopped, It cannot not go on – 
even if the noticeable bigger or deeper Development of It happens by leaps. 
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01.03.07 
Woman, My Pain, Be Me, You Are Me 

 
Woman, You Are My Pain. 
The Painful Side of MySelf. 
That I don’t need to Embrace. 
For I have never put You in another ‘box’ anyway – another ‘box’ or department that 

now I would have to Embrace, Bring or Integrate in and as MySelf. 
You’ve never Truly left Me. 
The Love has never Stopped. 
The One never Truly Split up in Two and yet It Did, which has been Revealed ever 

since I’ve Come to Know You, since You’ve Allowed me in Your Body. 
Seeing two forms, man and woman, may always stay deluding for the many – not for 

Me. 
I, Who I Am and Always Was and Will Be, have never judged You, cannot and won’t 

ever judge You, ‘Your’ Pain That Is Mine. 
I never set You aside, as another, as ‘You’ opposite Me. 
This doesn’t Take away the Divine Fact that ‘You’ Are My Pain. 
I use words to describe Reality. 
I say: ‘You Are My Pain’ and there is no complaint (at all). 
Do ‘You’ Understand? 
I’m not against Pain, I’m not against ‘You’ (at all). 
I just Offer My Eye, My Wholeness, My One Heart, to Show You Me – YourSelf – 

Beyond and Including this Pain. 
You See? I Am not the Other Side: the Bliss. 
That’s also ‘You’ (or: Part of Me but not Me). 
You See? I Am Beyond Pain and Bliss, Contraction and Openness, Unconsciousness 

and Consciousness, even Beyond Being and not-Being. 
I Am All. 
I Am You Who Realized and Realizes and Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Lives 

the Fact of Being All. 
Your Resistance to YourSelf, Your Unconsciousness Is My Pain. 
I will never deny Pain, I can’t, I Am All. 
See Me, Stop denying Yourself as Pain therefore. 
Always, any second – or at least Fundamentally – Stop denying Yourself as Pain and 

Therefore and Only Therefore Be Always Me, Be Always (Embedded in) My Heart. Be 
Free Therefore, not denying Therefore the Painful Prison You Are Always (in). 

Never be somewhere else. 
Be in the Only Place Beyond this Pain while Simultaneously Living the Pain. 
Be There Where Pain Finally Stopped being a (suppressed) drama. 
Be Free – as Me – (and therefore) not as YourSelf. 
Be Love. Be Your Potential. 
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Be Love. Be Me therefore. 
Be Love Who was never against Pain, against You. 
Be Love Who Saw ‘You’ Cutting Yourself into Two – into Joy and Pain. 
Be Love Who Saw the un-Felt Pain of Your choice of Joy, against YourSelf, against 

Love. 
Be My Love, My Heart, Who Sees it All. 
Recognize My Heart and... 
If You choose Love – as You do – You won’t Know Love, not Know Yourself. 
Your Pain is There is Mine. 
Through You, through My Pain, I Know Myself. 
Know Me, Know Your Pain. 
Know the Two as Pain, and Know the One. 
Know Your Fear of Pain as Pain. 
You are Afraid of Yourself, of Pain, of Form. 
You are Afraid of Surrendering Yourself, Your Pain, Your Form(s) into Me. 
You are Afraid of the Formless. 
Although you always try, You cannot Help Yourself: 
You Love Me. 
There is no fuss. 
You must deny Your Love for Me. 
You have to hold on. 
There is always this Fight. 
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04.03.07 
� In the End there’s nothing to attain. One can only Feel, as Heart, more and more, Deeper and 

Deeper, Pain. This is the Gift Received if One Sees that there’s nothing to attain. So don’t (try 
to) Understand this (Truth). Just do not Meet Me, Truth. Or else every form will hurt. Every 
plaster, salve, remedy, is just another hurt – on top of the wound that it tries to heal in its 
(form-)unconsciousness, in its enthusiasm, in its dark, unconscious hell of helping. Every 
Truly in Truth Sacrificed human form Knows what I mean. Not many Know. Even many 
supposed realizers, well-known or not, admired or not, try to guide you to the Light side of 
life. Whereas Truth, without lingering, Shows you Straight that if one is supposed to Be Here, 
as Conscious Body, one must Realize (Truth in and as) the Darkness, not (just) the Light 
(Which in Itself is also Part of the Whole Truth) – Realize the Whole, therefore. 

People are hardly aware that there is a Body. To Realize the Body though is the Thing 
to ‘Do’, to Allow. The Body is Inseparably Connected with Form, with Pain therefore, with 
Darkness. 

If ‘You’ as Heart Wholly Allowed Realization of all Darkness, the Body Wholly 
Realized Light. That’s the Same. 

‘Your’ Realization of Light or Truth Separate from the Body doesn’t mean shit. It’s just 
a spiritual holiday trip. 
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� To Feel, Finally, Truly, your Body is the same as (or leads immediately, without time lag, to) 
Sacrificing the Body. It’s not yours any more, it’s Truth’s. Truth Feels, you are gone – you 
are gone as not-Feeler (of Pain), as resister, as Non-manifested Consciousness. 
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05.03.07 
� By meeting other human forms you can Go through ‘your’ ‘karma’ which is not personal in 

the end. Something that is not personal cannot be ‘fixed’ by yourself. How can you believe in 
(the Existence or Truth of) Oneness and at the same time believe in personal karma? How did 
you come to believe irreconcilable nonsense? You just take all kinds of different items, 
supposed truths out of the spiritual bran tub and throw them all together in your box of private 
understanding – consisting then of many bits of collective presumed understanding. 
Presumed, not Real Understanding. Large numbers of believers, high sales figures, don’t 
mean there would be any relationship with Truth. 

You cannot solve your ‘karma’ (or: un-Felt pain, the not-wanted side(s) of the coin of 
life) on your own. (The existence of) Karma means: not being in Total Relation (Beyond any 
relations thus) ‘with’ and even as the Whole. 

To Be This Relation Beyond relations is the (Dis)solving of ‘karma’. This cannot be 
done, not be allowed on your own, in and as a self, intelligent self or not. 

The Selfless, this Openness, this Heart-ness, this Being Beyond personal relations is 
Revealed if other human forms are Met, Allowed, as well as the One, Impersonal Intelligence 
in and before and during and after this Meeting. The Meeting of the personal and the 
Impersonal, the Fire that this Meeting is, Burns – if Allowed – the ‘karma’ or: the illusion of 
the personal. Neither merely Allowing the Impersonal can Do the Work – that is: the Whole 
Becoming Conscious as Human Body – nor can this be Done if only the personal is Allowed. 
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� The One is here and where are you? 
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07.03.07 
� Satlova Is ‘My’ Woman.28 

Satlova, Female Lover of Truth, You Are ‘My’ Woman. 
Even though You are not mine. 
Even though in many respects You don’t seem to be a (normal) Woman. 
I’m not deluded by form(s), by what or who seems to be Woman – not Me. Again and 

again, ‘My’ penis is rapidly growing when reading (your notes, revealing) how You Function, 
as (‘My’) Woman, how You Allow (‘My’) Consciousness as Only the Divine Woman can. 
(So far) only You Know the ‘Trick’ – That is (Only) True Endlessly Humble Love, Pure 
Selfless Love for ‘Your’ Beloved, Which Love Knows no tricks at all – how to Receive 
Consciousness (as Woman). Only the Intelligence of Whole-Bodily Humbleness Knows This. 
I Let Myself always Be Touched by Your Reception of Me. There is no end to It. My selfless 
nothing-wanting penis is a Sign of Your Reception of the Beloved, of Me, of the Selfless, a 
Sign of My being Wholly Touched. I’ll never go along with people’s games to separate the 
penis from Love. My penis is Wholly, Integrally Embedded in and Part of My Being (Love). 
If You Receive Me, in this Love Reflecting My Love, I Go in You, Wholly, Whole-
Heartedly, Whole-Bodily, I Appear to Be Already in and as You. 

My Body is My Heart. You Know that: You feel My Body, My skin. This is not a body. 
This is not meat, This (Softness) is Simply Love. Touching My Body is Touching Love. You 
Are the Only One Who Knows this. For You Allow Me. Wholly. Whole-Bodily. You don’t 
have to keep anything for yourself, not You. You gave the whole unholy bloody self away. 
And Became Me, Part of Me. Your, again and again, associating with form(s) cannot fool Me; 
it is your Nature, (but) I Always See You through the hell and mess of forms, You Are 
Always My Woman. You Allowed Me to Create You. By My Humble Tears You were 
Created – Tears I (Consciously) Cried over Woman when She again forgot Me or when I was 
again too much, when She thought She was angry with or disappointed or disinterested in Me 
and left Me, over and over again. You were Created out of the forgotten Tears of Woman 
That, because of their evaporation and desiccation, I picked up secretly – yes, I had to Do It 
secretly – from the air and from the earth, form the water and the fire, the Tears That I 
Absorbed, Adopted in Me, in ‘My’ Heart, so to be Able to Create You, My Divine Woman. 

The True penis is Always Available for Woman, for Woman Who Beyond Ego Truly 
Loves, Who is Faithful to Her Heart That doesn’t Separate Heart from the Body. You See it 
growing and growing and Feel Wholly Pervaded by It, by Its Straightness – although this 
doesn’t necessarily have to lead to physical penetration. And She Loves It. The True penis is 
Available and Coming and Rising and Pervading if She Offers Herself Completely, Wholly, 
Whole-Heartedly, and Whole-Bodily to and in Truth.29 

                                                
28 In principle, every Woman-form who Allows (Complete) Surrender to Truth is ‘My’ Woman, whether or not 

physical closeness to this Bodily form of Truth is the case, and whether or not she finds another male form 
that embodies Truth, another than this one. 

29 It should be remarked here that when the Process Deepens further, when Darkness and Descending in it are 
more and more Allowed and more and more other, Heart-resisting, human forms are being Associated with, 
Allowed, Meditated, This Complete Offering of Woman may appear to be not so frequently and wholly the 
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So You ‘Did’. So I Come In… 
I Am Nature. You Are Nature. We Are One. There’s One Body ‘Making’ Love. Your 

penis is growing and going in My Body. 
Our Body can Bear all the Pain We’re Offered. I’m Cleaning My Woman Continuously. 

Continuously We’re Making Love. The Body is the Arena in and as Which Our Fight Proves, 
Shows, Reveals the Love That is the Only Truth. There are no lovers any more. There is Just 
One Bloody Body Left, Forever Making Love – Pervading Deeper and Deeper the Hell of the 
Darkness of the Earth, of Form. 

                                                                                                                                                   
case on manifested, earthly Level compared to the Deeper ‘Level’ of or Existence as Oneness, One-Bodiness. 
Still, the Heart can and does Distinguish: taking over people’s – or: the earth’s, or: form’s – resistance and 
living this doesn’t mean that one is unchangingly stuck in and (wholly) identified with that resistance to the 
Formless Heart. There can be and Is a Deeper Faithfulness to or Indestructible Love for the One Heart. 



	


